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Preface

This book reports the quantitative empirical research I have been engaged
in over the past few years on the casual processes underlying differences
across nations in levels of mass political violence during the post-World
War II period. Since I have been concerned with domestic violence at the
macropolitical level, the specificity and the richness of detail that characterize micropolitical analyses or the study of particular cases have been
sacrificed in favor of the potential for generalization made possible by a
more global and aggregate investigation.
The book is divided into three parts. Chapter 1 of Part I discusses
the constraints imposed in the macroquantitative study of mass political
violence and thereby defines the context within which the research was
undertaken. The empirical base for the study is a recently compiled multiple
cross-section of aggregate data on more than 100 nations. As the title of
the book implies, my interest centered on events of domestic violence
that had an antisystem character, were of immediate political significance,
and directly involved or were sponsored by collectivities. Six of the available
domestic violence variables satisfied these conditions: riots, armed attacks,
political strikes, political assassinations, deaths from political violence,
and antigovernment demonstrations. Dimensional analysis of these variables uncovered two clearly defined clusters. Riots, antigovernment
demonstrations, and political strikes distinguished the first cluster, which
I have denoted as Collective Protest. The second, denoted as Internal War,
is indexed by armed attacks, deaths from political violence, and political
assassinations. Chapter 2 of Part I describes these dimensional analyses
and develops the method by which I create the composite measures of
Collective Protest and Internal War that are used as the operational indicators of mass political violence throughout the rest of the book.
Part II, Chapters 3 to 7, is devoted to an exploratory examination
of "single equation" hypotheses and "partial" theories derived from the
relevant literature. These analyses are designed to provide an empirical
foundation for the specification of a more comprehensive model of mass
political violence in Part III. Hence Part II represents an incremental and
ix
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eclectic approach to the task of model specification and causal inference
and reflects my unwillingness to rely exclusively on any single prior
theoretical formulation.
The factors examined in Part II include levels and rates of change
in socioeconomic development; social structural imbalances and systemic
frustration and satisfaction; cultural differentiation and national integration; the behavior of political elites, especially repression and coups; and
finally some important features of domestic political structure, in particular,
political democracy, Communist totalitarianism, and left party strength.
Many of the hypotheses investigated in these chapters are rejected as
empirically unsound, some are retained, and others are reformulated
as recursive and nonrecursive partial causal systems.
The final section of the book, Part III, integrates and elaborates on
the provisional conclusions and formulations of Part II by specifying a
more complete multiequation, block recursive, causal model of mass
political violence. The core of the model is a block or sector of simultaneous
equations which articulates mathematically the causal interdependencies
inferred on the basis of prior theory and initial estimation results to be
operative among mass violence, elite repression, coups, and the rate of
economic change. Other sectors of the model specify equations for variables
hypothesized to exert predetermined causal influence on these core endogenous variables. Simultaneous equations estimation techniques and
ordinary least-squares regression are employed as appropriate to estimate
the model. After a number of revisions in the model's structure, the
implications of the final parameter estimates for a dynamic theory of mass
political violence are pursued.
I have assumed throughout that the reader is familiar with the logic
of cross-national, quantitative research and has some knowledge of
regression analysis and multiequation causal modeling. Appendix 3 provides
an introduction to the more difficult and less widely known problems
associated with the estimation and identification of simultaneous equations
models and block recursive causal systems.
I am indebted to many people who read all or parts of the book in
one version or another during the past year. They include Hayward Alker,
Nazli Choucri, and Franklin Fisher of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Charles Cnudde, Arthur Goldberger, and Robert Jackman,
of the University of Wisconsin, and Ted Gurr of Northwestern University.
I am also grateful to Lester Warner and his associates at the Center
for Research on Conflict Resolution at the University of Michigan for
making available to me most of the data used in the research and for
providing the funds and assistance necessary to prepare the data for analysis.
Financial support was also received from the Ford Foundation, the Vilas

Foundation, the University of Wisconsin Graduate Research Committee
and the Center for International Studies at the Massachusetts Institut~
of Technology.
Naturally, all errors of fact and judgment are my own.
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PART ONE

The Quantitative Study of
Mass Political Violence

CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

The purpose of this study is to advance our knowledge of the causal
structures that underlie nlass political violence within nations. Stated
most briefly, we have attempted to answer the question: What produces
differences across nations in the magnitude of domestic political violence?
In pursuing this goal we have tried to capture causal relationships and
not simply to explain variance in mass violence in a purely statistical way.l
Such an effort is constrained in at least three ways. A discussion of these
constraints serves to outline the setting within which the research reported
in the chapters that follow was conducted.
First there are theoretical constraints. This book would have been
a great deal shorter and the investigation it records a much less demanding
exercise if there had been available to us a single, compelling theory that
specified, even crudely, a comprehensive causal model of mass political
violence. 2 The task would then have been simply to obtain the relevant
data, estimate the model as specified, and, on the basis of the results,
perhaps make a few modifications in the original theoretical structure.
Unfortunately, the research process is rarely so straightforward. There
is an enormous body of qualitative and quantitative literature that deals
in no particularly unified way with the many facets of domestic violence,
1 The best introduction to the causal perspective in social science is undoubtedly Hubert
M. Blalock, Causal Inferences in Nonexperimental Research (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press. 1964), A seminal essay on the causal modeling of political phenomena that
presaged much of the subsequent work in the field is Hayward R. Alker, Jr., "'Causallnference
and Political Analysis," in J .L. Bernd, (ed. ) Mathematical Applications in Political Science. II
(Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press. 1966).
2 This does not mean that there are no attempts at large-scale models of mass violence in
the existing literature: however, we find no single attempt, qualitative or quantitative,
persuasive enough to rely on completely. Instead. an eclectic and incremental model specification
and causal inference procedure is preferred. This is outlined more fully below.
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conflict, instability, and the like. In addition to the absence of theoretical
convergence in the literature, its usefulness to this study was limited in a
number of other ways.
The qualitative research has two principal deficiencies. First, qualitative
case studies are often concerned primarily with the idiosyncrasies of the
particular instance. As a result, factors that may have general relevance
tend to become obscured. A problem that characterizes the qualitative
work more generally is an ambiguity and circumlocution in style that
makes the extraction of testable hypotheses difficult and, at times, impossible. 3 Much of Part II is devoted to ferreting out testable propositions
from the most useful studies in this literature.
The quantitative literature also has limitations. Many of these studies
are almost entirely atheoretical in the sense that they are exclusively concerned with determining the "dimensions" of domestic conflict through
the factor analysis of quantitative data. This has been useful for conceptual
clarification, but it does not advance causal understanding in any direct way.
Other quantitative studies predict (or postdict!) variance in measures of
domestic conflict by means of regression and correlation analyses but
ignore issues concerning the underlying causal linkages among the variables
involved. 4
Investigations that have dealt explicitly with causal relationships have
often done so badly. Some employ dubious techniques of parameter
estimation and causal inference, and others are ambiguous about the way
that final causal structures are derived. Frequently, analysis is confined
to very limited subsamples of the potential data universe, or only one
indicator of the many possible mass violence measures is utilized. The
former practice is suspect given the instability of parameter estimates
that are based on a small number of observations, whereas the latter
procedure is risky because of the unreliability that results from using a
single indicator for a multifaceted phenomenon. Finally, all the quantitative
studies to date have looked only at models that incorporate linear, additive,
and hierarchical relationships. Exclusive reliance on models of this kind
is overly (and unnecessarily) restrictive, since the theories we wish to test
and the real-world processes we seek to capture are clearly not entirely
linear, additive, and unidirectional in causes and effects.
3 Again, Blalock has given the most attention to this important issue in quantitative social
research. See Hubert M. Blalock, Theory Construction, from Verbal to Mathematical Formulations (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969).
4 An insightful treatment of the causal models implicit in commonly used regression algorithms
is provided by Hayward R. Alker, Jr., "Statistics and Politics: The Need for Causal Data
Analysis," in S. M. Lipset (ed.). Politics and the Social Sciences (London: Oxford University
Press, 1969).
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These last observations bear on the methodological constraints that
affected this research. Even the most sophisticated techniques of n~n
experimental causal inference cannot overcome the lack of sound, pnor
theoretical thinking. Although the existing literature suggests hypotheses
that deserve further testing with new data and aids i~ the deve1op~ent of
richer causal models, it does not, in our view, prOVIde a persuaSIve and
comprehensive theoretical structure. Given our unv.:illingness to ~ely
exclusively on any single line of theorizing, one of th~ major methodologlc~1
concerns was to proceed in a way that allowed ngorous and systematic
investigation of hypotheses that had theoretical merit, without degenerating
5
into a gross fishing operation posing as "empirical" research. . , .
Our effort to achieve this trade-off between exploratory emplflcism
and theoretically grounded hypothesis testing is represented in Part II,
Chapters 3 to 7. In these chapters numerous "single equati~n" hypotheses
and "partial" theories dealing with potential causal determmants of mass
political violence are evaluated. Independent variables suggested ~y such
hypotheses and partial theories that are estimated to have coeffiCIents at
least twice their respective standard errors are provisionally retained as
significant direct causal influences on mass violence. This is not a particularly demanding standard, but it is appropriate to the exploratory purpose
of Chapters 3 to 7. We also have anticipated that the causal processes
which are at the root of cross-national differences in levels of violence
are much too complex to be adequately captured by a single equation
formulation. Thus the analyses in Part II are geared to the sequential
development of a more realistic multiequation model. Hence, where it is
meaningful theoretically and fits preliminary estimation results, what initially
are unrelated single equation models are reformulated as multiequation
(partial) causal sequences. The result of this incremental hypothesis-testing,
model-building process is found in Chapter 8 of Part III, where the provisional results of Part II are integrated as a fully specified causal model
of mass political violence. 6
The third factor that constrained the investigation was data availability. Since the focus of inquiry is mass political violence across nations,
the research was confined to the macro, systemic level of analysis for which
aggregate data are appropriate. As the principal source of data, we were
fortunate to obtain the most comprehensive cross-national aggregate data
file now in existence. It represents several years of collection effort by a
5 This is especially important for studies that include very large numbers of variables. The
importance of theory in multivariate quantitative research is developed well by Robert A.
Gordon, "Issues in Multiple Regression," American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 73, March
1968, pp. 592-616.
6 This method of model specification is reviewed in the final chapter.
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large team of investigators headed by Charles Taylor and Michael Hudson
of the World Data Analysis Program at Yale University, in cooperation
with Robert Hefner and Lester Warner of the Center for Research on
Conflict Resolution at the University of Michigan. 7 The data file includes
numerous measures of domestic conflict as well as dozens of socioeconomic
and political variables for a very large number of nations. The next chapter
describes the mass violence variables used and the strategy employed for
constructing composite violence measures. The socioeconomic and political
variables are introduced throughout Part II, Chapters 3 to 7, as they become
relevant to the hypothesis-testing, model-building effort.
Although the primary data source is the most complete single file of
its kind, we were determined to sacrifice a minimum number of cases
because of missing data. Hence a good deal of effort was spent updating
as well as supplementing and cross-validating the primary file from other
available data sources. 8 As a result of these additional data collection
efforts, complete data were obtained on variables of interest for a crosssection of 108 nations. The countries are listed in Appendix 1. This is a
very large sample, and it insures that the analyses described here are based
on the widest possible range of observations.

7 The data are described at length in Charles L. Taylor and Michael C. Hudson (eds.), World
Handbook a/Political and Social Indicators, 2nd edition (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1972).
8 For reasons made clear later, we were interested in a 1960 time point for most of the independent variables. If a 1960 value for a particular variable could not be obtained and adjacent
time points were available, we interpolated. "Event" variables, such as the violence indicators
and others introduced in the chapters ahead, come exclusively from the primary data source.
A few variables were obtained entirely from alternative sources. Where this is the case, it
is noted in the appropriate chapter.

CHAPTER TWO

Mass Political Violence-Its Scope
and Measurement

This chapter delineates exactly what is meant by mass political viol.ence
and describes how the available quantitative data can most effectIvely
be employed to measure it. A discussion of these issues serves to define
more sharply the focus of the research and to prepare the way for the
quantitative analyses presented in Parts II and III.
Quite a number of variables have been included in one ~tudy or anoth~r
of domestic violence, conflict, and instability. Our chOIce of domestIc
violence event variables from those available in the principal data file
was governed by the following, somewhat overlapping, criteria. Firs~,
the behavior or "event" in question must on the whole have had an antzsystem character, in the sense of being at odds with existing political
authority. For example, antigovernment demonstrations would me~t
this criterion, but progovernment demonstrations would not. Second, It
must have direct and fairly immediate political significance: that is, it must
pose a threat of at least severe inconvenience to the normal oper.ation ~f
the political elite. Hence ordinary labor strikes would ~~t satIs.fy ~hIS
condition, but strikes with at least mildly threatening polItIcal objectIves
would. Finally, the event must involve collective or "mass" activity. Therefore, phenomena such as murder, armed robbery, and similar criminal
acts are not relevant here, although they may have important second-order
political implications by becoming "public" issues, and ~ometimes ~:em
from widespread alienation from existing socioeconomIc and polItIcal
arrangements.
.
.
An exception of sorts to the last constraint is the incluSIOn o~ ~s~assmations, which typically are not actually carried out by collec~IVltIes,. ?ut
frequently are sponsored by disaffected groups. Note also that thIS condItIOn
excludes elite actions of various kinds-for example, military coups or
7
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government repression--which usually have been included in analyses
of domestic violence. l It does not exclude, however, deaths that result
from c.lashes of elites and masses in insurgent or protest situations.
. GIven these prior theoretical constraints, the following six event
vanables were selected for study: 2
.. 1. R~~t~. Any" ~iole~t demonstration or. clash of a large group of
clt.lzens. VIOlence ll~phes the use of phySIcal force and is generally
eVlllced by the ~estructlOn of property, the killing or wounding of people,
or the use of not control equipment. They are distinguished from armed
attack ev~nt.s on the b~sis of whether the event seems to have been organized,
whether It IS goal dIrected, and whether it involves all or most of the
participants acting purposefully.
2: Armed Atta~k Events. Acts of violence committed by or involving
orgallized groups WIth weapons of any kind, when these acts are intended
as protests, or acts of revolt or rebellion against a government, its members
'
policies, intended policies, and the like.
3. Political Strikes. Any strike by industrial or service workers,
or students, for the purpose of protesting against a government, its leaders,
or a government policy or action.
4. Assassinations. Any politically motivated murder or attempted
I Many quantitative analyses of domestic violence and instability, especially the dimensional
studies. do not distinguish between mass and elite event variables. Thev are of course correlated. We think it is importanl, however. to differentiate these theoreti~ally and explore the
mterdependencles causally. The dimensional studies include: Rudolph J. Rummel. "A Field
Theory of Social Action with Application to Conflict Within Nations," Yearbook of the Society
jor General Systems Research, Vol. 10, 1965. pp. 183-211; idem., "Dimensions of Conflict
~ehavior Within and Between Nations," ibid., Vol. 8, 1963, pp. 1-49; Douglas P. Bwy,
DimenSIOns of Social Conflict in Latin America;' American Behavioral Scientist, Vol. 1I,
No.4, March-April. [968, pp. 39-50; idem., "Correlates of Political Instability in Latin
AmerIca: Over-TIme Comparisons from Brazil, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, and Panama,"
AmerIcan PolIHcal Science Association paper, Washington, D.C., September 1968: Raymond
Tanter, "Dimensions of Conflict Behavior Within Nations, 1955 -60: Turmoil and Internal
War," Peace Research Society Papers, III, Chicago Conference, 1965. pp. 159-183; idem.,
"Dimensions of Conflict Behavior Within and Between Nations, 1958-60," Journal of Conflict
Resolution, Vol. 10, No.1, March 1966, pp. 41-64.
2 The short description of each event variable that follows is paraphrased from "Political
Indicators Definitions." November 21, 1966 (no author listed), obtained with the raw data
from the Center for Research on Conflict Resolution, University of Michigan. More complete
defimtlOns and mstructlOns to coders may be obtained from this source. Riots, armed attacks,
demonstratIOns, and strikes are frequencies crudely weighted for magnitude. Deaths and
assassi~ations (including assassination attempts) are the numbers involved. A detailed descripHon of a slIghtly reVIsed versIOn of the data can be found in Charles 1. Tavlor and Michael
C. Hudson (eds.), World Handbook of Political and Social Indicators, 2nd edition (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1972).
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murder of a high government official or politician. Included in addition
to national leaders are state and provincial leaders, mayors of large cities,
members of the cabinet and national legislature, members of the inner
core of the ruling party or group, leaders of the opposition, and newspaper
editors.
5. Deaths from Political Violence. The number killed in conjunction
with any domestic intergroup violence in the nature of armed attacks,
riots, demonstrations, and the like. Assassinations are excluded.
6. Antigovernment Demonstrations. Organized, nonviolent gatherings
of a large number of people for the purpose of protesting against a government, its actions or policies, or one or more of its leaders. Demonstrations
that become riots are excluded.
Data on each of these variables were collected by the Yale World
Data Analysis Program research team for the 20-year time period January
1, 1948 to December 31, 1967. We aggregated the data into two 10-year
periods: decade 1 (Dl) = January 1, 1948 to December 31, 1957; decade
2 (D2) = January 1, 1958 to December 31, 1967. These decade aggregations
provide a summary assessment of the magnitude of the various kinds
of violence that are not too severely affected by the specific events of a
particular year. They also are compatible with the time point of the available
data on potential explanatory variables in the 108 -nation cross-section.
Moreover, they allow for the consideration of models that posit "past"
violence (decade 1) as having a causal influence on the magnitude of
"current" violence (decade 2).

The Dimensions of Mass Political Violence
Previous empirical research suggests that indicators of domestic
violence similar to those in this study should not be conceived as distinct
phenomena but, rather, are best analyzed in terms of a smaller number
of underlying dimensions. 3 Factor analyses of a number of cross-national
data sets of varying sample sizes and time frames have typically uncovered
two dimensions of domestic conflict. One, usually denoted as "Turmoil"
or "Anomie Violence," is indexed by riots, general strikes, antigovernment
demonstrations, and the like; the other, typically referred to as an "Internal
War" or "Revolutionary" dimension, is characterized by such variables
as guerrilla attacks, deaths, and assassinations. 4 This research, then,
See the sources cited in footnote 1.
See Tanter. "Dimensions of Conflict Behavior ... 1955-60," and "Dimensions of Conflict
Behavior ... 1958 -60" for a comparison of the results from a number of dimensional analyses.
The convergence of findings is quite convincing evidence of the reliability of the dimensions.

3
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argues for a factor analysis of the political violence indicators in order
to ascertain the underlying dimensions and provide a basis for the construction of composite measures that more effectively "tap" these basic
dimensions than any particular indicator would.
Factor analysis, like analysis of variance, analysis of covariance,
and regression analysis, is a linear mathematical model. 5 All too frequently,
practitioners of factor analysis simply input the results of one linear model
-the correlation or covariance matrix of the variables under investigation
-into another-the factor analysis algorithm-without attention to
the assumptions that are (implicitly) made. 6 The strategy should be, however, to first take steps to achieve linear relationships between variables
and a reduction in the distorting effect of outliers. Accordingly, a
distributional plot (histogram) of each event variable in each time period
was examined in order to detect the presence of potentially distorting
outliers. A scatterplot of each event variable against each of the others
was also inspected to ascertain the form of the relationships. The upshot
of this tedious but necessary process was the determination that a
logarithmic transformation of each variable best stabilized variances and,
more important, maximized linear relationships. 7
The transformed data for each decade were then factor analyzed
as a preliminary step to the generation of a smaller number of composite
measures or scores. It is important to note that the dimensional analysis
was employed here as a descriptive, data reduction device, and not as a
5 This is often overlooked in social science treatments of statistical analysis procedures. The
point that the general linear model underlies all conventionally used statistical techniques is
especially well developed in Jacob Cohen. "Multiple Regression as a General Data-Analytic
System," Psychological Bulletin, Vol. 70, No.6, 1968, pp. 426-433: James Fennessey. "The
General Linear Model: A New Perspective on Some Familiar Topics," American Journal of
Sociology, Vol. 72. No. I. July 1968, pp. 1-27; and William Mendenhall, Introduction to
Linear Models and the Design and Analysis ol Experiments (Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth
Publishing Co.. Inc., 1968). A solid treatment of the various methods of factor analysis and
factor score generation is found in Harry H. Harmon, Modern Factor Analysis. 2nd edition,
revised (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967). A very useful exposition of the relationship of statistical developments generally in psychometrics and econometrics is provided by
Arthur S. Goldberger. "Econometrics and Psychometrics: A Survey of Communalities,"
Psychometrika, Vol. 36, No.2, June 1971, pp. 83-107.
6 This crucial point is well developed by John M. Digman, "Interaction and Non-linearity
in Multivariate Experiments." in Raymond B. Cattell (ed.), Handbook of Multivariate Experimental Psrchology (Chicago: Rand McNally, & Co., Inc. 1966), Chapter 15, pp. 459-475.
See also Rudolph J. Rummel, Applied Factor Analysis (Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University
Press, 1970), Chapter II.
o On transformations, the following are instructive: J. W. Richards, Interpretation ofTechnical
Dara (Princeton N.J.: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1967); J.B. Kruskal, "Transformations
of Data," in David L Sills (ed.), International Encyclopedia (Jl the Social Sciences, Vol. 15
(New York: Macmillan and Co., 1968), pp. 182-192: F.J. Anscombe, "Outliers," in ibid.,
pp. 178-181: and Rummel, Applied Factor Analysis, Chapter II.
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causal model. 8 Given this limited objective, there is still no consensus
in the relevant literature on the optimum technique, although a number
of investigators have persuasively argued for a principal componen~s
solution in such a context. 9 In any case, two methods of factor analySIS
were employed at this exploratory stage: principal components, and
principal factor with squared multiple correlations in the diagonal. Factors
were orthogonally rotated by means of the varimax method.
.
.,
The results are displayed in Tables 2.1 to 2.4. Two qUIte dIStIllct
dimensions are present in the data, and these converge across factor methods
and time periods, thus generating a good deal of confidence in the stability
of the results. The first factor in each solution and time period is distinguished
by the high loadings of riots, antigovernment demonstrations, and political
strikes. It parallels, as we noted earlier, what has been referred to as an
"Anomic Violence" or "Turmoil" dimension in previous analyses of
similar data. Collective Protest is probably a more appropriate label for
such a cluster of political violence event variables. Armed attacks, assassinations, and deaths from political violence characterize the second factor,
which resembles what elsewhere has been denoted as a "Revolutionary,"
or "Internal War" dimension. Internal War is perhaps the best way to
describe a cluster of events involving insurgent armed attacks, actual
and attempted assassinations of political authorities, and large numbers
of people being killed in antistate or intergroup conflict situations. 10

Constructing Composite Measures of Mass Political Violence
The factor analysis results can be used in several ways. Bwy, for
example, has argued for the computation of factor scores from a second
Hence, it is not maintained that the resulting factors or dimensions necessarily cause the
interrelationships among the inputted variables. but only that they are useful in the generation
of composite measures, which are presumably less idiosyncratic in cross-national variation
than any individual variable.
9 See Jack E. Vincent, "Factor Analysis as a Research Tool in International Relations: Some
Problem Areas, Some Suggestions and an Application." American Political Science Association
paper, New York, September 2-6, 1969: and Carl-Gunnar Janson, "Some Problems of Ecological Factor Analysis," in Mattei Dogan and Stein Rokkan (eds.). Quantitative Ecological
Analysis in the Social Sciences (Cambridge. Mass. : M.l.T. Press, 1969). Note that Janson argues
for a principal factor solution with l's in the diagonal, which is identical to a principal components solution!
10 Note that a relatively small proportion of the variance in Assassinations is accounted for
by the dimensions in the principal factor analyses (Tables 2.2 and 2.4), which do not assume
perfect reliabilities. This underscores the ambiguity frequently surrounding the political
motivation, antisystem character. or collective significance of particular assassinations. Hence
more "noise" is introduced by the inclusion of this variable in a composite measure than is
introduced by the inclusion of others. I am gratefnl to Hayward Alker for the substantive
comment that led to this observation.
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Table 2.1

Principal Components Analysis: Decade 1 Mass Violence
Event Variables
Factors b

Variables"

Variance Reproduced
II

h2

Riots
Antigovernment
Demonstrations
Political Strikes
Assassinations
Armed Attacks
Deaths

.712

.531

.789

.942
.906
.135
.454
.323

.212
.261

% Factor Variance
%Total Variance

50.2
41.9

a
b

Table 2.3

% Factor Variance
% Total Variance

.803
1.868

~j

.900
.890
.716
.851
.858

.189
.258
1. 893
1. 607
i.757

.842
.776
.806
.813
.801

49.8
41.5

100
83.4

% Factor Variance
% Total Variance

58.8
49.3

41.2
34.5

100
83.8

a All variables have been logarithmically transformed.
" Orthogonally rotated, varimax method; blocked loadings >.600 or are
the highest shown.

Principal Factor Analysis: a Decade 2 Mass Violence
Event Variables

Variables"

Factors'

Variance Reproduced

Factors'

n

h2

.629

.564

.714

.855
.833
.229
.401
.279

.274
.324
.616
.822
.866

.806
.799
.432
.836
.828

51.2
38.4

47.8
35.2

100
73.6

Variance Reproduced
II

h2

Riots
Antigovernment
Demonstrations
Political Strikes
Assassinations
Armed Attacks
Deaths

.783

.363

.745

.842
.738
.189
.529
.339

.285
.363
.546
.731
.831

.791
.676
.335
.814
.806

0':' Factor Variance
0,;, Total Variance

55.1
38.1

44.9
31.0

100
69.1

Squared multiple correlations in the diagonal.
All variables have been logarithmically transformed.
, Orthogonally rotated, varimax method: blocked loadings > .600 or are
the highest shown.
a
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h2
834

Squared multiple correlations in the diagonal.
b All variables have been logarithmically transformed.
, Orthogonally rotated, varimax method; blocked loadings > .600.
a

II

.227

Plincipal Factor Analysis: a Decade 1 Mass Violence
Event Variables

Riots
Antigovernment
Demonstrations
Political Strikes
Assassinations
Armed Attacks
Deaths

Variance Reproduced

---

884
1I
1.898
1.842
.088
1·6661
.477

Table 2.4

Variables b

Factors b

Variables"

Riots
Antigovernment
Demonstrations
Political Strikes
Assassinations
Armed Attacks
Deaths

All variables have been logarithmically transformed.
Orthogonally rotated, varimax method; blocked loadings >.600.

Table 2.2

Principal Components Analysis: Decade 2 Mass Violence
Event Variables

b
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unrotated principal components analysis of only the variables that are
found to distinguish each dimension on the first exploratory analysis. The
result is a composite scale created by the (linear) combination of variables
identified as common to the dimension and hence not "contaminated" by
secondary loadings from variables common to other dimensions. 11 Tanter, in
contrast, has advocated using "representative" variables-that is, variables
that load most highly on each dimension-rather than factor scores whose
substantive meaning is less readily apparent. 12 Obvious candidates here
would be antigovernment demonstrations to "represent" the Collective
Protest dimension, and deaths from political violence to "represent" the
Internal War dimension. Another possibility. which is less elegant mathematically than the generation of factor scores but has the advantage of
clear substantive interpretation without the loss of information entailed
in choosing particular representative variables, is simply to sum the event
variables that index a particular dimension. Given the distributions of
the component variables, the logarithms of these sums would provide
the most appropriate composite index of this type.
Tables 2.5 to 2.6 and 2.7 to 2.8 show the intercorrelations of the
three potential measures of Collective Protest and Internal War within
each time period. The measures clearly are highly collinear, although as
we might expect, the "representative" variables manifest slightly lower
intercorrelations because they contain less information than either the
factor scores or logarithmically transformed summed scores. The principal
disadvantage of factor scores is that in (single or multiequation) causal
Table 2.5

(1)
(2)
(3)

Correlation Matrix of Collective Protest Measures: Decade 1
(1)

(2)

(3)

Factor Scores"

In Summed Index b

Representative Variable'

1.0

.938
1.0

Correlation Matrix of Collective Protest Measures: Decade 2
(1 )

(2)

(3)

Factor Scores"

In Summed Index b

Representative Variable'

1.0

.970

l.0

.933
.913

1.0

" Created by unrotated principal components analysis of log transformed Riots,
Antigovernment Demonstrations, Political Strikes.
, In (Riots + Antigovernment Demonstrations + Political Strikes).
, In (Antigovernment Demonstrations).

Table 2.7

Correlation Matrix of Internal War Measures: Decade
(1)

(2)

(3)

Factor Scores"

In Summed Index'

Representative Variable'

l.0

.943
1.0

.933
.976
1.0

(1)
(2)

(3)

" Created by unrotated principal components analysis oflog transformed Assassinations. Armed Attacks, Deaths.
b In (Assassinations + Armed Attacks + Deaths).
, In (Deaths).

.936

.828
l.0

" Created by unrotated principal components analysis of log transformed Riots,
Antigovernment Demonstrations, Political Strikes.
b In (Riots + Antigovernment Demonstrations + Political Strikes).
, In (Antigovernment Demonstrations).
Bwy, "Dimensions of Social Conflict in Latin America"; and idem., Political Instability in
Larin America: A Comparative Study, Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern University, Evanston.
Ill., August 1968. Edward Muller proceeded in the same fashion in "Cross-National Dimensions
of Political Competence," American Political Science Review, Vol. 64, No.3, September 1970,
pp. 792-809.
12 Tamer, "Dimensions of Conflict Behavior ... 1958-60."
J1

Table 2.6

Table 2.8

(1)
(2)
(3)

Correlation Matrix of Internal War Measures: Decade 2
(1)

(2)

(3)

Factor Scores"

In Summed Index b

Representative Variable'

1.0

.947
1.0

.931

.969
1.0

" Created by unrotated principal components analysis oflog transformed Assassinations, Armed Attacks, Deaths.
b In (Assassinations + Armed Attacks + Deaths).
,. In (Deaths).
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Summary

models, the interpretation of regression parameter estimates, unlike
correlation coefficients, is problematic. The metric has no clear substantive
or intuitive meaning. The logged, summed indices, however, take greater
advantage of the information provided by the dimensional analyses than
do the representative variables and, unlike factor scores, do not create
an uninterpretable metric. 13 Hence the (natural) logarithm of the sum
of the events distinguishing each dimension is used as the operational
measure of Collective Protest and Internal War throughout the study.

the same manner. These composite variables comprise the operational
measures of mass political violence that are used throughout Parts Il
and III.
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Summary
In this chapter we defined the foci of the investigation as events of
domestic violence that have an antisystem character, have direct and
immediate political significance, and involve collective or mass actions.
The variables that satisfied these theoretical constraints are Riots, Armed
Attacks, Political Strikes, Assassinations, Deaths from Political Violence,
and Antigovernment Demonstrations. Dimensional analysis of these
variables disclosed two clearly defined underlying clusters that are analogous
to those uncovered in parallel analyses of other civil conflict data files.
These were denoted as Collective Protest-indexed by riots, antigovernment
demonstrations, and political strikes-and Internal War-indexed by
deaths from political violence, armed attacks, and assassinations. It was
determined that the most useful way to take advantage of the information
generated by the dimensional analysis was to construct a composite measure
of Collective Protest as the (natural) logarithm of the sum of the variables
indexing this dimension, and a composite measure of Internal War in
13 In many ways, log transformed variables or indices have a more appealing interpretation
in regression models than do raw metric variables, which is hardly the case with factor scores.
Double log models, for example. are particularly revealing because the coefficients are estimates
of constant elasticities. Such models require somewhat different assumptions about the behavior
of disturbances, however. Good treatments of this topic are provided by John Johnston,
Econometric Methods, 2nd edition (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1972), Chapter 2; and
Richards, Interpretation of Technical Data. Recent work on more technical points can be found
in Arthur S. Goldberger, "The Interpretation and Estimation of Cobb-Douglas Functions."
Econometrica, Vol. 35, Nos. 3-4, July-October 1968, pp. 464-472; and Dale M. Heien, "A
Note on Log-Linear Regression," Journal of the American Statistical Association, Vol. 63,
September 1968, pp. 1034-1038.
A feature of additive indices which should be noted is that the means and variances of component variables are not standardized; thus one of the components (which are all weighted
equally) may dominate the index. But we view this as more acceptable than the disadvantages
of alternative multivariabJe indices. Psychometricians have apparently reached a similar
conclusion. that is, the most sensible way to measure psychological attributes of people is
simply to sum scores on items. See J. M. Nunnany, Psychometric Theory (New York: McGrawHill Book Co .. 1967), Chapter 2.

l~

PART TWO

Single Equation Hypotheses
and Partial Theories

CHAPTER THREE

Levels and Rates of Change in Socioeconomic
Development

We begin the evaluation of single equation hypotheses and partial theories
with an investigation of economic development, which surely is among the
most frequently cited factors in the literature dealing with cross-sectional
and longitudinal variation in mass political violence and domestic instability. The existing work suggests that economic development is best
considered from at least two perspectives: statically, as a structural condition of society-the level of economic well-being-and dynamically, as a
feature of structural change-the process of economic development. Also
considered are such related features of socioeconomic change as the rate
of urbanization and population growth.
This exploratory analysis of the potential causal influence of the level
of economic development and rates of socioeconomic growth confronts
some of the most hotly disputed issues in the literature on mass violence.
What most sharply differentiates our treatment of these topics from those
in many previous studies is that the propositions involved are unambiguously specified as stochastic equations and then systematically evaluated
against the available quantitative data. The various single equation analyses
are reviewed in the last section of the chapter, which explores the implications of the results for a larger and more persuasive multiequation model
of political violence.

Economic Development and Mass Violence
Many observers have commented on the stabilizing impact of '''postindustrial" affluence. The most common argument is that the high level
of economic development achieved by some nations, largely in Western
Europe and North America, has produced societies without the severe
21
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confl~cts an~ i~sta."ilities generated by the initial process of modernization

economic development; that is, violence should increase across societies
from low to middle ranges of economic development but then decline at
the highest levels-thereby reflecting the stabilizing effect of postindustrial
affluence. 3 There are a great many cases that even the most casual observer
might cite to deny this line of argument. They include such e~~nts as. the
"May Revolution" in France in 1968; similar outbreaks of polItical stnkes
by students and workers in Italy during the following ~ear; the often
violent demonstrations and riots by West German students m recent years;
and, in the most "postindustrial" society of them all-the United States
-a militant movement for fundamental social change, and violent ghetto
uprisings by racial minorities. 4 This is hardly indicative of postindustrial
quiescence, yet there is some quantitative evidence supporting the crossnational curvilinearity hypothesis and, hence, the notion that highly developed societies are somewhat less violent than those at middle ranges of
development. For example, Feierabend et al. reported that their crosstabular analyses revealed a moderate curvilinear relationship between
ordinally scored measures of political instability and level of economic
development across 84 nations. 5 On the basis of a more rigorous regression
analysis of data on some 74 nations, Russett similarly concluded that a
curvilinear model best captures the relationship of In Deaths from Domestic
Group Violence per million population (1950-62) and In Gross National
Product per capita (1957)6

and mdustnalIzatIOn. Typical of such conventional sociological thinking
are the observations of Lipset, Dahrendorf, and others about the "new"
Europe, where the growth of affluence is seen to produce social systems in
which cl.ass conflict is minimize? as all classes are integrated into society
and polIty. So large a proportIOn of the population is now feeling the
advantageous effects of economic development that the age-old obsession
with the distribution of profits is weakened and the "modern" concern
with .development is reinforced. The formerly aliented working class, in
~he view of these theorists, is now at peace with the industrial system, and
Ideology has lost its former relevance as the absence of a suppressed class
~eaves little hope for radicalism. Rational calculation has come to replace
Ideology and dogma, permanent negotiation and occasional conciliation
have supplanted active confrontation and class warfare, and compulsory
arbitration rather than the general strike becomes the norm. l
A similar theme was reflected by Clark Kerr et al., in their assessment
of the impact of industrialization on social stability:
"The discontent of workers, reflected in the disruptive forms of protest, tends to be greatest in the early stages of industrialization and tends
to decline as workers become more accustomed to industrialization. The
partially committed industrial worker, with strong ties to the extended
family and village, unaccustomed to urban life and to the discipline and
~ores of the factory, is more likely to reflect open revolt against industrial
life than the seasoned worker more familiar with the ways of the factory,
more understanding of the reasons for the web of factory rules, more reconciled to factory life, .... The worker in the process of the early stages
of industrialization is more prone to ... prolonged and sporadic withdrawal from industrial work, wildcat stoppages, naked violence, and
destruction of machines and property. In later periods, industrial workers
tend to be more disciplined in their withdrawal of effort and in the use
of the strike.,,2
Accounts such as the foregoing suggest that cross-nationally we should
observe a curvilinear relationship between mass violence and the level of
.1
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3 The hypotheses in this literature suggest not only relationships of this kind across societies,
but also across individuals within societies, as well as aggregate patterns through time within
societies. Only the former can be examined directly with aggregate cross-sectional data,
although we hope to draw valid inferences about macrodevelopmental relationships within
societies-a practice for which there is considerable precedent and justification. There is little
basis for inferring anything about subnational (e.g., individual) relationships, however. We
discuss these issues at some length in Chapter 10.
4 Although the decline of ideology, radicalism, and direct concern here, conflict is a persistent theme in contemporary sociology, the ideas are by no means universally shared. See
Joseph La Palombara, "Decline of Ideology: A Dissent and an Interpretation," American
Political Science Review, Vol. 60, No.1, March 1966, pp. 5-16: Richard F. Hamilton, Affluence
and the French Worker in the Fourth Republic (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press,
1967); and John H. Goldthorpe et al., The Affiuent Worker: Political Attitudes and Behaviour
(London: Cambridge University Press, 1968) for discussions on Italy, France, and Great
Britain, respectively.
5 Ivo D. Feierabend et a1., "Social Change and Political Violence: Cross-National Patterns,"
in Hugh D. Graham and Ted R. Gurr (eds.), Violence in America: Historical and Comparative
Perspectives, A Report to the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence,
June 1969 (New York: Signet Books, 1969). The instability measure is an aggregation for the
1948-1965 period of annual ordinal ratings of the intensity of domestic instability, including
elite behavior-for example, coups.
6 Bruce M. Russett et aI., World Handbook of Political and Social Indicators (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1964), pp. 306-307.

1 See the essays by Lipset, Dahrendorf, and others, in Stephen R. Graubard (ed.), A New
Europe? (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1964).
2 Clark Kerr et al., Industrialism and Industrial Man (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1960), p. 30. Note that this also speaks to the impact ofurbanization on domestic stability,
which IS discussed III some detail below. For additional surveys of the points developed here
and below, see Samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1968), especially Chapter 1; and Douglas P. Bwy, "Political [nstability
III Latln Amenca: The Cross-Cultural Test of a Causal Model," Latin American Research
Review, Vol. 3, No.2, 1968, pp. 17-66.
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Economic Development and Mass Violence

The adequacy of the curvilinear, linear, and null hypotheses concerning the relation of political violence to the level of economic development
can be rigorously evaluated by comparing the regression results for models
such as (3.1) and (3.2).
Linear model
Y = rx+f31 In POP.+fJ2X +e
(3.1)
Curvilinear
model
Y rx+fJl In POP·+f32 X +f33(X?+e

Ho~ever,. other quantitative studies provide evidence indicating that

the relatIOnshIp of economic development and domestic violence is linear
and n~gative ra~her .than curvilinear. Flanigan and Fogelman's scatterplot
analysIs of 10ngItudmal data on a diverse sample of nations for the period
from 1800 to 1960 led them to infer that domestic violence (as measured
by crude rating scores) is inversely and linearly related through time to
such indices of economic development as percentage of the labor force in
agriculture and Gross National Product per capita. 7 Rubin and Schainblatt reached a similar conclusion in their analysis of Internal War events
across nations. They reported energy consumption per capita to be a
consistently good (negative and linear) predictor in the numerous equations they examined. 8
Yet other researchers, employing different data sets and analysis
techniques, have found no meaningful relation at all between economic
development and domestic instability. Rummel has argued that since mass
violence variables and economic development variables load on separate
dimensions when jointly factor analyzed, they are unrelated causally. 9
Hudson drew the same inference from his regression analysis of "Civil
Order" factor scores (derived from logged aggregates of a number of
violence variables over the 1948 -1965 period) and energy consumption
per capita across a 63-nation sample. Io

illl
"'I
li,1

(3.2)

where

i

I

Y
In Pop.
X

Mass Violence D2
In Population 1960 (in thousands)
Economic Development 1960
stochastic disturbance

These equations were estimated for both Internal War and Collective
Protest in the 108-nation cross-section. Recall that the six domestic violence variables were not per capitized when the Collective Protest and
Internal War indices were created in Chapter 2. We proceeded in this
way in order to avoid the spurious correlation that may arise when independent and dependent variables are deflated by a common variable,
such as populationY Other things being equal, however, we might expect,
the magnitude of Collective Protest, and perhaps Internal War, to be
partly a function of the size of a nation's population. Since the natural
logarithm of population best maximizes its linear effect, this term is included in each violence equation throughout the study.12 This allows a
judgment about the impact of variables of central importance in the
presence of the logically prior but theoretically uninteresting size variable.
Equations 3.1 and 3.2 were each estimated with three different indicators of the level of economic development: Gross National Product
per capita, Energy Consumption per capita, an'd Percentage of Economi-

William H. Flanigan and Edwin Fogelman. "Patterns of Political Violence in Comparative
Historical Perspective." Comparative Politics. Vol. 3. No. I. October 1970. pp. 1-20.
8 Theodore J. Rubin and A. H. Schainblatt. Empirical Development of the Prototype Environmental Information System, Phase I. Volume 1. Interim Research Report, August. 1969 (Santa
Barbara, Calif.: Technical Military Planning Operation. General Electric Company, 1969).
It is interesting to note that this study. sponsored by the Air Force, was exclusively concerned
with "the future likelihood of occurrence in a nation of any of a small class of violent events.
intense enough to portend a fundamental governmental change." It is pointed out by the
authors that the Air Force "has a continuing interest in forecasts of the future international
environment which bear on its long range planning responsibilities."
9 See Rudolph J. Rummel. "Some Empirical Findings on Nations and Their Behavior."
World Politics, Vol. 21. No.2, January 1969. pp. 226-241, and the studies cited. Rummel's
use of factor analysis, unlike that in Chapter 2 of this study. was designed to draw causal
inferences and not simply to serve as a useful data reduction mechanism. This requires severe
assumptions, and most of them are probably not met in his case. For a discussion of the relevant
issues, see Jack E. Vincent. "Factor Analysis as a Research Tool in International Relations:
Some Problem Areas, Some Suggestions and an Application." American Political Science
Association paper, New York, September 1969; and Arthur S. Goldberger, "Econometrics and
Psychometrics: A Survey of Communalities," Psychometrika. Vol. 36, No.2. June 1971. pp.
83-107.
10 Michael C. Hudson, "Conditions of Political Violence and Instability: A Preliminary
Test of Three Hypotheses," Sage Professional Papers in Comparative Politics. Series Number
01-005,1971.
7

!
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11 That two variables with no correlation may show a quite high relationship when expressed
as ratios to a common third variable was first pointed out by Karl Pearson, "On a Form of
Spurious Correlation Which May Arise When Indices are Used in the Measurement of Organs."
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. 1897. The topic has been more extensively analyzed
by Edwin Kuh and John R. Meyer, "Correlation and Regression Estimates When the Data
Are Ratios," Econometrica, Vol. 23, No.4, October 1955, pp. 400-416; and Adam Przeworski
and Fernando Cortes, "Per Capita or Sin Capita: A Note of Caution," American Political
Science Association paper, Chicago, September 1971. Additional complications arise when
variables are subject to error. See F.E.A. Briggs, "The Influence of Errors on the Correlation of
Ratios," Econometrica, Vol. 30, No. I, January 1962, pp. 162-177. The strategy here is to allow
for the (linear) effect of population by including it in all equations for Internal War and Collective
Protest.
12 The bivariate correlations of Population and In Population with Internal War were .19
versus .28; with Collective Protest, .37 versus .42. Also, examination of scatterplots indicated
that In Population has a linear relationship with each of the mass violence measures.

n
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cally Active Males in Nonagricultural Occupations. 13 Again, the logarithm
of each of these variables best captured relationships.14 Internal War
displayed a significant negative linear relationship with each of the economic indicators and for two, Energy Consumption and Nonagricultural
Employment, the curvilinear model produced a moderate yet significant
improvement in fit. Collective Protest did not bear a linear relationship
to any of the development variables, but the curvilinear model again
proved significant for Energy Consumption and Nonagricultural Employment. Recall that by "significant" we mean that the regression coefficient
associated with a particular variable is at least twice its respective standard
error. 15 Actual regression results for the linear and curvilinear models with
Energy Consumption per capita as the economic development indicator
are reported in Tables 3.1 to 3.4.
A clearer indication of the nature of the curvilinearity is provided
by the scatter diagrams in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, which are presented for
illustrative purposes only. They assume (3.2) to be the correct model and
depict the relationship of In Energy Consumption per capita (1960) and
13

Table 3.1

Linear Regression of Collective Protest D2 on In Energy Consumption per Capita 1960 (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimatea

In Energy Consumption per capita 1960
In population 1960
Constant

0.087
0.571 *
-2.345

0.95
4.40

Regression Standard Error

F

.187
a

(I) GNP per
capita
(I)
(2)
(3)

1.0

In
(2) Energy Consumption
per capita

In %in
(3) NonAgricultural Occupations

.91
1.0

.79
.73
1.0

Independent
Variable

Parameter

t

Estimate a

Statistic

In Energy Consumption per capita 1960
In Population 1960
Constant

-0.484*
0.844*
-0.408

-3.06
3.93

Regression Standard Error

F

.159

2.67

2,105

9.9

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

Table 3.3

the study a 1960 time point is used for independent variables unless data availability does not
permit it.

Log-transformed variables are used here purely on the basis of goodness-of-fit criteria
and not for theoretical reasons. Naturally, logged independent variables have much larger
regression coefficients than their unlogged counterparts, since a "unit" increase in the former
denotes an order of magnitude change (in this case, base e). See the sources cited in Chapter
2, footnote 13, for further discussion of logged variables in regression analysis.
15 As was pointed out in Chapter I, this not very demanding "significance" condition is
used throughout the exploratory analyses of Part II as a criterion for provisionally retaining
variables for further investigation. It, of course, does not conform to the strict usage of significance tests, since we do not have a random sample from which we wish to generalize to a
population. It is appropriate, however, as a general decision rule for accepting and rejecting
hypotheses in the sense that similar decisions would likely obtain in another body of data.
We return to this point in Chapter 10.

12.1

Table 3.2 Linear Regression of Internal War D2 on In Energy Consumption
per Capita 1960 (N = 108)

a

Note that these independent variables are for the year 1960. Since the mass violence measures
are for decade 2 (January I, 1958-December 31, 1967), they are for the most part lagged,
which insures unambiguous temporal status vis a vis Internal War and Collective Protest.
This is essential, but of course not sufficient, for causal arguments. Therefore, throughout

2.1 05

Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

They are, of course, high related. The intercorrelations are:

In

1.62

t

Statistic

Curvilinear Regression of Collective Protest D2 on In Energy
Consumption per Capita 1960 (N = 108)
t

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimatea

In Energy Consumption per capita 1960
In Energy Consumption per capita Squared
In Population 1960
Constant

1.760*
-0.151 *
0.627*
-7.060

3.29
-3.16
4.98

Regression Standard Error

F

14

.258
a

1.55

Statistic

3,104

12.0

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.
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Table 3.4

Curvilinear Regression of Internal War D2 on In Energy Consumption per Capita 1960 (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

In Energy Consumption per capita 1960
In Energy Consumption per capita Squared
In Population 1960
Constant

2.390*
-0.259*
0.941 *
-8.52
Regression Standard Error

.239

2.56

. . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 : ; :~

t

Statistic

•

2.74
- 3.35
4.55

•

• •
•
• ••
•
• • "*
•
•
• •
••

F

3,104

••

10.9

•

••

each type of mass violence with In Population held at its mean value. t6
[n conjunction with the regression results, the scatter diagrams reveal a
tendency for [ntemal War to increase somewhat with initial increases in
economic development as one looks across nations, but on the whole it
declines with industrialization. Collective Protest, in contrast, is more
broadly curvilinear in its relation to economic development; but the character of the response surface or curve is quite flat, indicating a less than
dramatic increase and especially decrease in such violence at the appropriate economic development levels. Moreover, the magnitudes of the R
squareds are very modest, accentuating the stochastic nature of these models.
In any case, these relationships are more descriptive than causal in
suggesting that societies at middle ranges of economic development typi-

•

•

• *

•
•

*

*

•

•

•

.,.

•
•

•

••
•

Hence, the observations for Collective Protest (CP) and Internal War (IW) were generated
by the following equations:

IW

=

-7.06 + 0.627 In Population + 1.76 In Energy Consumption per capita
-0.151 (In Energy Consumption per capita)2 + e
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-8.52 + 0.941 In Population + 2.39 In Energy Consumption per capita
-0.259 (In Energy Consumption per capita)2 + e

The bars denote means; e is the residual. The method was suggested by Edward J. Mitchell,
"Land Tenure and Rebellion: A Statistical Analysis of Factors Affecting Government Control
in South Vietnam," Memorandum RM-5181-ARPA (Abridged), June 1967 (Santa Monica,
Calif.: The RAND Corporation); and idem., "Inequality and Insurgency: A Statistical Study
of South Vietnam," World Politics, Vol. 20, April 1968, pp. 421-438. It is a neat way of plotting
the relationship of two variables in a multivariate equation. It is, however. a heuristic device
and should not be literally interpreted. In particular, the extreme values generated are often
not possible empirically: for example, the negative values for Internal War and Collective
Protest in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
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cally experience slightly greater magnitudes of Collective Protest and
Internal War than those at low or high development levels. As we demonstrate in the next section and in Part III, where factors are examined to
which direct causal influence is attributed, the causal impact of economic
development is multifaceted but indirect. At that point we will have identified more explicitly the reasons for the moderate curvilinearity apparent
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The previous hypotheses and equations deal with the level of economic
development, but much of the theorizing about the determinants of mass
violence focuses not on levels but on rates of change in socioeconomic
development. A classic example is the work of Sorokin. Sorokin collected
data on "most of the recorded internal disturbances of importance, from
the relatively small disorders to the biggest revolutions, which [had] taken
place in the life history of Greece, Rome. France, Germany, England, Italy,7
Spain, the Netherlands, Byzantium, Poland, Lithuania, and Russia.,,1
His extensive qualitative examination of this data led him to observe that
"The hypothesis of transition accounts for these tidal waves of disturbances. It means that, other conditions being equal, during the periods
when existing culture, or the system of social relationships, or both, undergo
a rapid transformation, the internal disturbances in the respective societies
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Hence, Sorokin concluded:
" ... the main and indispensable condition for an eruption of internal
disturbances is that the social system or cultural system or both be unsettled. This datum seems to fit the facts much better than most of the
popular theories ... that ascribe internal disturbances either to growing
poverty and the "hard material conditions" or, on the contrary, to material
.
progress .... ,,19
Sorokin. then, argued that long-term, secular changes in cultural and
socioeconomic systems should have relatively little impact on the incidence
of internal disturbances. Rather than looking to developmental changes
in levels for explanations, the investigator should concentrate on rapid
transformations of socioeconomic structure and cultural systems. Only
Pitirim A. Sorokin. Social and Cultural Dynamics (Boston: Horizon Books, 1957), p. 573.
Ibid.. p. 602. Note that Sorokin had little quantitative data on causal variables, nor was
the technology that now makes large-scale quantitative data analysis then available to him.
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The proposition that discontinuities attendant to rapid and widespread socioeconomic change are conducive to social instability and
23
violence appears also in the work of Kornhauser.
Kornhauser was
interested in explaining the phenomena of "mass politics," which occurs
"when large numbers of people engage in political activity outside of the
procedures and rules instituted by a society to govern action.,,24 Alt~ou~h
he confined his attention largely to mass movements, such as Naztsm In
Germany of the 1930s, and most of his evidence consist of examples of
extremist electoral behavior, Kornhauser's research is nevertheless useful
for developing explanations of the kinds of mass violence and instability
of direct concern here. He viewed major discontinuities in the social process,
as indexed by the rate, scope, and mode of social change, as the principal
cause of mass society and political violence. The social disruption that
accompanies rapid urbanization and industrialization is destabilizing
because it uproots and atomizes large numbers of people by vitiating or
entirely destroying intermediate organizations and institutions that align
them with the larger society.25
The theme that social discontinuity creates "available" masses prone
to extremism and violence figures not only in the work of Olson and
Kornhauser, but is pervasive in the literature, particularly as it relates to
urbanization. For example, Smelser saw high rates of internal migration
as a source of the kind of "strain" in society that lies behind such manifestations of collective behavior as the "hostile outburst" and the "value
oriented [revolutionary] movement.,,26 Writing of South Asia, Myron
Weiner remarked that rapid urbanization results in
" ... large numbers of rootless, crowded, and often unmarried urban
workers [who] are easily prodded to violence and readily organized by
political groupS."27
In a similar vein, Hauser observed:

the former is even crudely testable with the data at hand, since there is no
~dequate m~asure of.cultural change. However, Sorokin had to rely on
mstances ofmternal dIsorder prominent enough to be recorded in historical
sources; therefore, our Internal War and Collective Protest measures are
much more sensitive to degrees of domestic instability than his data are.
~enc~, a tes~ of t.he thrust of.Sorokin's theory that would not be overly
sImphfi~d mI~ht. mvolve lookIng at relatively short-term magnitudes of
change In an mdIcator of socioeconomic structure, such as Gross National
Product, in relation to magnitudes of mass violence across societies.
Mancur Olson made a case quite similar to that of Sorokin when he
wrote that rapid economic change, whether "upswing" or "downswing,"
frequently produces severe social instability, conflict and the potential
l'
"0
' economic growth
lor
revo1
utIOn.
- Contrary to the common notion that
prom.otes political stability and even stable democracy, Olson maintained
that It produces severe social dislocations, loosening the caste and class
ties that bind men to the existing social order. Those separated in the
historical process of rapid economic growth from their villages, manors,
and extended families, Olson argued, are not apt to acquire comparable
social connections in the city and thus are prone to join destabilizing
mass movements. Furthermore, economic growth frequently increases the
?umber of social "losers," since although the national product increases,
It ~ften beco~es concentrated in fewer hands so that large segments of
socIety expenence a net loss in economic well-being. 21
Moreover, societies experiencing rapid growth rarely have the institutions for mitigating the adversities that the losers suffer, unlike the situation
in st.atic, traditi~nal societies (where tribe, manor, or extended family
prOVIdes a cushIOn against adversity), or the case in modern industrial
nations (where formal welfare programs and agencies serve the same
function). Likewise, Olson contended that a rapid decrease in the level
of econom.ic .development of a society can produce similar destabilizing
effects. ~hIS IS true because such a decrease usually involves changes in
the relatIve. e~onomic positions of large numbers of people, thus setting
up contradIctIOns between the structure of economic power and the
distribution of social and political power. 22

William Kornhauser. The Politics of Mass Society (New York: The Free Press, 1959).
See also Kerret aL Industrialism and Industrial Man.
24 Kornhauser, Politics of Mass Society, p. 37.
25 The importance of organizational and institutional development for extremist politics,
which figure as important intervening variables in Kornhauser's work and in that of many
others, is dealt with in subsequent chapters. Here we assess only the direct effects of rapid

23

20 Mancur Olson, Jr., "Rapid Growth as a Destabilizing Force," Journal of Economic History,
Vol. 23, No.4, December 1963, pp. 529-552.
21 It is not possible to incorporate the impact of inequality on mass violence in the models
because the relevant data exist for only a small number of nations. See the discussion in Chapter
10.
22 Here Olson took a theoretical tack somewhat different from the argument just outlined,
na:nely, that rapId change produces social dislocation and adversity, and then violence.
Bnnton made a similar case: Crane Brinton, The Anatomy of Revolution (New York: Vintage
Books, 1965).
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change.
26 Neil J. Smelser, Theory of Collective Behavior (New York: The Free Press, 1963).
27 Myron Weiner, "The Politics of South Asia," in G. A. Almond and J. S. Coleman (eds.),
The Politics of the Developing Areas (Princeton, N.J. : Princeton University Press, 1960), p. 173.
A similar theme is found in Shanti Tangri, "Urbanization, Political Stability, and Economic
Growth," reprinted in Jason L. Finkle and Richard w. Gable (eds.), Political Development
and Social Change (New York: John Wiley & Sons. Inc., 1966) pp. 305-319.
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"Another group of serious problems created or augmented by rapid
rates of urbanization are those of internal disorder, political unrest, and
government instability fed by mass misery and frustration in the urban
setting. The facts that the differences between the 'have' and 'have not'
peoples within nations, have become 'felt differences,' and that we are
experiencing a 'revolution in expectations', have given huge urban population agglomerations an especially incendiary and explosive character."28

to strike together. (2) It took considerable tim~ and effort both. f~r the
individual migrant to assimilate to the large CIty, and thus t~ J~m the
political strivings of his fel~ows, a~~ f~,~onew forms of orgamzatlOn for
collective action to grow up m the CItIes.

The predominant view, then, is that the process of rapid urbanization
in general makes for social instability and that recent migrants caught
up in this process are especially likely to engage in political violence. Only
the rate of urbanization hypothesis can be examined with the cross-national
aggregate data employed in this study, although growing evidence based
on the analysis of survey data belies the conventional supposition that
migrant populations are responsible for urban political extremism and
violence. 29 Indeed, Tilly's examination ofcollective violence in the European
experience led him to reject both the conventional, macro-level process of
urbanization thesis as well as its micro-level, recent migrant corollary.
"In the short run, growth of large cities and rapid migration from
rural to urban areas in Western Europe probably acted as a damper on
violent protest rather than a spur to it. That is for two reasons: (1) The
process withdrew discontented men from communities in which they
already had the means for collective action and placed them in communities
where they had neither the collective identity nor the means necessary

I !,I
II
",;1

28 Phillip M. Hauser, "The Social, Economic, and Technological Problems of Rapid Urbanization," in Bert F. Hoselitz and Wilbert F. Moore (eds.), Industrialization and Society (The
Hague: UNESCO and Mouton, 1963), p. 212. The implications here for societies that have
large urbanized or mobilized populations with high expectations or feelings of relative
deprivation is systematically examined in the next chapter.
29 For a survey of the conventional theorizing and disconfirming evidence based on Mexican
data, see Wayne A. Cornelius, Jr., "Urbanization as an Agent in Latin American Political
Instability: The Case of Mexico," American Political Science Review, Vol. 63, No.3, September
1969, pp. 833-857. A useful critical appraisal is also provided by Anthony Oberschall, "Group
Violence: Some Hypotheses and Empirical Uniformities," American Sociological Association
paper, San Francisco, September 1969. Weiner has abandoned the thesis in the light of empirical
evidence from his Indian research. See Myron Weiner, "Urbanization and Political Protest,"
Civilisations Trimestrial Quarterly, Vol. 17, 1967, pp. 44-52. Considerable data on ghetto
rioters in the United States also deny the recent migrant theory. See R. M. Fogelson and R. B.
Hill, "Who Riots?: A Study of Participation in the 1967 Riots" in Supplemental Studies for
The National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (Washington, D.C., 1968). The most
devastating critique of the thesis, which came to my attention after this section was first written.
is Joan M. Nelson's "Migrants, Urban Poverty, and Instability in Developing Nations,"
Occasional Papers in International Affairs, No. 22 (Harvard University, Center for International
Affairs, September 1969).
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Thus, Tilly concludes, "There is, if anything, a negative corr~lation. over
time and space between the pace of urban growth and the .mtenslty. of
collective violence."31 He therefore viewed the process of rapId urbamzation as serving to dampen political violence for the. very reasons that many
theorists have asserted that it promotes such vlOle~ce-lar~e numbers
of people become atomized, or unhinged from the tIes of neIghborhood
and community. Only when the newly urbanized become reinteg~ated
into the social structure by "forming or joining associations--trade umons,
mutual-aid societies, political clubs, conspiratorial groups-devoted. to
the collective pursuit of their interests" does the probability of collectIve
violence increase. 32
The quantitative evidence on the impact of socioeconomic chan~e
on domestic conflict is much thinner than the qualitative research, ~ut It
yields results that are no less con~ictin~ .. Fei~raben? et ~1. report a Im~ar
positive correlation between theIr polItIcal mstabllIty mdex and a SIXvariable composite measure of "societal change."33 Tanter and Midlarsky
found that for the subset of 14 nations that experienced "successful revolutions" during the period from 1955 to 1960, there is a moderate yet positive
correlation between 10glo Deaths from Domestic Group Vi?lence and
the slope of growth for Gross National Product per capita dunng 1955 to
1962. 34
In contrast, Alker and Russett's "multifactor explanation" of the
same phenomenon across 33 nations for the period from 1950 to 1962
showed that the rate of change in Gross National Product (1950-1960)
had the strongest negative effect of any independent variable in their
equations. 35 Similarly, Bwy reports a negative relationship between the
1950 to 1959 rate of change in GNP per capita and "Anomic Violence"
Charles Tilly, "Collective Violence in European Perspective," in Graham and Gurr,
Violence in America, p. 10.
31 Ibid., p. 32.
32 Ibid.. pp. 33-34.
33 Feierabend et al. "Social Change and Political Violence." They found, however, that
the rate of change i~ national income is negatively related to political instability (pp. 647ff.).
34 Raymond Tanter and Manus Midlarsky, "A Theory of Revolution," Journal of Conflict
Resolution, Vol. 11, No.3, September 1967. pp. 264-280. "Revolutions" in this study included
. . "
military coups, that is, "palace revolutions."
35 Hayward R. Alker, Jr., and Bruce M. Russett, "Multifactor ExplanatiOns ofSocml Change,
in Russett et aI., World Handbook of Political and Social Indicators, p. 321.
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(3.4)

and "Organized Violence" factor scores for a cross-section of Latin

·
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Finally, Flanigan and Fogelman also concluded

where

,
I

,II

ill

Y

+ /31

In Pop.

+ /32 A Urban. +

e

where A Urban. = ~. .~ Change in Population in Cities of 20,000 or more
Residents per 1000 Population 1955 - [960; and other terms are as
in (3.3).

on the basis of their longitudinal analyses that domestic political violence
seems to decrease as the rate of economic growth increases. 37
The literature surveyed in this section suggests a number of singleequation models which, when estimated, should provide fresh evidence
about the adequacy of conflicting hypotheses and prove useful as well
in the specification of a more elaborate, multiequation causal model. 38
The work of Sorokin, Olson, Kornhauser, Tanter and Midlarsky, and
Feierabend et al. leads us to expect that estimation of the model represented
in (3.3) will yield a positive coefficient for economic change. That is, as the
rate of economic growth increases, magnitudes of mass political violence
across societies should also increase. In contrast, the research of Alker
and Russett, Bwy, and Flanigan and Fogelman indicates that a negative
coefficient is likely.
Note that (3.3) includes a term for the rate of population growth in
addition to the term for the rate of economic growth. This was introduced
initially because in some of the economic change models we examined,
the growth rate variables-Gross National Product and Energy Consumption-were not percapitized, and these of course tend to increase
with population growth alone. (As it turned out, these models produced
results not very different from the percapitized versions, and so we report
only the latter.) The rate of population growth variable is retained here,
however, because the pressure of increasing population is in itself an
interesting facet of social change that has usually been ignored in studies
of domestic violence.
(3.3)

Y = ex

37

Equation 3.4 is designed to assess the singular effect of the rat~ of
urbanization. Unfortunately, lack of data reduced the N to 58 observatI~ns
and restricted the change period to 1955 to 1960. Thus the regresslOn
estimation results for (3.4) are not comparable to those of all the other
39
equations in the study, which are based on the 108-nation cross-section.
Again, the literature provides conflicting expectations about the results.
We would anticipate from the analyses of Smelser, Hauser, and others
a positive relationship between the rate of urbanization and politi~al
violence, whereas the work of Tilly and others suggests a probable negatIve
relationship.
The estimation results of each equation for Internal War and Collective Protest are presented in Tables 3.5 to 3.8. As Tables 3.7 and 3.8
reveal, urbanization displays a positive effect on both Internal War and
Collective Protest, but the estimated parameters are not significant. Thus,
at the marco-level, at least, there is no strong, systematic relationship
between the pace of urbanization and the magnitude of mass violence
across the 58 nations for which data were obtainable. 40 The rate of population growth, in contrast, demonstrates a positive and significant impact
on both dimensions of violence (Tables 3.5 and 3.6). At this stage in our
analysis, then, the pressure of rapidly increasing population, a factor overlooked in much of the previous research, appears to be an important determinant of cross-national variation in Internal War and Collective Protest.
As was the case with the rate of urbanization, the impact of the rate
of economic growth, about which so much has been written, is less than
dramatic. Two measures of economic change were available: average
annual percentage change in Gross National Product per capita and Energy
Consumption per capita (1955-1965). The former had the strongest relation
to Internal War, the latter with Collective Protest. Energy Consumption
per capita change shows a negative association with Collective Protest
(Table 3.5), but the parameter estimate is quite small in relation to its

= a + /31 In Pop. + /32 A Pop. + /33 A Econ. + e

Y = Mass Violence D2
ln Pop. = In Population 1960 (in thousands)
A Pop. = Average Annual % Change in Population 1955-1965
A Econ. = Average Annual % Change in GNP per capita or Energy
Consumption per capita 1955-1965
e = stochastic disturbance

36 Douglas P. Bwy, "Correlates of Political Instability in Latin America: Over-Time
Comparisons from Brazil, Cuba, The Dominican Republic, and Panama," American Political
Science Association paper, Washington, D.C., September 1968; idem., Political Instability
in Latin America. Bwy's Anomie Violence and Organized Violence closely parallel our measures
of Collective Protest and Internal War, respectively.
37 Flanigan and Fogelman, "Patterns of Political Violence."
38 The literature here, as elsewhere, is often ambiguous about the kind of violence involved;
therefore, we routinely test the hypothesized relationships for both dimensions of violence.

39 As noted at the outset, the investigation is geared to the I08-nation sample in order to
obtain results based on the widest possible sample of observations.
40 A variety of conditional or interaction rate of urbanization models were also examined.
One of the more interesting is a model. implicit in much of the literature. that sees
rapid urbanization in societies with low levels of economic development as especially likely
to produce instability and violence. Equations incorporating this hypothesis did not produce
significant results.
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Table 3.5

Regression of Collective Protest 02 on the Rate of Economic and
Population Change 1955-1965 (N = 108)

Table 3.7

Recrression of Collective Protest 02 on the Rate of Urbaniza~ion 1955-1960 (N = 58)
-----~----

---Independent
Variable
Average Annual o~ Change in Energy
Consumption per capita 1955-1965
Average Annual ~. ~ Change in
Population 1955-1965
In Population 1960
Constant

Parameter
Estimate"

Statistic

-0.048

-1.16

t

0.312"

2.43

0.658"
- 3.248

5.15

R2

Regression Standard Error

.236

1.58

Independent
Variable
Average Annual % Change in
Urbanization 1955-1960
In Population 1960
Constant

F

3.104

10.7

Parameter
Estimate"

t
Statistic

0.012

1.48

0.599"
-1.780

3.69

R2

Regression Standard Error

F

.218

1.64

2,55 7.6

" Starred (") estimate is more than twice its standard error.

" Starred (") estimates are more than twice their standard error.

Table 3.8
Table 3.6

Regression of Internal War 02 on the Rate of Economic and
Population Change 1955-1965 (N = 108)

Independent
Variable
Average Annual % Change in
GNP per capita 1955-1965
Average Annual % Change in
Population 1955 -1965
In Population 1960
Constant

Parameter
Estimate"

Statistic

-0.149

-1.48

.225

4.14

0.828"
-4.940

3.97

2.58

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

t
Statistic

f

0.868"

Regression Standard Error

Regression of Internal War 02 on the Rate of Urbanization
1955-1960 (N = 58)

F

3,104

Average Annual % Change in
Urbanization 1955-1960
In Population 1960
Constant

0.024

1.76

0.688"
-1.890

2.74

R2

Regression Standard Error

.156

2.70

F

2,55

5.1

" Starred (") estimate is more than twice its standard error.
10.0

" Starred (") estimates are more than twice their standard error.
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stan~ar~ e:ror. The estimated effect of the rate of GNP change on Internal

War IS sImIlarly negative, and although somewhat larger vis avis its standard
error than is the case in the Collective Protest equation it also fails to
reach significance. 41
'
Despite the lack of a strong relationship between the rate of economic
growth and political violence in these single equation results, perhaps we
should not be too hasty in eliminating the economic growth variables
from further consideration. Although economic processes more often than
not are best cast as first movers with respect to sociopolitical phenomena
there is good theoretical reason to believe that the natural inclination of
sociologists and political scientists to specify such variables as unidirectional causal influences on mass violence is inappropriate here. In this case
it is more likely that the political violence, rate of economic growth causal
relationship is reciprocal rather than unidirectional. Consider the following
observation by one of the most prominent contemporary analysts of
economic growth, Simon Kuznets:
" ... clearly some minimum political stability is necessary if members
of the economic society are to plan ahead and be assured of a relatively
stable relation between their contribution to economic activity and their
rewards. One could hardly expect much economic growth under conditions
of political turmoil, riots, and unpredictable changes in regimes.,,42
Kuznets thus suggests that domestic disorder hinders the rate of
economic growth, whereas a number of the theorists cited earlier in this
section argued that such growth produces low levels of domestic violence.
Perhaps, then, the specification of one-way causation between growth
and mass violence in either "direction" is incorrect. It would seem that
the true causal relation, if any, is most likely to be approximated by a nearly
instantaneous or immediate feedback model, especially since the change
period for the rate of economic growth variables (I 955 -1965) and the
aggregation period for decade 2 mass violence variables (1958-1967) are
nearly coterminous. 43 A respecification of the model and a somewhat
different estimation technique are necessary in order to capture such interdependence, but we postpone dealing with this until Part III. At this point

let us try to formulate what has been developed thus far into an integrated
set of relationships.

Summary and Implications for a Larger Model
What are the implications of the results of this chapter for the specification of a theoretically more appealing multiequation model? Recall
that we found a moderately curvilinear association between the level of
economic development and both dimensions of mass politic~l violence,
although the nature of the response surface was somewhat dlfferent for
each. We also saw that the rate of population growth demonstrated a
rather strong positive effect on both modes of violence, and, contrary to
much that has been written, the impact of rapid urbanization was insignificant. Finally, we noted a very moderate negative relationship between the
rate of economic change and each dimension of violence but concluded
that economic growth and violence, if related causally at all, are jointly
dependent and therefore must be estimated as a system of simultaneous
or interdependent equations.
These results are perhaps best integrated in the following manner.
The curvilinear association of economic development level and the dimensions of mass violence is due in part to the levels at which nations
typically experience certain rates of population and economic growth.
Thus it may be that societies at low to middle levels of economic development, where violence increases across nations, are precisely those with
the highest rates of population growth and relatively low rates of economic

Mass violence
decade 2

\

-<

Rate of economic growth

------i>-~ 1955-1965

f

~

II/II
Rate of population growth

Olson's observation that either "upswing" or "downswing" in the rate of economic growth
is conducive to social instability and violence was tested by using the absolute value of the rate
of Gross National Product and Energy Consumption change in (3.3), but this formulation
did not yield significant results.
42 Simon Kuznets, Modern Economic Growth (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966),
p. 451. Emphasis added.
43 Lagged effects may be incorporated as well, and it is argued in Part III that this should
be done in order to properly capture this relationship.
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growth. This incorporates the proposition, which is virtually axiomatic
in development economics, that rapid population growth is, ceteris paribus,
incompatible with high economic growth. Conversely, nations at middle
to high levels of economic development, where violence (especially Internal
War) tends to decline across nations, may be the societies with decreasing
rates of population growth and increasing rates of economic growth. 44
This assumes, of course, that economic growth has a negative effect on
violence (and thus far there is only limited evidence for this). In any event,
we can investigate these propositions by specifying and estimating a system
of equations that incorporates the functional form and direction of effects
of the implied development level, rate of change sequence, as well as the
jointly dependent nature of the domestic violence, rate of economic growth
relationship. Figure 3.3 depicts this possible sequence of relationships.
However, the causal structure underlying the variance across nations in
levels of mass political violence is unlikely to be this simple. So we return
to these possibilities in Part III, after considering in the chapters that follow
additional single equation hypotheses and partial theories.

CHAPTER FOUR

Social Structural Imbalances and Systemic
Frustration and Satisfaction

A large body of research, particularly micro, indivi~ual leve~ studies. by
social psychologists, deals with the impact of ~rustra.tlO~,.relatIve depn~a
tion, alienation, and the like, on the propenstty of llldtvtduais and socml
strata to engage in collective violence. 1 Although cross-national, aggregate
data necessarily restrict the investigator to macro, social structural modes
of theory testing and explanation, the social psychological literature has
proved to be suggestive of structural hypotheses. 2 Indeed, .many crossnational researchers resort to systemic analogs of psychologtcal concepts
in order to explain or interpret their results. For example, Feierabend
et al. anticipated the curvilinear relation between economic development
and political instability in their data by postulating:
" ... the peak discrepancy between systemic goals and their satisf~c
tion, and hence maximum systemic frustration, is likely to occur dunng
the transitional phase. Highly modern and fully traditional nations shoul~
experience less systemic frustration-in modern nations, because of thetr
I See, for example, Leonard Berkowitz, Aggression: A Social Psychological Analysis (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1962)
.
2 Gurr's work illustrates the possibilities here. See Ted R. Gurr, "The Genesis of VIOlence: A
Multivariate Theory of the Preconditions for Civil Strife," Ph.D Dissertation. New York
University, 1965; "Psychological Factors in Civil Violence," World Politics, Vol. 20, January
1968, pp. 245-278; and Why Men Rebel (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton UniverSity Press. 1970).
A major problem in Gurr's work is the arbitrary way by which he develops hiS vanous
"deprivation" measures. See especially Gurr, "A Causal Model of Civil Strife: A Comparative
Analysis Using New Indices," American Political Science Review, Vol. 62, No.4, December
1968, pp. l104-1124.

Rostow, for example. has suggested that this is the case. He notes that. historically,
disruptive population pressure has occurred in "pre-take-off' societies. that is. in those which
have not yet begun to generate self-sustaining economic growth. (W. W. Rostow, "The Take-Off
Into Self-Sustained Growth," The Economic Journal, Vol. 66, March 1956, pp. 25-48.) This
may be even more true in recent times, since external agents, such as the United Nations,
bring public health and the "green revolution" to nations with relatively low levels of economic
development and slow rates of change. In many of these nations, which have not developed
the cultural constraints or the governmental capacity and willingness to effectively diminish
the birthrate, infant mortality and starvation drop off and the rate of population growth
skyrockets.
44
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ability to provide a high level of attainment commensurate with modern
aspirations; in the traditional nations, unexposed to modernity, because
modern aspirations are still lacking." 3

The more intense and widespread discontents are in society, the more
intense and widespread strife is likely to be."s

Feierabend et al. have suggested that systemic frustration is most
likely in "transitional" societies because in such nations aspirations
characteristically outrun satisfactions. Is this in fact the case? And, more
importantly, does it produce relatively high levels of mass political violence?
We confront these questions in this chapter by investigating a number
of prominent systemic frustration-deprivation theories that are amenable
to direct and rigorous testing with cross-national, aggregate data. These
include a variety of social structural "imbalance" hypotheses-in particular
those which speak to the consequences of imbalances in education and
economic development and in urbanization and economic development,
as well as some related propositions that derive from Deutsch's work on
the relationship of social mobilization to government performance and
social welfare.
After evaluating the adequacy of these imbalance hypotheses by
estimating the single equation models that they imply, we pursue the
usefulness of the results for the development of a more elaborate multiequation sequence of causes and effects.

One test of the deprivation hypothesis undert~ken by ?~rr i~volved an
ination of the relation between the magmtude of CIvIl stnfe and the
exam
.
Th
tio of educational level to economic development across natiOns. . e
rasumptions were that educational level is indicative of the level of aspIra~~ns and expectations in society, and that economic developm~n~ taps
the ability of society to satisfy such expectations. Hence Gurr anticipate.d
that societies with high levels of education and low levels of economIC
development would have high deprivation-induced discon.tent and th~s
relatively high civil strife, whereas those with low educatiOnal .levels m
relation to the level of economic development would have low dIscontent
and commensurately less violence.
The statistical relationship hypothesized by Gurr is implied in the
observations of numerous scholars in the political development field.
In a volume entitled Education and Political Development, James Coleman
wrote:
" ... a gross imbalance has tended to develop between the great
expansion in the educational system and the comparatively limited growth
in the economy and in the occupational structure. The result, now a commonplace, is a vast and nearly uncontrollable increase in the number of
unemployed and underemployed schoolleavers, whose political orientation
toward the polity is marked by disaffection and alienation, and whose
behavioral disposition is basically anomic.,,6

Imbalances in Education and Economic Development
Perhaps the most prolific of those who have attempted to employ
aggregate data to examine social psychological causes of mass violence
is Ted Gurr,4 Gurr sees relative deprivation as the basic determinant of
civil violence:

5 Ted R. Gun, "A Comparative Study of Civil Strife," in Graham and Gun, Violence in
America, p. 590. A similar conceptualization was proposed by Lerner: "The spread of
frustration ... can be seen as the outcome of a deep imbalance between achievement and
aspiration. In simple terms, this situation arises when many people in a society want far more
than they can hope to get .... The relationship we here propose for study can be expressed by
the following equation: Satisfaction = Achievement/Aspiration," Daniel Lerner, "Toward a
Communication Theory of Modernization: A Set of Considerations," in Lucien W. Pye (ed.),
Communications and Political Development (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,
1963), p. 333. Lerner also notes that such frustration often produces aggression (ibid., p. 349).
A parallel argument is made by Galtung. See Johan Galtung, "A Structural Theory. of
Aggression," Journal of Peace Research, Vol. 1, No.2, 1964, pp. 94-119. For an evaluatIon
of this and related propositions vis a vis the "Negro revolt" in the United States, see James A.
Geschwender, "Social Structure and the Negro Revolt: An Examination of Some
Hypotheses," Social Forces, Vol. 43, No.2, December 1964, pp. 248-256.
6 James S. Coleman (ed.), Education and Political Development (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1968), p. 29.

"The fundamental cause ofcivil strife is deprivation-induced discontent:
the greater the discrepancy between what men believe they deserve and
what they think they are capable of attaining, the greater their discontent.

, i

3 Ivo D. Feierabend et aL "Social Change and Political Violence: Cross-National Patterns,"
in Hugh D. Graham and Ted R. Gun (eds.), Violence in America: Historical and Comparative
Perspectives, A Report to the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence.
June 1969 (New York: Signet Books, 1969), p. 620.
4 See Gun, "A Causal Model of Civil Strife;" and Ted R. Gun and Charles Ruttenberg,
The Conditions of Civil Strife; First Tests of a Causal Model, Research Monograph No. 28,
Center ofInternational Studies, Princeton University, April 1967.
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Not only is a social-structural imbalance between educational level and
economic development seen as producing candidates for "anomie" or
unorganized expressions of discontent, but as promoting organized or
"revolutionary" violence as well. In the same volume, Hoselitz assessed
the possible impact of educational development:
"Rather than a tool for an economic breakthrough, the excessive
dispensation of elementary education may be a hindrance through its
adverse impact upon political stability. For as I have pointed out earlier,
in a society with large pockets of illiteracy the acquisition of primary education has chiefly an impact on consumption and aspirations for higher
levels of consumption by those who receive an education. They congregate
in cities and there form a pool of relatively unskilled labor. They experience
long periods of unemployment and some remain permanently without
regular jobs. These basically hopeless educated unemployed become the
members of the cadres of various messianic or revolutionary political
movements. ,,7
Despite the appeal of the hypothesis in the qualitative literature,
Gurr's quantitative data indicated that the conjunction of increasing
educational development in the face of relatively low economic development
was associated with comparatively low, rather than high, domestic violence
in the 1961 to 1963 period across 119 nations. In contrast Feierabend et al
reported results contrary to those in the Gurr study lending support to
the hypothesis. 8
A rigorous test of the education-economic development "imbalance"
hypothesis requires the specification of a well-defined statistical model
that takes full advantage of the interval scale quality of the available data.
One appropriate macro-level specification would be a ratio interaction
model of the following form:
(4.1)

where

Y

=

a

+ /31

In Pop.

+ /32

X

+ /33

Z

+ /34

X

Z

+

£

Y = Mass Violence 02
In Pop. = In Population 1960 (in thousands)
X = Educational Level 1960
Z = Economic Development Level 1960

7 Bert F. Hoselitz, "Investment in Education and its Political Impact," in James S. Coleman,
(ed.,), Education and Political Development (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,
1968), p. 561. We examine urbanization-economic development imbalance theories in the
next section.
8 Gurr and Ruttenberg, The Conditions of Civil Strife; Feierabend et ai, "Social Change and
Political Violence."
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Ratio (interaction term) of Educational Level to Economic
Development Level
£

= stochastic disturbance

the h othesis has merit, then the ratio term of education to eco?omic
If
YtP h ld have a significant (positive) parameter estlmat~.
developmen s ou
. h d
.
d low economiC
Th' would indicate that the conjunction ofh1g e ucatlon an
d
IS
low education and high economic development, an so .o.n,
develop.ment't on domestic violence beyond that attributable to the addztive
has an 1mpac
ifects of these variables.
. . ' b 1
e An alternative to the ratio interaction specificatIOn of the 1m a ance
hypothesis is a logarithmic formulation of the form:
(4.2a)
where

y = a + /31 In Pop. + /32 In X
all terms are as in (4.1).

+ /33 In Z +

£

Equation 4.2a provides a test of the hypothesis which is 1e~s ~uscepti?le
to the problem of multicollinearity than the straig~tforward ratIO Illt:r~~l~~
of effects.
. .
f (4. 1) , and thus allows for sharper estlmates
1o
.
dd' .
1
hC1t
mo d e
collinearity is a less vexing problem because there IS no a 1tlOna exp
interaction term. Only the main effects terms, In X and In .Z, need to be
'mated Yet the model still captures the thrust of the Imbalance hyes t 1
.
.
d I t
1 War
's Recall that the measures of CollectIVe Protest an n e~na
po thes1 .
h
. d ng each
(" y") are the (natural) logs of the sum of t e events III eXl
dimension. Hence (4.2a) is actually:
(4.2b)

In Y = a

+ /31 In Pop. + /32 In X + /33 In Z +

£

which implies
(4.2c)

y

.
I'
f independent variables. It produces high
Multicollinearity refers to the mtercorre atton 0
2
b h' h
variances (and thus standard errors) for parameter estimates. Thus, ~lthoughdRt m~:p~ss~~I~
the estimated effects of individual independent variables are not s arp, an I IS the vectors
I t ' t rms it means that one or more 0 f
.
to reject hypotheses concernmg them. n ma nx e
I'
I'
b' tl'on of others' hence
.'
'. bl ' X " too close y a mear com lila
,
.
m the matnx of mdependent vana es.· Is
I
t See Arthur
, .
.
1 ()(' X)- 1 has very large e emen s.
the variance-covariance coefficient mall IX, ( J " .
1964)
192-194'
. TJ
IN
York' John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
,pp.
,
S. Goldberger, Econometric leory \ ew
.
.... R
.
A alysis'
and Donald E. Farrar and Robert R. Glauber, "Multlcollmeanty m egressto;2_1~7.
.
The Problem Revisited," Review of Economics and Statlstlcs, Vol. 49, 1967, pp.

9
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which, when 13 3 is negative, implies 1 0
(4.2d)

y

= IX* .

Pop.f3t . X

f32

. 8*

Independent
Variable

Zf33

where

In IX*
In 8*

Regression of Collective ~rotest D~ on Education_a~g8~co
nomic Development: Ratio InteractIOn Model (N -

Table 4.1

= IX

Literacy per 1000 Adults 1960
GNP per capita 1960
(millions US dollars)
Literacy/GNP per capita
In population 1960
Constant

= 8

Therefore, if societies with high educational levels in relation to
economic development in fact have greater violence than those with a
more "balanced" ratio of education to economic development, and this
relationship is a systematic one, then the regression estimate of the coefficient
13 2 should be significantly positive and the estimate of the coefficient 133
should be significantly negative.
Each of the alternative formulations of the education -economic
imbalance thesis represented by (4.1) and (4.2) was estimated for Internal
War and for Collective Protest. A number of measures of educational
development and economic development were tried, and all produced
essentially the same results. 11 Tables 4.1 to 4.4 report the findings where
Literacy per 1000 Adults 1960 is the indicator of educational level, and GNP
per capita 1960 (in millions of U.S. dollars) is the indicator of economic
development. Clearly, neither the ratio interaction nor the natural log
multiplicative formulation yields outcomes that substantiate this widely
held hypothesis, since the estimates shown in Tables 4.1 to 4.4 do not
satisfy our minimal significance condition that the relevant coefficients
be at least twice their standard errors. 12
Thus, although the proposition has great theoretical and intuitive
appeal, the imbalance of education and economic development appears
to have little value for explaining actual variation across nations in either
dimension of mass political violence. The theory may of course be valid
for particular cases; however it does not aid the formulation of a broadly
applicable explanatory model at the macro or systemic level of analysis.

Parameter
Estimate"

t
Statistic

-0.00003

-0.03

-0.0002
-0.078
0.643*
-2.237

-0.48
-0.55
4.82

Regression Standard Erro~
.187
a

1.63

Recall the law of exponents: z-n = l/Zn.
An interesting variant of the education -economic development hypothesis focusing on
elites is a model that examines the effects of an imbalance between university students or
graduates and professional-technical employment opportunities. Where the former substantially outruns the latter, the consequence may be the "alienation of the intellectuals"
phenomenon which Brinton and many others have suggested is an important determinant
of revolutionary or protest situations [Crane Briton, The Anatomy of Revolution (New York:
Vintage Books, 1965)]. We tested this hypothesis across 70 nations for which the appropriate
data were available, but the results were not significant.
12 Recall that when this is the case the t statistic associated with each parameter estimate
in the Tables will be 2 or greater.

5.9

Regression of Internal War I?2 on Education and Economic
Development: Ratio InteractIOn Model (N = 108)
I

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

Statistic

Literacy per 1000 Adults 1960
GNP per capita 1960
(millions of US dollars)
Literacy/GNP per capita
In Population 1960
Constant

-0.002*

-2.32

-0.0003
0.325
0.819*
- 1.854

-0.46
1.46
3.94

Regression Standard Error
.250

Il

4,103

Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

Table 4.2

10

F

2.55

F

4,103

8.5

" Starred (*) estimates are twice their standard error.
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Table 4.3

Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Education and Economic
Development: In Multiplicative Model (N = 108)

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

In Literacy per 1000 Adults 1960
In GNP per capita 1960
In Population 1960
Constant

0.164
-0.114
0.580*
-2.258

0.78
-0.52
4.47

Regression Standard Error

F

.186

1.63

t

Statistic

3,104

7.9

" Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

Table 4.4

Regression of Internal War D2 on Education and Economic
Development: In Multiplicative Model (N = 108)

the level of urbanization outruns the level of economic development,
satisfaction tends to lage behind aspirations, and frustration-induced discontent is a probable consequence. Like education, urbanization is viewed
in such theories as stimulating aspirations in formerly "quiescent" segments
of the population who encounter, in the urban setting, modern life styles
and patterns of consumption. But unlike the rate of urbanization or recent
migrant propositions considered in Chapter 3, what is crucial here is the
balance between such urban-generated aspirations and society's ability
to satisfy them by providing economic opportunities, high standards
ofliving, and so on. 13 This is seen as particularly troublesome in developing
nations since, as Hauser tells us, it is "the underdeveloped nations of the
world [that] are 'over-urbanized' in that larger proportions of their population live in urban places than their degree of economic development
justifies." 14
This variant of the imbalance hypothesis can be evaluated in the
same manner as was its education counterpart. Again, the level of economic
development is taken to be the best cross-national index of systemic satisfaction capability. The ratio interaction model for the urbanization case is
(4.3)

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

In Literacy per 1000 Adults 1960
In GNP per capita 1960
In Population 1960
Constant

0.318
-1.247*
0.736*
3.010

0.93
-3.53
3.56

Regression Standard Error

F

t

Statistic

where

.216

2.59
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Y
In Pop.
X
Z

=
=
=
=

Mass Violence D2
In Population 1960 (in thousands)
Urbanization
Economic Development Level

; = Ratio (interaction term) of Urbanization to Economic De3,104

velopment Level
9.5

<;

The natural log multiplicative formulation is

" Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

We cons~der .now ~nother "imbalance" thesis which parallels the
one analyzed 1ll thIS sectIOn but nevertheless merits separate investigation.

Imbalances in Urbanization and Economic Development
. A ~econd proposition that bears on the systemic frustration and
satlsfactIOn theme, ~hich ~as implied in much of the theorizing on the
conse~ue~ces of rapId SOCial change surveyed in the last chapter, is an
urbamza~IOn ana~og of the education-economic development imbalance
hypothesIs. The hne of reasoning in this version of the thesis is that when

= stochastic disturbance

(4.4)

where

Y

=

a

+

f3t In Pop.

+

f32 In X

+

f33 In Z

+ <;

all terms are as in (4.3).

13 For a good survey and discussion of the literature here, see Wayne A. Cornelius, Jr.,
"Urbanization as an Agent in Latin American Political Instability: The Case of Mexico,"
American Political Science Review, Vol. 63. No.3, September, 1969, pp. 833-857; and Joan
M. Nelson, "Migrants, Urban Poverty, and Instability in Developing Nations," Occasional
Papers in International Affairs, No. 22 (Harvard University, Center for International Affairs,

September 1969).
14 Phillip M. Hauser, "The Social, Economic, and Technological Problems of Rapid Urbanization," in Bert F. Hoselitz and Wilbert F. Moore (eds.), Industrialization and Society (The
Hague, UNESCO, and Mouton, 1963), p. 203.
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The regression outcomes for these alternative fonnulations are displayed
in Tables 4.5 to 4.8, where GNP per capita 1960 is the measure of economic
development, and population in cities of 100,000 or more residents per
1000 population 1965 is the urbanization indicator. t5 The ratio interaction
specification of this imbalance hypothesis has no explanatory power for
Collective Protest cross-nationally, but it has some utility for Internal
War, since the interaction term has a (barely) significant parameter estimate
(Tables 4.5 and 4.6). The log multiplicative model does better for both
dimensions of mass violence, as is evident in Tables 4.7 and 4.8. In the
Internal War equation the coefficients have the "correct" sign (positive for
urbanization, negative for economic development) and are more than
twice their respective standard errors. The estimates also have the proper
sign in the log multiplicative equation for Collective Protest; however,
the coefficient of GNP per capita does not reach significance.
These results, therefore, provide some limited supporting evidence for
the urbanization -economic development formulation of the aspirationssatisfaction hypothesis, insofar as it applies to the Internal War dimension
of mass political violence. But the explanatory power is weak indeed. A
multiequation respecification that includes the key variables and their likely
causal linkages might perform much better when put to the empirical test.
We take this up at the end of the chapter, after examining one more group
of single equation imbalance hypotheses.

Table 4.6

Regression of Internal War D~ on Urbanization and Economic
Development: Ratio InteractIon Model
= 108)

eN

Independent
Variable
population in Cities of 100,000 +
Residents per 1000 Population 1965
GNP per capita 1960
Urbanization/GNP per capita
In population 1960
Constant

.246
a

Parameter
Estimate"

t

Statistic

-0.002

-0.86

-0.001
1.576*
0.748*
-2.348

-1.34
2.14
3.66

Regression Standard Error

F

2.56

4,103

8.4

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

Table 4.7

Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Urbanization and
Economic Development: In Multiplicative Model (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

t

Statistic

------------------------

Table 4.5

Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Urbanization and
Economic Development: Ratio Interaction Model (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Population in Cities of 100,000 +
Residents per 1000 Population 1965
GNP per capita 1960
Urbanization/GNP per capita
In Population 1960
Constant

Parameter
Estimate"

a

l.36

0.002
-0.0004
0.339
0.589*
- 2.431
Regression Standard Error

.228

t

Statistic

1.59

-0.88
0.74
4.62

In population in Cities of 100,000 +
Residents per 1000 Population 1965
In GNP per capita 1960
In Population 1960
Constant

0.473*

3.10

-0.375
0.527*
l.615

-\.94
4.26

R'

Regression Standard Error

F

.250

1.56

3,104

11.5

" Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

F

4,103

7.6

Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

The urbanization indicator was available across a large number of nations for the year
1965 only. Thus it is not lagged relative to decade 2 Violence measures, as are the other variables.
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Table 4.8

Regression of Internal W ar D2 on UrbamzatIon
.,
and Economic
Development: In Multiplicative Model (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

_-:-:--:-~

Parameter

t

E_s_ti_m~a~te~a

~Statistic

0.858*

3.57

-1.708*
0.643*
4.160

-5.60
3.30

In Population in Cities of 100,000 +
Residents per 1000 Population 1965
In GNP per capita 1960
In Population 1960
Constant
III,

Regression Standard Error
.295
a

2.46

F

3,104

14.5

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.
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Further Imbalance Theories: Social Mobilization and Government
Performance and Social Welfare
'

II
I

I\l

IIII,

II

Anoth.er class of models comparable in theoretical orientation to
those consIdered so far derive from Karl Deutsch's work on the process
and .c?ns~quences of "social mobilization." Deutsch conceives of social
mobIlIzatIOn as:

" ....t he process by which major clusters of old social, economic, and
psy~hologlcal

commitments are eroded or broken and people become
avaIlable for new patterns of socialization and behavior." 16
The process involves two distinct stages:

1

"(1) th.e stage of uprooting or breaking away from old settings, habits
and comm~tments; and (2) the induction of the mobilized persons into
some relat.Ively stable new patterns of group membership organization
and commitment." 17
'

!'I

,1,,11'

H
'I
i

. Thus Deutsch distinguishes between the initial uprooting of formerly
'.'traditional" people through the process of urbanization and
md~~tna~lZatlOn: and their induction into new patterns of social and
polItical mteractlOn. It is the incidence and consequences of the latter stage
that concern us here. Deutsch indicates these are as follows:
~U1esce~t .or

16 Karl W'. Deutsch, "Social Mobilization and Political Development," American Political
Sczence Revzew, Vol. 55, September 1961 p.494.
17 Ibid.
'

,II'

Ii
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"Social Mobilization ... brings about a change in the quality of
politics by changing the range of human needs that impinge upon the
political process. As people are uprooted from their physical and intellectual
isolation in their immediate localities, ... they experience drastic changes
in their needs. They may now come to need provisions for housing and
employment, for social security, ... for risks of cyclical or seasonal unemployment, ... instruction for themselves and their children. They need,
in short, a wide range and large amounts of new government services.,,18
In this way, the mobilization oflarge sectors of society generates increased
pressure for the expansion of governmental services and the improvement
of social welfare. If the needs and expectations of the mobilized population
outrun the capacity or responsiveness of government, the consequence,
Deutsch argues, is likely to be the disaffection of a large proportion of the
population and hence the breakdown of domestic stability.
This line of theorizing clearly has much in common with that of
previous sections, although the variables involved are somewhat different.
It suggests that in nations where the ratio of social mobilization to the
effort or performance of government in meeting human needs is relatively
high, domestic violence wi1l be comparatively high. For where the social
mobilization-government performance ratio is large, the pressures generated by mobilization probably have exceeded government performance
in meeting civilian needs, and widespread domestic instability is the likely
consequence. By the same logic, we might hypothesize on the basis of
Deutsch's work that nations with high social mobilization relative to the
level of actual mass social welfare would also have commensurately high
levels of mass violence.
Appropriate specifications of these propositions have the same functional form as previous "imbalance" hypotheses: the straightforward ratio
interaction model of (4.5) and the alternative log multiplicative formulation of (4.6).
(4.5)

where

Y =

rt.

+

/31 In Pop.

+

/32 X

+

/33 Z

+

/34

x

Z +

I';

Y = Mass Violence D2
In Pop. = In Population 1960 (in thousands)
X = Social Mobilization 1960

18 Ibid., p. 498. For a similar conceptualization, see Gabriel A. Almond, "A Developmental
Approach to Political Systems," World Politics. Vol. 17, January 1965, pp. 183-214. Also
relevant is Ernest A. Duff and John F. McCamant, "Measuring Social and Political Requirements for System Stability in Latin America," American Political Science Review, Vol. 62,
No.4, December 1968, pp. 1125-1143.
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Z = Government Performance or Actual Social Welfare 1960
X

Z

=

G =

(4.6)
where

Ratio (interaction term) of Social Mobilization to Government Performance or Social Welfare
stochastic disturbance

Y=

If.

+ fil In Pop. + fi2 In X + {3 3 In Z +

G

all terms are as in (4.5).

Before the validity of these models can be evaluated, the key concepts
must be operationally defined. Deutsch has suggested that the size of the
mobilized population is delimited by the following "yardsticks of measurement" :
" ... the set of persons who live in towns, the set of persons engaged
in occupations other than agriculture, forestry, and fishing; the set of
persons who read a newspaper at least once a week; the set of persons who
pay direct taxes to a central government, or who are directly subject to
military conscription; the set of persons who have attended public or
private schools for at least four years; the set of persons attending markets
at least once a month; the set of persons sending or receiving a letter at least
once a month; the set of literate adults, or moviegoers, or radio listeners,
of registered voters for elections. or of insured persons under social security
schemes; or all persons working for money wages in units of five or more
employees; and many more." 19
Data were available on five of the indicators that Deutsch proposed
to delimit the extent of social mobilization, which is more than sufficient
to devise a solid measure of the concept. Rather than create a composite
index by way of factor analysis (scores) or rely on particular "representative" variables, a simple additive index was constructed. This seemed to be
the best way to capture as full a range of the concept as the available data
permitted and at the same time to retain an interpretable metric in order
that parameter estimates would have a meaningful empirical referent. 20
Accordingly, a social mobilization index was created by taking the arithmetic mean of the sum of the following variables: Population in Cities of
100,000 or more residents per 1000 population (1965); Economically Active
Males in Nonagricultural Occupations per 1000 population (1960); News19 Karl W. Deutsch, Nationalism and Social Communication: An Inquiry into the Foundations
of Nationality, 2nd edition, (Cambridge, Mass.: M.LT. Press, 1966), p. [26.
20 See the discussion on this point in Chapter 2.
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paper Circulation per 1000 population (1960); Radios per 1000 population
(1960); and Literacy per 1000 adults (1960).
.
The measure employed for the performance or effort of government m
meeting social needs is straightforward: General Government Expenditur~s
f r Civilian (nondefense) Activities as a percentage of Gross DomestIc
P~oduct (1960).21 Construction of a measure of mass social welfare posed
a more difficult problem. It had to incorporate indicators that unambiguously appraised the state of actual human welfar.e. Three varia?les f?r which
data were obtainable seemed to be approprIate: Infant LIVe BIrths per
1000 births (1960); Calories per capita per 10 days (1960); and Physicians
per million Population (1960), These variables. by no me~ns cover all ~he
facets of the concept, but at least they assess III an unmIstakable fashIOn
important features of human welfare. 22 A Social Welfare Index was created
by taking the arithmetic mean of the sum of these indicators.
We are now able to determine the adequacy of (4.5) and (4.6) against
data for the 108-nation cross-section. The regression estimation results for
the ratio interaction and log multiplicative formulations of the social
mobilization -government performance version of these "imbalance"
hypotheses appear in Tables 4.9 to 4.12. As Tables 4.9 and 4.10 demonstrate, the ratio interaction test of Equation 4.5 did not produce significant
results for either Collective Protest or Internal War. In the log multiplicative
specification, the parameter estimates have the proper sign in the Collective
Protest regression (Table 4.11); that is. Social Mobilization is positive and
nondefense General Government Expenditures as a percentage of Gross
Domestic Product is negative, but only the latter is significant. In the
Internal War regression (Table 4.12), the parameter of nondefense General
Government Expenditures is negative and highly significant, but the Social
Mobilization coefficient has the "wrong" sign and is, in any case, not
significan 1.
Tables 4.13 to 4.16 report the results for the social mobilization-social
welfare models. The interaction term in the regression equation for Collective Protest (Table 4.13) has a barely significant parameter estimate,
21 "General Government" refers to all levels: local. state or provincial. and national. Military
expenditures. which often constitute a large proportion of government expenditure. are
excluded because they seldom are used to meet social needs.
22 By "unmistakable" we mean the following: It is possible (and frequently the case) that
aggregate indicators .such as national income per capita, although potentially measuring
general human welfare. are nevertheless concentrated in relatively narrow strata. This is much
less likely of the variables in the Social Welfare Index. It is difficult to imagine infant live
births. physicians. and caloric consumption being effectively monopolized by a narrow group
-after all. a privileged elite can eat only so much. produce so many children. or make use of
so many physicians. Elites are frequently able. however, to effectively control a huge proportion of the national income and wealth.

Table 4.9

Table 4.11

Regression of Collective Protest 02 on Social Mobilization and
Government Performance: Ratio Interaction Model (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimatea

Social Mobilization 1960
Nondefense General Government Expenditures
as a %ofGDP 1960
Social Mobilization/Nondefense
General Government Expenditures
In Population 1960
Constant

-0.001

-0.71

-0.010

-0.44

Statistic

0.038

1.29
4.83

Parameter
Estimatea

Independent
Variable

t

0.605*
-2.189

Regression of Collective Protest 02 on Social Mobilization and
Government Performance: ln Multiplicative Model (N = 108)

0.382

In Social Mobilization 1960
In Nondefense General Government Expenditures
as a % ofGDP 1960
In population 1960
Constant

.239
a

1.58

-0.877*
0.558*
-1.230

4.47

1.57

F

3.104

10.8

F

4,103

-.:Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

8.12

Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

Table 4.12
Table 4.10

Regression of Internal War 02 on Social Mobilization and Government Performance: Ratio Interaction Model (N = l08)
Independent
Variable

Social Mobilization 1960
Nondefense General Government Expenditures
as a %of GDP 1960
Social Mobilization/Nondefense
General Government Expenditures
In Population 1960
Constant

Parameter
Estimatea

t

Statistic

Parameter
Estimate a

Statistic

In Social Mobilization 1960
In Nondefense General Government Expenditures
as a %of GDP 1960
In Population 1960
Constant

-0.529

-1.59

-2.040*

-3.71

0.770*
6.300

3.82

-2.33

-0.040

-1.04

0.045

0.96

R2

Regression Standard Error

0.864*
-1.278

4.39

.247

2.54

2.48

t

Independent
Variable

a

.289

Regression ofInternal War 02 on Social Mobilization and Government
Performance: ln Multiplicative Model (N = 108)

-0.007*

Regression Standard Error

a

1.88
-2.55

Regression Standard Error
.238

Regression Standard Error

t

Statistic

F

3,104

11.3

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

F

4,103

10.5

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.
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Regression of C 11 .-~-------------o ectlve Protest D2 on Social Mobilization
and Social Welfare: Ratio Interaction Model (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Social Mobilization 1960
Social Welfare 1960
Social Mobilization/Social Welfare
ln Population 1960
Constant

.230

Parameter
Estimate"

t

-0.010
0.003
6.760*
0.647"
-4.950

-1.92
1.42
2.29
5.06

Regression Standard Error

F

1.59

Table 4.15

4,103

In Social Mobilization 1960
In Social Welfare 1960
In Population 1960
Constant

.212

7.6
a

Social Mobilization 1960
Social Welfare 1960
Social Mobilization/Social Welfare
In Population
Constant

.251

Parameter
Estimate"

,I'll,
I

I:,li, 111

'
.l1J.it

Statistic

-0.017*
0.003
7800
0.933*
-4.670

-2.01
0.78
1.69
4.57

Regression Standard Error

F

2.55

" Starred (*) estimates are more than half their standard error.
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t

4,103

t

Statistic

0.645*
-·1.310
0.606*
2.590

2.02
-1.71
4.72

Regression Standard Error

F

1.60

3,104

9.3

Regression of Internal War D2 on Social Mobilization
and Social Welfare: In Multiplicative Model (N = 108)

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

t
Statistic

In Social Mobilization 1960
In Social Welfare 1960
In Population 1960
Constant

0.197
- 3.410*
0.892*
16.697

0.39
-2.75
4.26

R2

Regression Standard Error

F

.204

2.62

Reg.ression of Internal War D2 on Social Mobilization and
SOCIal Welfare: Ratio Interaction Model (N = 108)
Independen t
Variable

Parameter
Estimatea

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

Table 4.16

Table 4.14

Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Social Mobilization
and Social Welfare: In Multiplicative Model (N = 108)

Independent
Variable

Statistic

" Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

"I
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Further Imbalance Theories
Table 4.13

a

3,104

8.9

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

8.6

indicating that the ratio interaction formulation of the hypothesis has a
degree of validity for this dimension of political violence. This is not true,
however, in the Internal War ratio interaction regression, as is evident from
Table 4.14. In the log multiplicative equations (Tables 4.15 and 4.16), the
variables in each regression have the correct sign, but neither for Collective
Protest nor Internal War are the estimates of both variables significant;
hence the equations do not support the social mobilization -social welfare
imbalance thesis.
One clear message emerges from all these results. Like the imbalance
theories considered in earlier sections 0 f the chapter, the social mobilization-
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government performance and social mobilization-social welfare hypotheses do not provide powerful explanations of differences across nations
in levels of mass political violence. Yet the imbalance propositions are very
appealing theoretically. Why is there a discrepancy between seemingly
sound theory and our empirical observations and causal inferences? Let
us pursue this question after briefly summarizing the findings developed
thus far.

is in itself produced by some causal process that is responsible for variables
"moving together." Therefore, unless these causal processes were to b.e
disrupted in some fundamental and improbable way, such that the vanles became no longer highly correlated, we never need to know the
23
h
. h th
ab
.
.
otential consequences of such mteractlon effects.
W at mIg t ~se
~ausal processes be for the case at hand? This brings us to the questlOn
of the multiequation implications of the results.

Summary and Interpretation

Implications for a Multiequation Causal Sequence

In this chapter we examined a variety of social structural "imbalance"
hypotheses that were derived from systemic analogs of propositions in
deprivation and frustration theory and from Deutsch's work on the
political consequences of social mobilization. On the whole, they did poorly
when put to the empirical test within the framework of clearly specified
statistical models, although a ratio interaction formulation of the social
mobilization-social welfare hypothesis, and both the ratio interaction and
the log multiplicative specifications of the urbanization -economic development hypothesis, demonstrated a limited ability to explain Collective
Protest and Internal War, respectively. Again, this is not to say that imbalance models might not furnish powerful explanatory mechanisms in the
case of particular nations or for different units of analysis, but only that
they have very little utility as general explanations at the cross-national
level.
Why did these models do so badly, given the impressive theoretical
base from which they are derived? The reason is undoubtedly the high
collinearity that exists between the independent variables involved.
Collinearity in a nonexperimental setting means that there are not many
instances where variables such as social mobilization and social welfare
diverge markedly; thus there is little opportunity for theoretically postulated
interactive effects, or even additive effects, to "show up" in regression
results. This underlies the discrepancy we noted earlier between interaction
hypotheses that are repeatedly advanced in the theoretical work and the
empirical, data-based regression results.
We can conclude from all this that the various imbalance theories are
probably not valid as descriptive propositions. However, this does not
mean that theoretically, taken in the abstract sense, such theories are unsound. If it were possible experimentally to manipulate nations so that, for
example, there was little correlation between social mobilization and social
welfare, then we could observe more satisfactorily the (interactive) effects
of the conjunction of high social mobilization, low social welfare, and so
on, and thereby draw definitive theoretical conclusions. Yet collinearity

A fonnulation that is likely to approximate the true causal structure
more closely than any of the single equation imbalance theories is the
multiequation model depicted in Figure 4.1, where solid and dotted lines
indicate probable and possible causal paths, respectively. Recall that in
the regression results of this chapter, the parameter estimates of Social
Welfare and civilian General Government Expenditures as a percentage
of Gross Domestic Product were often highly significant (negative)
although the overall results did not support in any systematic way the
various imbalance hypotheses. Hence the model in Figure 4.1 depicts Social
Welfare as having a direct, negative causal influence on mass political
violence. The assumption is that populations enjoying comparatively high
social welfare are relatively less likely to engage in collective violence.
Social Welfare is in itself hypothesized to be a function of governmental
efforts in the civilian sphere (civilian General Government Expenditures
as a percentage of GDP) as well as of the nation's level of Economic
Development.
Civilian General Government Expenditures is also expected to have
a direct (negative) impact on violence, since the stabilizing effects of high
civilian government spending are likely to be only partially captured by
the Social Welfare Index, which has a rather limited scope. Government
Expenditures are depicted in Figure 4.1 to be caused in part by the pres23 It is not generally realized that "rejecting" hypotheses on the basis of nonexperimental
analyses when independent variables are moderately to highly intercorrelated (which is often
the case in social science) does not necessarily reject the theory at hand, but only denies its
usefulness in describing existing causal relations. Only true experimentation can definitively
determine whether a theory is valid, since the investigator is able to manipulate the situation
in such a way that the effects predicted by the theory have maximum opportunity to manifest
themselves. Such manipulation constitutes the fundamental disruption that is unlikely to
occur naturally-hence the comment that we really never need to know its consequences, at
least if the purpose is to model existing processes. The experimental perspective, in the context of the general linear model. is presented well by William Mendenhall, Introduction to
Linear Models and the Design and Analysis of Experiments (Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth
Publishing Co., 1968).
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sures generated by Social M b'I' .
by the level of Economic 0 0 I IzatIOn (a~ Deu~sch hypothesized) ~nd also
typically able to devote evelopment, sIn~e hIghly d~veloped natIons are
..
a larger proportIOn of theIr resources for the
provIsIon of governmental services than are less developed one
It ,,:ould be pr~mat~re to evaluate here the adequacy orthe partial
mo.del ~Jagrammed In FIgure 4.1. A considerably more elaborate model
whIch Inc~udes. the causal. relationships and sequences that have bee~
proposed In thIS chapter, IS examined in Part III.
We tur~ .now ~o an investigation of some possible causal influences
~n mass pohtIcal vIOlence that are a good deal different fro th
sldered thus far.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Among the foremost problems that face transitional or developing societies
-or at least one that has loomed very large in the literature on socioeconomic and political development-is the achievement of national
integration. 1 Considerable attention has been devoted to the obstacles to
national unity and development posed by what Geertz has called the
"primordial" attachments to race, language, religion, and custom of
differentiated population subgroups.2 However, the disintegrative consequences of subnational loyalties and attachments by large segments of
the population are by no means confined to "developing" nations, as
evidenced by the French separatist movement in Canada, persisting ethnic
and racial identification and conflict in the United States, the insurgency
of the Irish Catholic minority in northern Ireland, and the pressing issue
of unassimilated minorities in the Soviet Union. This chapter considers
Some of the direct and possible second-order effects of sociocultural
differentiation on mass political violence.
1 For an overview of the topic, see Myron Weiner, "Political Integration and Political
Development:' reprinted in Claude Welch (ed.), Political Modernization (Belmont, Calif.:
Wadsworth Publishing Co., Inc., 1967), pp. 150-166. Also see Arend Lijphart, " Cultural
Diversity and Theories of Political Integration," Canadian Journal of Political Science, Vol. 4.
March 1971, pp. 1-14; and Leonard Binder. "National Integration and Political Development,"
American Political Science Review, Vol. 58, No.3. September 1964, pp. 622-631.
2 Clifford Geertz, "The Integrative Revolution: Primordial Sentiments and Civil Politics
in the New States," reprinted in Welch. Political Modernization, pp. 167-187.
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Differentiation and Mass Violence: Single Equation Models
A frequent observation by analysts of comparative political violence
is that organized insurrections and rebellions (or what we have denoted as
Internal War) hinge in part on the presence of the primordial cleavages
delineated previously. Pye, for example, has written:
"The possibility of an insurrectionary movement arISIng and then
employing organized violence depends upon the existence of sharp divisions
within society created by regional, ethnic, linguistic, class, religious, and
other communal differences that may provide the necessary social and
demographic basis for supporting the movement .... "3
Pye notes further that it is not the n10st highly industrialized nor the most
traditional societies that typically experience rebellions or insurgencies
based on such divisions, but rather those where the "process of social and
psychological disruption that accompanies the downfall of traditional
societies opens the way to a host of sharp cleavages within such societies."4
But why is it that the "sharp cleavages" attendant to the absence of national
integration become politically salient-in the sense of creating the potential
for rebellion or insurgency-after the breakdown of traditional society?
Geertz has suggested two reasons: First, ex-colonial or recently independent
states undergo the "process of the formation of a sovereign civil state that,
among other things, stimulates sentiments of parochialism, communalism,
racialism, and so on, because it introduces into society a valuable new
prize over which to fight .... "5 And, second, the processes of industrialization and urbanization produce the "aggregation of independently
defined, specifically outlined traditional primordial groups into larger,
more diffuse units whose implicit frame of reference is not the local scene
but the 'nation'-in the sense of the whole society encompassed by the ...
civil state ... The process ... is a progressive extension of the sense of
primordial similarity and difference generated from the direct and protracted
encounter of culturally diverse groups in local contexts to more broadly
defined groups of a similar sort interacting within the framework of the
entire national society .... "6 The consequence of this encounter of
culturally differentiated groups, according to Geertz, is the concentration
Lucian W. Pye, Aspects of Political Development (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1966),
p. 136.
4 Ibid. Emphasis added.
5 Geertz, "The Integrative Revolution," p. 177.
6 Ibid., p. 184. See also Robert Melson and Howard Wolpe, "Modernization and the Politics
of Communalism: A Theoretical Perspective," American Political Science Review, Vol. 64,
December 1970, pp. 1112-1130.
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Deutsch developed these ideal types based on dichotomous variables
for heuristic purposes. The variables involved are, of course, continuous.
In C~~pter 4, a co~tinuous, quantitative measure of the size of the socially
moblhzed populatIOn was developed on the basis of the "yardsticks of
measurement" that Deutsch proposed. Fortunately, a very good quantitative measure of the degree of sociocultural differentiation is also available
for each of the 108 nations. What we shall call the Index of Ethnolinguistic
Fractionalization (ELF) is derived from data reported in the authoritative
Atlas Narodov Mira on the numbers of people in distinctive cultural, ethnic,
and linguistic groupS.9 Groups were determined by their roles, descents,
and relationships to others rather than by their physical characteristics.
The ELF Index is constructed as follows:
ELF

where

n;

=

N

=

=1l1 - L

L

121 (n; - 1)
100
N (N - 1) J

where

Y
In Pop.
X
Z
X*Z
c:

=
=
=
=

=
=

+

PI In Pop.

+

P2X

+

P3 Z

f34X*Z

+

f31 In Pop.

+ f32 1n X + f33 1n Z +

all terms are as in (5.1).

4 The data are for circa 1960 and are generally considered to be the best available in the
world. The Atlas is published by the N. H. Miklukho-Miklaya Institute of Ethnography of
the Academy of Sciences. Department of Geodesy and Cartography of the State Geological
Committee of the USSR (Moscow, 1964). The Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization Index was
computed by Charles L. Taylor of the World Data Analysis Program, Yale University. It is
based on the "fragmentation" index proposed by Douglas Rae and Michael Taylor in The
Analysis of Political Cleavages (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970), chapter 2.
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Regression of Collective Protest D2 ?n Social MobiJizatio~ (SM)
and EthnoJinguistic FractionahzatlOn (ELF): Muluphcatlve
Interaction Model (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

Social Mobilization 1960
Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization 1960
SM*ELF
In Population 1960
Constant

-0.002
-0.013
0.00005
0.606*
- 1.486

c:

Mass Violence 02
In Population 1960 (in thousands)
Social Mobilization 1960
Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization circa 1960
Multiplicative Interaction Term of Sucial Mobilization
and Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization
stochastic disturbance

I::

These equations enable us to assess the direct impact ~he c~njunction
of high mobilization and high differentiation on ~ass polttl~al VIOlence. If
the hypothesized interaction effect has systematIC caus~l l.nfluence, ~~en
. n estimation of the models should produce a slgmficant POSitive
regresslO
..
ffi' t
interaction coefficient in (5.l) and/or significant and positive coe Clen s
for each term in (5.2).10
. . . .
..
Tables 5.1 to 5.4 present the results for thiS mltlal test ~f the moblhza. -d'fferentiation thesis. None of the outcomes substantiates the hy~otlOn 1
. ' r
.,
t
thesized relationship. The interaction term l~ the multlp lcatlve mterac IOn
formulation is positive in both the Collective Pro~~st a~d I.mernal ~ar
. ns , and it eclipses the quite
strong
relatlOnregresslO
.
.and
.posItive
. blvanate
.
. I
ship of Ethnolinguistic FractionalizatIOn With each dimenSIOn of VIO ence
Table 5.1

+

+

where

number of people in the ith group
total population

y = rx

y = rx

(5.2)

Hence the larger the number of groups and the smaller the proportion
of the total population in each of them, the more fractionated or differentiated is the population.
Armed with reasonably sound aggregate measures of mobilization
and differentiation, the simplest test of Deutsch's (and Geertz's) proposition
would be a multiplicative interaction model such as (5.1) or its log multiplicative counterpart, represented by (5.2).
(5.1)
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-l.ll

-1.23
1.24
4.53

F

R'
.195

t

Statistic

1.63

4,104

6.2

" Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

fi

3

Recall that Y is a logarithmic term and thus (5.2) reduces to Y = a*' popP 1. x , .zfJ .:-* :
where In a* = a In 8* = 8 and all the coefficients are significant and positive. The resultmg
expression is thu~ multiplic~tive (in X and Z). which confirms the hypothesis or an interactive
mobilization--differentiation effect on mass violence-conventionally tested by (5.1). For an
evaluation of similiar (but additive) models across African nations. see Donald G. Mornson
and Hugh M. Stevenson. "Integration and Instability: Patterns of African Pohtlcal Development," American political Science Review. Vol. 66, No.3, September 1972, pp. 902-927. .
A parallel evaluation of this proposition that relies on cruder data and different.~echlllques
of analysis has been undertaken by Ronald Inglehart and Margaret Woodward, Language
Conflicts and Political Community." Comparative Studies in Soczety and History, Vol. 10,

10

1967-1968, pp. 27-48
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Toward a Multiequation Formulation

Socio-Cultural DiFf:
'lJeren t"wtlOn and National Integration
Table 5.4
Table 5.2

Regression
W ar D 2 on SOCIal
. Mobilization (SM)
and
E hof
r Internal
' .
I t t no mgUlstlc FractIOnalization (ELF): Multiplicative
n eractlOn Model
= 108)

Social Mobilization 1960
Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization 1960
SM*ELF
In Population 1960
Constant

.243

Parameter
Estimate"

Table 5.3

-3.70
-1.50
1.83
4.00

Regression Standard Error

F

4,104

F

.156

2.70

3,104 6.4

processes.

Parameter
Estimate"

- 3.402

R2

Regression Standard Error

.192

1.63

0.260
0.072
0.562*

t

The foregoing results do not necessarily mean that sociocultural
differentiation and social mobilization are irrelevant for explaining mass
violence. However, the causal processes involved are apparently more
complex than the simple interaction model of (5.1) and (5.2) or the even
simpler notion of a direct differentiation to violence causal relation would
indicate. Indeed, Deutsch, Pye, Geertz, and others have suggested that
the immediate consequence of differentiation, or the conjunction of
mobilization and differentiation, is frequently political separatist activity
on the part of unassimilated sociocultural groups. It may be, then, that
sociocultural differentiation produces political separatism, which is what
directly causes high levels of mass political violence-and, in particular,
Internal War-since separatism is usually not expressed merely as protest
against government, but involves attempts to fundamentally alter political

Statistic
1.20

0.52
4.32

F

3,104

8.2

Starred (*1 estimate is more than twice its standard error.

(which is not re~or.ted. here). In fact, the sign of thc coefficient for ELF is
(sn:all and lI1slgmficantly) negative in these regressions. However the
lI1leractl.on coefficien~s are not large enough vis a vis their standard e;rors
to permit con~dence 111 the ~·esults. In the log multiplicative regressions thc
param~ter estimates are eIther insignificant or, as in the Internal War
r~gresslOn (Table 5.4), the estimate for social mobilization has the "wro
"

arrangements.
Another possible causal path of differentiation to mass violence has
been advanced by Kornhauser:
"Ethnic and racial minorities ... rebel for corporate immunities and
privileges-like special status for their languages or religions or even for
self rule .... Unlike social classes, minorities may go so far as to seek
secession-to establish a separate state or to join another state. Finally,

~

H.ence a. si~gle equation model involving the relation of mobilization
and dIfferentmtron to violence is not supported by the data in the 108-

I

Regression Standard Error

nation cross-section. Perhaps an alternative, multi-equation specification
will provide a more satisfactory representation of the operative causal

~ow

i

R2

Toward a Multiequation Formulation

In Social Mobilization 1960
In Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization 1960
In Population ]960
Constant

~.

-2.04
1.02
3.56

, Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

8.3

(N = 108)

a

-0.756*
0.257
0.768*
0.746

In social Mobilization 1960
In Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization 1960
In population 1960
Constant

Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Social Mobilization
and Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization: In Multiplicative Model

Independent
Variable

Statistic

I

Starred (*1 estimates are more than twice their standard error.

a

t

Parameter
Estimate"

Independent
Variable

Statistic

-0.0\0*
-0.025
0.0001
0.842*
-0.206

2.57

Regression of Internal War D2 on Social Mobilization and Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization: In Multiplicative Model (N = 108)

---------------_._----------~--------~

eN

Independent
Variable
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like social classes, minorities may seek assimilation into the political
society. Rebellions against slavery, caste, or other forms of racial or ethnic
discrimination may facilitate the extension of full citizenship rights to
members of minority groupS."ll
Thus, in addition to the causal path of differentiation ~ political separatism ~ violence (in particular, Internal War), Kornhauser notes that
differentiated minority groups may also experience discrimination, which
is another source of "rebellion." However, rebellions against discrimination,
unlike those attendant to separatist movements, typically have the objective
of redressing grievances within the system. In Kornhauser's words, those
involved seek "assimilation into the political society." We would hypothesize, therefore, that the path from discrimination leads primarily to
Collective Protest, although there may be a weaker link from discrimination
to separatism and, perhaps, directly to Internal War as well. 12
Figure 5.1 depicts this more elaborate, multiequation statement of the
likely causal processes (solid and dotted lines indicate probable and
possible causal relationships, respectively and the circled intersections
represent hypothesized interaction effects). In addition to the cluster of
relationships involving differentiation, separatism, discrimination, and
mass violence, the figure includes other variables whose causal role was
implied earlier. One of these is a dummy variable for Postwar Independence
(1 = gained independence since World War II, 0 = did not). This is
postulated to have a positive effect on ELF, since many of the most highly
differentiated nations are recently independent ex-colonies which were
literally carved out of Africa and Asia by European imperialists without
regard for "natural" ethnolinguistic boundaries. It is also shown to have
a direct and interactive (with ELF) positive impact on Political Separatism,
in order to capture Geertz's thesis, discussed in the last section, that
differentiated societies that have recently come under native control are
especially likely to experience separatism.
Social Mobilization (SM) also appears in the model. Its negative effect
on ELF simply indicates that for most nations the mobilization of differentiated underlying minorities results in their assimilation to the dominant
cultural community, or at least this is the conclusion suggested by cross-
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William Kornhauser, "Rebellion and Political Development," in Harry Eckstein (ed.),
Internal War (New York: The Free Press, 1964), p. 153. Emphasis added.
12 It seems likely that those suffering from discrimination who are not able to effect change
through protest would turn to separatism and the more fundamentally antisystem Internal
War mode of violence. Part III deals with the general question of the escalation of violence
from Collective Protest to Internal War.
11
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sectional relationships.13 More important is the hypothesized posItIVe
interaction effect of Social Mobilization and Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization on Political Separatism and Group Discrimination. Recall that the
former effect was hypothesized by Deutsch, Geertz, and others. The latter
represents the idea that the mobilized and differentiated are much more
"visible" than their "underlying" counterparts and hence more readily
encounter discrimination.
The operational measures of Political Separatism and Group Discrimination are estimates developed by Ted Gurr for a large number of
nations, circa 1960. 14 The political separatism indicator incorporates
separatist sentiment as well as overt acts. It is defined as the percentage of the
population inferred to be "dissatisfied with the closeness of their political
association with the polity of which they are formally members." 15 Group
Discrimination is measured by the percentage of the population "which is
substantially and systematically excluded from valued economic, political,
or social positions because of ethnic, religious, linguistic, or regional
characteristics." t6
All the variables for the model in Figure 5.1 have now been defined.
Considering Collective Protest and Internal War separately, the model
subsumes two unidirectional or recursive systems. We postpone a detailed
discussion of the properties of such systems and only point out here that
each is certainly misspecified. They are misspecified because of the omission
13 The bivariate correlation between (In) Social Mobilization and Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization is - .547. No earlier argument was made for this casual relation, but it does appear
that most cultural minorities have found it expedient to become assimilated into the dominant
culture when mobilized into national life. There are many significant exceptions, however,
and this is the rationale for the SM*ELF interaction effect on Political Separatism and Group
Discrimination. That is, those who do remain differentiated when mobilized are the ones
most likely to encounter discrimination and/or to engage in separatist activity. We are aware
of no theory which is able to account for the resiliency of some and not other cultures in
resisting or choosing to resist assimilation to a dominant culture. It obviously depends on
peculiar characteristics of minority and dominant groups, the rewards and penalties attached
to assimilation versus nonassimilation, and whether there is any dominant group at all (see.
e.g., Deutsch, Nationalism and Social Communication, Chapter 7). Once we know (or can
estimate from past data) the relative sizes of minority and dominant cultures and the rates
of mobilization and assimilation, it is possible to make projections about future distributions
and to assess the likelihood of national conflict. For example, see Deutsch, ibid., Chapter 6
and Appendices I to 5; and the ambitious but as yet uncompleted work of Raymond Hopkins,
"Mathematical Modeling of Mobilization and Assimilation Processes," International Political
Science Association Paper, VIII World Congress, Munich, September 1970.
14 These data are presented and discussed in some detail in Ted R. Gurr, New ErrorCompensated Measures jor Comparing Nations .. Some Correlates of Civil Violence, Center of
International Studies, Princeton University, May 1966.
15 Ibid.. p. 75.
16 Ibid., p. 71.
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+ /33 SM * ELF
+ /34 Postwar Independence + 8
Group Discrimination = rx + f31 Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization
1960 + 8

Table 5.6

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

Ethnolinguistic
Fractionalization 1960

Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization (ELF) 1960
Social Mobilization (SM) 1960
SM*ELF
postwar lndependence
Constant

-0.002
-0.004*
0.00009*
0.685
1.310

-0.17

Regression Standard Error

F

- f32 Social Mobilization 1960

= rx

/31 In Social Mobilization 1960
+ /32 Postwar Independence + 8
-

where all terms are as defined earlier and
than its standard error.

±

signifies an estimate less

The actual parameter estimates and associated statIstIcs for each
equation are shown in Tables 5.5 to 5.8 The results for the Internal War
equation (Table 5.5) fully support the sequence of causes and effects outlined in Figure 5.1. As anticipated, Political Separatism is estimated to
have a forceful impact on the incidence of this mode of mass political
violence. Separatist movements indeed appear to challenge existing political
arrangements in a sharp and fundamental way. Similarly, Group Discrimination (unlogged), which was hypothesized to have a "possible"
causal influence, seems to be strongly linked to subsequent Internal War.
And, as expected, the impact of Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization is entirely
mediated through separatism and discrimination.
The most distinctive feature of the results for the In Political Separatism
equation (Table 5.6) is the powerful interactive impact manifested by the
conjunction of Social Mobilization and Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization.
It totally eclipses the positive bivariate relationship of fractionalization
and separatism and provides striking evidence for theories arguing that
Table 5.5

I

Ii
11,·111
1'1.11

Recursive System for Internal War D2: Internal War D2
Equation (N = 108)

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

In Political Separatism 1960
Group Discrimination L960
In Population 1960
Constant

0.411 *
0.025*
0.614*
-2.150

2.52
2.78
2.90

R2

Regression Standard Error

.210

2.61

" Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

Recursive System for Internal War D2: In Political Separatism 1960
Equation (N = 108)

1.37

.306

t

Statistic

-2.31
2.88
1.90

4,103

" Starred (*) estimates are at least twice their standard error.
Table 5.7

Recursive System for Internal War D2: Group Discrimination
1960 Equation (N = 108)
t

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimatea

Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization 1960
Constant

0.209*
12.750

2.30

R'

Regression Standard Error

F

28.5

.047

Statistic

1,106

5.3

" Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.
Table 5.8

Recursive System for Internal War D2: Ethnolinguistic
Fractionalization 1960 Equation (N = 108)

t

t

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

In Social Mobilization 1960
Postwar Independence
Constant

-12.500*
22.800*
98.410

-3.60
3.96

F

R2

Regression Standard Error

F

3,104 9.2

.390

239

Statistic

11.4

" Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

Statistic

2,105

33.5
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Summary

a mobilized and differentiated population is a particularly explosive
combination. The Postwar Independence estimate in this equation is not
quite twice its standard error, but it is nearly so, which weakly supports
the proposition that recently independent nations have greater separatism
at each level of mobilization and differentiation. 19
Unlike the case for In Political Separatism, the Social MobilizationEthnolinguistic Fractionalization interaction does not have the anticipated
positive effect on Group Discrimination. Apparently, minority sociocultural groups experience about the same degree of discrimination,
regardless of whether they are socially mobilized in Deutsch's sense. Hence
Group Discrimination is shown simply as a function of ELF (Table 5.7).
Although the ELF parameter estimate is significant in Table 5.7, the Group
Discrimination equation clearly leaves much to be desired in terms of
goodness of fit.
Table 5.8 reports the results for the ELF equation. Both Social
Mobilization and Postwar Independence have forceful effects in the
hypothesized direction. Thus we have strong support for the propositions
that the modal impact of mobilization is to promote cultural assimilation
and that the legacy of imperialism is high sociocultural differentiation.
Note that in this equation the logarithm of Social Mobilization was determined to maximize the linear relationship, whereas in the In Political
Separatism equation it is not transformed. Thus Social Mobilization
appears in two linearly independent functional forms in this "partial"
model. 20

We now consider the system of equations that produced t?e best
linear relationships in the Collective Protest causal chain. The equatIOns are
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o

+ /31 In Population 1960
crimination 1960 + 8

= r:I.

· . . t'10 n 1960 -Group D 1scnmma
Ethnolinguistic
Fractionalization 1960

+ /3 1 Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization 1960 + 8
r:I.

..

=

+ /32 Group Dis-

.

/31 In Social Mob1lIzatIOn 1960
+ /32 Postwar Independence + 8

rL -

The equations for Group Discrimination and Ethnolinguistic
Fractionalization, of course, have the same func~ional form a~d causal
interpretation in the Collective Protest causal cham as they do m that ?f
Internal War; therefore, the regression results need not b~ reported ag~m
here (see Tables 5.7 and 5.8). Yet the causal sequence leadmg to CollectIve
Protest is somewhat different from the analogous sequence tha~ le~ds to
Internal War. What differentiates the Collective .Protest cham 1S our
finding that Group Discrimination (unlogged) mediates the c~usal ~ffects
of all other independent variables in the model (Table 5.9). Th1S prov1de~ a
clear confirmation of the argument advanced by Kornhauser that d1Scrimination frequently produces a reaction of mass protest.
Table 5.9

The effect of Postwar Independence (PWI) is additive-the hypothesized interaction of
PWI and ELF did not prove significant. As a dummy variable, PWl's effect thus shows up in
the intercept or constant term so that the slope (or, in this n-dimensional case, the regression
response surface) generated by the "regular" variables is the same for all nations, but recently
independent states have higher separatism at each point on the slope or surface. The interpretation, then, is identical to that of the more conventional analysis of covariance with additive
effects. An excellent discussion of this and related points is provided by Harold W. Watts,
"An Introduction to the Theory of Binary Variables (Or All About Dummies)," Social Systems
Research Institute, University of Wisconsin, April 1964. Also instructive are: William Mendenhall, Introduction to Linear Models and the Design and Analysis {j!' Experiments (Belmont,
Calif.: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1968); James Fennessey, "The General Linear Model:
A New Perspective on Some Familiar Topics," American Journal {j!' Sociology, Vol. 72, No. I,
July 1968, pp. 1-27; Jacob Cohen, "Multiple Regression as a General Data-Analytic System,"
Psychological Bulletin, Vol. 70, No.6, 1968, pp. 426-443; and D. B. Suits, "Use of Binary
Variables in Regression Equations," Journal of the American Statistical Association, vol. 52,
1957, pp. 548-551.
20 This actually serves to introduce an additional exogenous variable into the model. Nonlinear identities of this sort sometimes aid identification, although our purpose in using them
here is to maximize linear relationships. See Franklin M. Fisher, The Idelltificatioll Problem
in Econometrics (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1966), Chapter 5. We return
to the identification issue in Part Ill.
19

Recursive System for Collective Protest D2:
Protest D2 Equation (N = 108)

Collective

.---------

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimatea

Group Discrimination 1960
In Population 1960
Constant

0.018*
0.669*
-3.103

t

Statistic
3.40
5.56

F

Regression Standard Error
.263
a

1.55

2,105

18.7

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

Summary

This concludes our preliminary analysis of the impact of sociocultural
.
.,
. 1ence. To recap1'tulate , we concluded
d1fferentIatIOn
on mass po 1"1t1ca1 VIO

..
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that a sin 1 '.
.
.
. 1g e equatIOn, Illt.eractlOn speCIfication of a direct differentiation 10
mass ~I.o ence ca~sal re~atlOnshIp ~as inadequate for both Internal War and
CollectIve Protest. A Deher muitlequation formulation which had greater
theo~etIc~l a~peal proved to be more compatible with the data. This
sp~c.Ific~tlOn . mvolved .two. u~idirectional (recursive) causal paths, each
on~l~atillg ill ~thno1JngU1StIC Frac~ionali~ati?n and leading through
PohtIc~1 SeparatIsm and Group DIscnmmatlOn to Internal War or
CollectIve Protest. It was emphasized that the estimates and inferences
mad~ for the Internal War and C~llective Protest equations are preliminary
and ~ntende? on~y to sort out whIch of the variables and causal sequences
consIdered. m th.IS chapter should be retained for analysis in the context
of a more illclusIve, final model in Part III.
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CHAPTER SIX

The Behavior of Political Elites: Government
Repression and Coups

In the analyses of previous chapters, political variables entered some
of the equations in interaction with the variables that were of principal
concern. For example, in Chapter 4, Nondefense General Government
Expenditures as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product was employed
as an indicator of governmental effort to meet human needs in a ratio
interaction model with the Social Mobilization Index. The single equation
interaction model proved to be inadequate, however, and so an alternative multiequation causal system was specified that involved Economic
Development, Social Mobilization, and Social Welfare, as well as the
Government Expenditures variable. In the last chapter, single equation
formulations also fared poorly; therefore, a recursive causal sequence
was developed which included Political Separatism mediating the effect
of Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization on Internal War.
This chapter focuses on explanations of domestic violence that involve political variables more centrally. In particular, we look at variables
that pertain to the behavior of political elites and explore how these might
be causally linked to mass violence. The investigation begins in the usual
fashion with an examination of single equation hypotheses. These include
propositions dealing with the causal influence of the coercive capability
available to the governing political elite; the impact of actual acts of
government repression or coercion; and, finally, the causal role of actual
and attempted power seizures (coups) by elite groups, chiefly the military,
that are outside of and/or disaffected from incumbent political authorities.
At the same time we pursue at some length the rather complex, causal
relationships among these variables, and spend a good deal of time as
well in testing alternative theories that purport to explain the incidence
of coups and repression. Although such theories do not concern the
Rl
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The Behavior of Political Elites

causes of mass violence directly, the variables involved can have important second-order effects on Collective Protest and Internal War through
their influence on the centrally relevant coups and repression variables.
Moreover, such factors must be introduced if we are to estimate precisely
(in Part III) the causal interdependencies we tentatively conclude are
operative between mass violence, coups, and repression. Finally, the
various facets of the investigation are pulled together in the last part of
the chapter where the causal relationships provisionally established in
earlier sections are summarized and depicted diagrammatically.
Perhaps what differentiates the processes analyzed here most from
those investigated in preceding chapters is their voluntaristic or manipulative character. Unlike most of the variables considered earlier, coups
and government repression are under the direct and immediate control
of small (elite) groups and, hence, are amenable to ready manipulation
if the relevant actors are so inclined. Uncovering the causal implications
of such elite behavior, then, is of more than academic interest.

here
Y
w
In Pop.

i

,i i

The capability of political authorities to exercise coercive social
control is a feature of political systems that has figured prominently
in both qualitative and quantitative research on mass political violence.
A common observation in qualitative analyses, whether of the case
study or general-theoretical variety, is that the greater the coercive or
repressive forces available to a political elite, the more successful they are
likely to be in containing or inhibiting outbreaks of mass violence.
Roberts, for example, concluded in his study of eighteenth and nineteenth
century English working class protest that "A factor of considerable
importance in the growth of mob riots was the weakness of central
authorities."1 In an entirely different substantive context, Ake theorized
that maintaining a strong coercive capability is one way regimes in transitional societies undergoing rapid social mobilization are able to neutralize
the accompanying instabilities. 2 Similarly, Chalmers Johnson argued in
his (structural-functional) analysis of "Revolutionary Change" that if
political elites in "disequilibrated" societies are to secure the "persistence"
of the system-that is, to stave off violent, revolutionary change-then the
most important thing to be avoided is a vitiation of elite ability to apply
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If mass disorder is indeed inhibited in a linea.r. and invers.e. way by
the strength of the coercive forces .av~ilable to pOI.Itlcal authonttes,. then
estimation of (6.1) should yield a slgmficant, negatIve parameter estimate
for the Coercive Capability term.
. '
The results of a number of quantitative studIes sta~d ~n contrast to
the inverse "deterrence" effect, which some .of the q~~htatlve and th:oretical work has attributed to regime coerCIve capabIht~. These s~ud~es
have reported a curvilinear relationship between the SIze of ~eplessIV.e
forces available to government and mass po~iti~al violence. ViOlence IS
found to be greatest not in "permissive" socletI~S, ~here t~e ,~orce~ for
potential elite coercion are relatively small, nor 1~ represst~e na~10ns,
with relatively large coercive capabilities, but rather 1ll th?s~ wl~h .mo erate
or "middle-sized" capabilities. In the latter kinds of ~ocletles: It IS ar.gu:d.
the regime's coercive posture is sufficient to antagom~e o.r ~henate sl~m7
cant segments of the population, but inadequate to mhlblt or effectlv~ y
suppress violent expressions of discontent. Indeed, although Gurr hypo.t esized a linear inverse relationship initially, he .su?sequentl y de~ermllle~
that a curvilinear model best described the associatIon betwe~n hiS log?e
measure of the "Total Magnitude of Civil Strife" and. the SIze of reg~me
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[ Ben C. Roberts, "On the Origins and Resolution of English Working Class Protest," in
Hugh D. Graham and Ted R. Gurr (eds.), Violence in America: Historical and Comparative
Perspectives, A Report to the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of
Violence, June 1969. (New York: Signet Books, 1969), p. 240.
2 Claude Ake, A Theory of Political Integration (Homewood, I II.: The Dorsey Press, 1969).
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also discerned a curvilinear relationship between a measure of "regimeforce"
-Defense Expenditure as a percentage of GNP, 1959 to 1960-and
"Anomic Violence" during the years 1958 to 1960 across 20 Latin American
nations. 7 Similarly, a number of cross-national studies based on the
Feierabend data report a curvilinear relationship between "regime coerciveness" and political violence. 8
These investigations have typically based their conclusions on tabular
arrays and scatterplots, and at best they supply the reader with summary
curves of relationships. Estimates of slopes and goodness of fit for the
models proposed are usually not reported or apparently even estimated. 9
Given the appropriate quantitative data, we can more rigorously evaluate
the adequacy of the linear versus the curvilinear hypothesis by comparing
the results of (6.1) with those generated by the curvilinear alternative
represented by (6.2).
(6.2)
where

y

=

rx

+ /31 In Pop. + /32 X + /33 X 2 + 8
all terms are as in (6.1).

If the curvilinear model is more compatible with the data than the
linear model, then estimation of (6.2) should yield a significant and positive
/32 coefficient and a significant and negative /33 coefficient, as well as an
R 2 significantly larger than that produced by (6.1). Such a result would
demonstrate that a one-bend curve of the appropriate form characterizes
the relationship of Regime Coercive Capability (X) and mass violence (Y).
Ted R. Gurr, Why Men Rebel (Princeton. N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1970), p. 251.
Chapter 8 of this book reviews the literature much more extensively than we do here.
7 "Anomie Violence" in Bwy's study closely approximates our Collective Protest dimension
of violence. Bwy also found that regime force bears no relation to "Organized Violence"a variable similar to our Internal War, but including such elite actions as coups, which are
examined separately in relation to mass violence later in this chapter. See Douglas P. Bwy,
"Political Instability in Latin America: The Cross-Cultural Test of a Causal ModeL" Latin
American Research Review, Vol. 3. No.2, 1968, pp. 17-66; and "Correlates of Political
Instability in Latin America: Over-Time Comparisons from Brazil, Cuba. The Dominican
Republic, and Panama," American Political Science Association paper. Washington, D.C..
September 1968.
8 Ivo D. Feierabend et al.. "Social Change and Political Violence: Cross-National Patterns,"
in Graham and Gurr, Violence in America, pp. 606-668; and Betty A. Nesvold, Ivo D.
Feierabend. and Rosalind L. Feierabend. "Regime Coerciveness and Political Instability,"
American Political Science Association paper, New York, September 1969. The Feierabend
data consist largely of ordinal rating scores, and the N varies from 75 to 85.
9 Gurr. "A Comparative Stndy of Civil Strife," and Gurr and Ruttenberg, The Conditions
of Civil Strife. usually report partial correlation coefficients for the various propositions
examined, but they rely on summary curves in arguing curvilinearity.
6
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Defense Expenditure as a Percentage of Gross Domestic Product
Defense Expenditure as a Percentage of General Government Expenditure
. 10
Military Manpower per 10,000 Populatlon
In many nations the military has little or no e~ternal function and
is correctly considered (and perceived by theyopulatlOn) to :eprese~t the
domestic coercive capacity of political authontles. The a~y, I~ particular,
lady employed as a coercive agent for domestic SOCial control.
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that 'unmistakably measure domestic coercive potential. .Two vanables for
which data were available for the 108-nation cross-sectlOn are:
Internal Security Forces per 10,000 Population
Internal Security Forces per 1000 sq km
The Internal Security Forces variables, which include police forces .at
all levels of government and such paramilitary forces as genda.rmen~s
and active national guards, overcome some of the objections raIsed. v~s
a vis the military variables and tap quite independent featu:es of an .ehte s
repressive capability. 1 J The first represents the populatlOn denSity of
such forces; the second the spatial density.
to Military manpower includes the total manpower in all the armed forces of the state. It
excludes civilian employees and Internal Secunty Forces.
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Both the military and the internal security variables, however, suffer
from a number of additional limitations. A regime's coercive capacity
clearly depends not only on the size of available forces, but also on their
loyalty, training, and technological sophistication-which we are unable
to assess. Moreover, the current size of these forces may in part be a
response to the magnitude of previous mass violence, raising the problem
of what causes what? However, causality here is probably not instantaneously reciprocal; it most likely involves some delayed response or lag,
since it takes considerable time for political authorities to recruit and
train the large numbers of personnel necessary to substantially increase
Internal Security Forces. Thus the process can be captured by means
of a recursive causal sequence. But even this solution is less than optimal,
since three of the coercion capability indicators-Military Manpower
per 10,000 Population, Internal Security Forces per 10,000 Population,
and ISF per 1000 sq km-are available for the year 1965 only, and therefore in large part do not temporally precede decade 2 violence.
Despite these problems, which serve to weaken causal inferences,
the linear and curvilinear models were estimated with each of the coercive
capability variables for each dimension of violence. 12 Tables 6.1 to 6.8
report only the results for which the two Internal Security Forces variables
are the coercive capability indicators. The only clear message that emerges
from this body of statistical results (both those reported and those not)
is that no strong causal relationship of any kind exists between the coercive
Table 6.1

Linear Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Internal Security
Forces per 10,000 Population 1965 (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

Internal Security Forces per 10,000
Population 1965
In Population 1960
Constant

.181

.
d
olitical violence. Neither the
capability of the po~i~ical ehte oa~es:ai:s ~onsistent1y supported by the
linear nor the curvIhnear hyp
1 de therefore is that the strength
.' I d t The most we can conc u ,
,
b
emplflca a a.
. elites does not seem to ear a
. f
available to governmg
h
of coerCIve o r c e s .
. lence as previous analyses ave
marked curvilinear relatlOn tOt:~;ss:~~ forc~s also fails to exert a subested and that the streng
ggu
s
'
stantial
linear "deterrence" effect .

------

Table 6.2

Linear Regression oflnternal War D2 on Internal Security Forces
per 10,000 population 1965 (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

Internal Security Forces per 10,000
population 1965
In population 1960
Constant

.083

Table 6.3

F

2,105

4.8

D2 n Internal
0
Curvilinear Regression of Collec~ive Protes t
Security Forces per 10,000 Populatton 1965 (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

-0.0002
0.599*
-2.070

-0.18
4.70

Regression Standard Error

F

Internal Security Forces per 10,000
Population 1965
Internal Security Forces per 10,000
Population Squared
In Population 1960
Constant

11.7

Parameter
Estimate"

0.036
-0.0004
0.605*
-2.610
Regression Standl\rd Er~~

" Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.
.209
12 Nonlinear transformations of the capability variables were also tried in regressions and
plots for the linear and curvilinear models. These produced results no better than those
discussed and reported here.

2.80

-0.28
2.98

Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

I

2,105

-0.004
0.650*
-1.350
Regression Standard Error

a

I

Statistic

---------

Statistic

1.62
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1.61

. . t dard error
" Starred (*) estimate is more than tWice Its s an
.

I

Statistic

1.68
-1.90
4.81

F

3,104

9.2
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Table 6.4

Curvilinear Regression of Internal War D2 on Internal Security
Forces per 10,000 Population 1965 (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

I

Statistic

Internal Security Forces per 10,000
population 1965
Internal Security Forces per 10,000
Population Squared
In Population 1960
Constant

-0.0007*
0.662*
-2.390

-2.17
3.08

R2

Regression Standard Error

F

.123

2.74

0.069

Elite Repression and Mass Violence
.
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.
f Internal War D2 on Internal Security
Lmear RegreSSIOn a
Forces per 1000 sq km \965 (N = 108)
-~--

Table 6.6

1.90

Internal Security Forces per 1000
sq km 1965
In population 1960
Constant

3,104 4.9

.103
Linear Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Internal Security
Forces per 1000 sq km 1965 (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

Internal Security Forces per 1000
sq km 1965
In Population 1960
Constant

-0.0002
0.592*
- 1.991

-1.71

Regression Standard Error

F

.203
a

1.60

a

-0.0003
0.644*
- \.296

-1.57
3.03

Regression Standard Error

F

2.76

" ,!I

6.1

I

Statistic

Table 6.7

2,105

Curvilinear Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Internal
Security Forces per 1000 sq km 1965 (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

4.79

Internal Security Forces per 1000
sq km 1965
Internal Security Forces per 1000
sq km Squared
In Population 1960
Constant

13.4

Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

Thus far attention has been confined to the repressive capability of
the political elite. Perhaps actual acts of coercion and repression have a
more direct and important influence on the incidence of domestic mass
violence. Hence we consider in this section the causal role of what are
designated as "Acts of Negative Sanction."
Negative sanctions are defined as actions taken by political authorities to neutralize, suppress, or eliminate a perceived threat to the security

,I

2.105

Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

.203
a

I

Parameter
Estimatea

Statistic

-0.0002

-0.21

0.000
0.592*
- 1.991

0.00
4.71

Regression Standard Error

F

Elite Repression and Mass Violence

"!II'I

I

Statistic

---------------

" Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

Table 6.5

Parameter
Estimate a

Independent
Variable

1.61

3,104

8.9

Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

b found in "political Indicators
A more complete discussion of these data ~ant R:solution University of Michigan,
Definitions" (mimeo., Center for Research on con( 1~ ) W rid Handbook of Polilical and
November 21, 1966) and in Taylor and Hudson e S.,
0
Social Indicalors.
13
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--------Table 6.8

Internal Security Forces per 1000
sq km 1965
Internal Security Forces per 1000
sq km Squared
In Population 1960
Constant

.120
a

consequence of repression is often a response of yet greater violence by
its recipients. Moreover, this reciprocity probably has a sufficiently small
lag time to be best conceived (and thus estimated) as simultaneous, particularly since the aggregation periods for decade 2 Negative Sanctions
and mass violence are identical. This is not to say, however. that lagged
Negative Sanctions does not also playa role in such a causal scheme.
Although a strong positive, simultaneous relationship is anticipated between decade 2 violence and repression, we might also hypothesize that
previous repression has a strong negative or inhibitive effect. This forIllulation incorporates the idea that the short-term or immediate response
to repression is frequently more violence on the part of its recipients, but
the long-term impact of repression is to deter violent expressions of

Curvilinear Regression of Internal War D2 on Internal Security
Forces per 1000 sq kill 1965 (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

Statistic

-0.003

-1.59

0.000
0.690*
-1.436

t

1.41
3.22

Regression Standard Error

F

2.75

3.104 4.8

discontent.
Tables 6.9 and 6.10 provide supporting evidence for the Internal
War dimension of mass violence. 15 The regression of Internal War on
current and lagged Negative Sanctions (Table 6.10) yields a significant
positive coefficient for the former and a significant negative coefficient
for the latter. This is not true in the Collective Protest regression (Table
6.9), where only current Negative Sanctions has a significant (positive)
parameter estimate. These results are compatible with the argument that
events such as riots, demonstrations, and political strikes are more
"spontaneous" than are the events that comprise the composite measure
of Internal War. 16 In any case, Collective Protest does not appear to be

Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

cide wi~h the aggregation periods of the mass political violence variables
Accordmgly:
.
Negative Sanctions OJ

total number of
period January
1957
Negative Sanctions D2 = total number of
period January
1967
=

9]
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repressive acts during the
1, 1948 to December 31
'
repressive acts during the
1, 1958 to December 31
'

Table 6.9

In the prev~ous section we proposed that the size of Internal Security
Forces, wh1ch 1.n.dexes a re~~me's coercive potential, may represent the
response of poht1cal authont1es to the magnitude of past mass violence
as well. as s.erving to deter present and future violence. However, sinc~
the rec1pro~1ty was delayed or lagged, it was not inappropriate to regress
d~cade 2 vlOlence on these coercive capability variables in order to test
(lmear and curvilinear) single equation hypotheses. 14 But in the case of
~ct~al acts of repression or. "negative sanctions," the causal relationship
1S l~kely not only to be reczprocal, but nearly instantaneous as well. It is
:ec1procal ~ecause although mass violence is a cause of Negative Sanctions
msofar as 1t evokes repression from political authorities, the immediate

Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Current and Lagged
In Negative Sanctions (N = 108)
Parameter
Estimate"

In Negative Sanctions D2
In Negative Sanctions D1
In Population 1960
Constant

0.954*
-0.120
0.240*
-2.347

8.34
-1.51

Regression Standard Error

F

1.22

3.\04 41.4

.544
a

14 Recall that the 1965 time point for these variables posed an additional problem. There
are also problems assocIated with estimating an equation in a recursive system that includes
a 1agg~d endogenous vanable further back in the causal chain. Since upward bias is the
hkely I esult. we can nevertheless safely reject hypotheses.

t

Independent
Variable

Statistic

2.22

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

15 Note that the (natural) logarithm of Negative Sanctions is used in the regressions. This
specification produced the best linear fits.
16 See the sources cited in Chapter 2, footnote 1.
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Table 6.10

The Impact of Coups

Regression of Internal War D2 on Current
d L
d
In Negative Sanctions
an
agge
Parameter
Estimate"

In Negative Sanctions D2
In Negative Sanctions DI
In Population 1960
Constant

1.684*
-0.483*
0.218
-2.647

8.29
-3.43
1.14

R2

Regression Standard Error

F

.453

2.17

t

Statistic

3,104

28.7

where

Zni represent unspecified predetermined variables, j;n represent stochastic disturbances, and Negative Sanctions Dl appears only in
the equation for Internal War.

These relationships are incorporated into the larger causal system
developed in Part III, where the special problems surrounding the estimation
of simultaneous reciprocities are discussed. At this point, let us examine
how the actions of elites disaffected from the inner governing circle relate
to elite repression and mass violence.

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

d.eterred by th~ knowledge that elites in the past have resorted to repres~10?, whereas it does make an important difference for the subsequent
lncidence of Internal War.
.what is of real interest, however, is a model of the sort illustrated
in Figure 6.1, which captures the instantaneous reciprocity of decade 2
+
Mass Violence D2

Negative Sanctions D2

+

Negative Sanctions D1

Figure 6.1. Where 2 ni represent unspecified predetermined variables. Negative Sanctions
Dl appears only in the Internal War equation.

violence and repression. as well as the deterrence effect of lagged repression
on I~ternal War. ConSIdered for the moment in isolation from the causal
rel~t1o~s developed in previous chapters, this model would involve the
~~~~~atlOn of a two-equation simultaneous system like that of (6.3) and
(6.3)

Mass Violence D2 = a + f3 Negative Sanctions D2
+ Yi Z Ii + A Negative Sanctions Dl

+ 1'1

Independent
Variable

a

(6.4)
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Negative Sanctions D2 = a + f3 Mass Violence D2
+ Yi Z 2i + 1'2

The Impact of Coups
A feature of political systems that is closely connected with the
government repression-domestic violence interdependency is the incidence
of (successful and unsuccessful) attempts at "irregular" government change.
These involve illegal attempts to overthrow the government by a particular
segment of the population, coalitions and factions of disaffected individuals
within the administration or ruling party, and (most commonly) the
military. 1 7 It closely approximates what Huntington meant by "praetorianism." 18 Since the variable consists primarily of military actions, it
is designated simply as "Coups." 19
Coups are very likely to be causally related to domestic violence.
Actual and attempted seizures of power by the military commonly elicit
a violent response from the mass public as people spontaneously take to
the streets in protest or are mobilized by incumbent and/or opposing
political elites to defeat the attempt. Tables 6.1 1 and 6.12 show that the
association of Coups and each dimension of political violence is indeed
a strong one. This indicates that the response to a coup by the mass public
17 "Irregular" and "illegal" mean outside the prevailing institutional procedures of the
political system. For a more detailed discussion of this variable, see Taylor and Hudson (eds.),
World Handbook of Political and Social Indicators.
18 See Samuel P. Huntington, "Political Development and Political Decay," World Politics,
Vol. 17, No.3, 1965, pp. 386-430 and Political Order in Changing Societies (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1968). Huntington provides no sharp definition of "praetorianism";
but proceeds instead largely by example. The concept seems, however, to be nicely captured
by the Coups variable, although it may involve elements of what are included in Collective
Protest and Internal War. We evaluate Huntington's theoretical scheme below.
19 Corresponding to our measures of Negative Sanctions and mass violence, Coups Dl and
D2 represent the number of such events in each of the 10-year periods.
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may take the form of Collective Protest as well as (the more serious) Internal
War. But, as in the case of elite coercion and mass violence, the causal
relationship here is probably not unidirectional, as the model implied
by Tables 6.11 and 6.12 suggests. 20 For example, an important stimulus
of military intervention is often large-scale domestic disorder which
in the military's view, is not being dealt with effectively by incumben~
political elites. The scenario of domestic disorder leading to military
intervention to "handle" the situation, which provokes yet more disorder,
is not uncommon. The literature on "the military and politics" provides
numerous illustrations of what Huntington has called the "vicious circle
of direct action" in praetorian political systems. 21 Hence a unidirectional
formulation is inadequate. What is called for is a model that captures
the interdependence or simultaneous causal reciprocity of Coups and mass
political violence. However, Coups are not only reciprocally related to
Table 6.11

Regression of Collective Protest D2 on

1ll

Coups 02

(N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

In Coups D2
In Population 1960
Constant

0.709*
0.618*
-2.729

4.57
5.40

R2

Regression Standard Error

F

.317

1.49

a

I

Statistic

2,105

24.4

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

Note that as was true of the other event variables. the (natural) logarithm of Coups was
determined to maximize linear relationships. Hence, whenever Coups appears in the equations,
it has been logarithmically transformed. Recall also that the coups. mass violence, and elite
repression variables are 10-year aggregates, and thus inferences must be interpreted with
caution.
21 See Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies, especially Chapter 4; and idem ..
Political Development and Political Decay." See also Martin C. Needler, Latin American
Politics in Perspective (Princeton, N.J.: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1963), pp. 64-88; Henry
Bienen, (ed.), The Mililary Intervenes: Case Studies in Polilical Development (New York:
Russell Sage, 1968); Edwin Lieuwen. General5 vs. Presidents: Neo-Militarism in Latin America
(New York: Praeger. 1964); and John J. Johnson (ed.), The Role of the Military in Underdeveloped Counlries (Princeton. N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1962), especially the article
by Edwin Lieuwen, "Militarism and Politics in Latin America," pp. 131-163. For a theoretically
appealing analysis in the Latin American context which frames the relationships in terms of
power "contenders" employing their available power "capabilities," see Charles W. Anderson.
Politics and Economic Change in Latin America (Princeton, N.J.: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc..
1967), Chapter 4.
20
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Table 6.12

rnal War D2 on In Coups D2
Regression of Inte
(N = 108)
Statistic

1.717*
0.697*
-2.958

7.19
3.96

Regression Standard Error

F

In Coups D2
In population 1960
Constant

R2

T

Parameter
Estimate"

Independent
Variable

32.9

2,105

2.29

.386

" Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.
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of the model.
Included among the Z Ii' for example, are the variables
that figured in causal paths to mass violence which were developed in
previous chapters.
What of the other Zni in Figure 6.2? That is, what factors other than
Collective Protest and Internal War produce elite repression (negative
sanctions) and coups? Let us pursue this question at some length, since a
determination of these causal influences is necessary in order to estimate
the reciprocal relationships between violence, repression, and coups in
Part III. Moreover, such variables might have important second-order or
indirect influences on Collective Protest and Internal War by way of their
direct eftects on coups and repression. Hence it is important that the
causes of coups and repression be investigated carefully.

Predetermined Causes of Coups
What other than the occurrence of mass political violence explains
cross-national variation in attempts by the military and similar groups
to seize power "illegally"? Huntington's analysis of the causes of
"praetorian" politics provides a testable theory. He has argued that the
most important causes of military intervention and praetorian politics
are found not in the social and organizational features of the military
establishment, as some analysts have claimed, but rather in the political
and institutional structure of the larger society:
"The stability of any given polity depends upon the relationship
between the level of political participation and the level of political
institutionalization .... Political systems with low levels of institutionalization and high levels of participation are systems where social forces
using their own methods act directly in the political sphere .... Such
political systems are appropriately called praetorian polities. Conversely,
political systems with a high ratio of institutionalization to participation
may be termed civic polities. One society may thus have more highly
developed political institutions than another and yet may also be more
praetorian because of its still higher level of political participation."23
22 The most nOlable example of a multisector, block-recursive social science model is the
Brookings-SSRC econometric model of the United States economy. See J. S. Duesenberry
et al., The Brookings Quarterly Econometric Model oJthe United States (Chicago: Rand McNally
& Co., 1965). We present our complete model and pursue in some detail the points raised
here in Part III.
23 Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies, pp. 79, 80, See also idem., "Political
Development and Political Decay." A similar theory is advanced by William Kornhauser,
The Politics oj Mass Society (New York: The Free Press. 1959). Also see S, N. Eisenstadt.
Modernization: Protest and Change, (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.. 1966).
Chapter 3.
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(6.5)
where

Y =

r:J.

+

f3t In Pop.

+

f32 X

+

f33 Z

+

x

f34 Z

+s

Y = Mass Violence or Coups
In Pop. = In Population 1960 (appears in the equation for Mass
Violence only)
X = Social Mobilization, Political Participation
Z = Institutionalization

X
Z
s

Ratio (interaction term) of Mobilization or Participation
to Institutionalization
stochastic disturbance

An alternative formulation, less susceptible to multicollinearity,
is the log multiplicative model of (6.6a):
Huntington Political Order in Changing Societies, p. 47,
.
Ibid, p. 55.' If such an imbalance affects both coups and mass violence, as Huntmgton
, then it does not of course, constItute
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.
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mfluence
for estlmatlOn
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in the model. See the empirical results below,
,
.
For an analysis of Huntington's theory in the context of 10 highly developed natIOns,
see P. R. Schneider and A. L. Schneider, "Social Mobilization. Pohtlcal InstltutlOns, and
Political Violence a Cross-National Analysis," Comparative Political Studies, Vol. 4, 1971,
Pp.69-90.
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(6.6a)

y

where

=

rx

+ /31 In Pop. + /32 In X + /33 In Z +

8

all terms and conditions are as in (6.5).

that Y -Mass Violence or C oups-appears m (nat I) I
. 1 Recall
.
fIt lmlC form. Hence (6.6a) can be rewritten:
ura oga(6.6b)

(13 )

y

=

where In rx*
In 8*

=

rx* . Pop.f3 1 . X f32 . Zf33 . 8*
rx
8

t:

significant negative estimate for the Institutionalization coefficient
)3 IS nebcessary to support the ratio interaction hypothesis for (66 b)
'
.
th en can e expressed
(6.6c)
y

=

R X f32
rx* . Pop.1-' 1 . - - . 8*
Zf33
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Michael Hudson has already done a great deal of work in developing a
variety of quantitative indicators to tap its key features. 27 He quite
convincingly argues that although anyone of the proposed indicators
is in itself too crude to effectively capture the theoretical concept of
institutionalization, they should prove adequate if used additively. In
choosing indicators from among those suggested by Hudson, we have
eliminated those which seem particularly weak or excessively redundant,
as well as those measuring political stability directly. The latter exclusion is
especially important if institutionalization as a structural feature of society
and polity is to be differentiated from its hypothesized causal effects.
With these points in mind the following variables were selected in
order to create an index of sociopolitical institutionalization: Direct Taxes
as a Percentage of General Government Revenue, 1960;28 Age in Decades
of Present National Institutional Form, through 1968 ;29 Union Membership
as a Percentage of the Nonagricultural Work Force, 1960;30 General
Government Expenditures as a Percentage of the Gross Domestic Product,
1960;31 Age of the Largest Political Party Divided by the Number of
33
Parties, circa 1965 ;32 and the Age of the Largest Political Party, 1965.
A number of procedures were considered and experimented with in
constructing a composite institutionalization index from these variables.
Michael C. Hndson, "Some Quantitative Indicators for Explaining and Evaluating National
Political Performance," American Political Science Association paper, Chicago, September

21

1967.
28 Direct taxes, such as income taxes, are far more difficult to collect than indirect taxes,
such as sales and customs. Hence a high proportion of government revenues coming from
direct taxes indexes a sophisticated bureaucratic apparatus.
29 The longevity of a nation's institutional form is a sign of durability and adaptability, but
of course not necessarily of democratic accountability.
30 Many studies have emphasized that unions are important institutional mechanisms for
the maintenance of stability in the face of mobilization and discontent. See, for example. Ted
R. Gurr, New Error-Compensated Measures for Comparing Nations: Some Correlates of
Civil Violence (Center of International Studies, Princeton University, May 1966); and idem ..
"A Causal Model of Civil Strife: A Comparative Analysis Using New Indices," American
Political Science Review, Vol. 62, 1968, pp. 1104-1124, and the sources cited therein: Clark
Kerr et aI., Industrialism and Industrial Man (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1960): and William Kornhauser, The Politics of Mass Society (New York: The Free Press, 1959).
31
.
Where government resources comprise a . large proportion of the total domestIC
product.
the capabilities of political institutions are likely to be great.
32 The fewer the parties and the older they are, the more adaptable they must be as political
lllstitutions, and the more adaptable the party system as a whole must be to changing conditions.
To be included in the calculation, a party must have obtained at least 5 % of the legislative
seats.
33 Huntington emphasizes that "The principal institutional means for organizing the expansion
of political participation are political parties and the party system," and so we include a second
parties variable. It measures the durability and adaptability of the major party in the political
system. Huntington. Political Order ill Changing Societies, p. 398.
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As in the case of the Social Welfare and Social Mobilization indices, a
straightforward additive index was finally settled on. Hence the
Institutionalization Index equals the mean of the sum of the six component
variables.
Having operationalized all the relevant concepts, both the ratio
interaction (equation 6.5) and the log multiplicative (equation 6.6)
formulations of Huntington's theory were tested against the data in the
108-nation cross-section for Coups, as well as for Collective Protest and
Internal War. Each equation was estimated separately with Political Participation (electoral turnout) and Social Mobilization as the "X" variable.
Since the outcomes were not substantially different, only the Social
Mobilization version of the equations is reported in Tables 6.13 to 6.18.
Table 6.13

-

T able 6.15

of Internal War D2 on Social Mobilization and
Regression
Ratl'o Interaction Model (N = 108)
Institutionalization:

-0.002
-0.092*
-0.036
0.844*
-0.131

-0.52
-2.26
-0.60
4.26

Regression Standard Error

F

Social Mobilization 1960
Institutionalization 1960 ,
. '
. 1 Mobilization/InstltuliOnallzalion
Socia
In population 1960
Constant

R'

----

-

---

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

Table 6.16

Social Mobilization 1960
Institutionalization 1960
Social Mobilization/Institutionalization
Constant

-0.001
-0.010
0026
0.871

-U8
-0.69
1.25

Regression Standard Error

F

.135

0.874

3,104

4,103

2.49

.289

- - (*) estimates are more than twtce
. t h'
, Starred
elr s tan d a rd error.

I

Statistic

~---

Regression of In Coups D2 on Social Mobilization and Institutionalization: Ratio Interaction Model (N = 108)

Statistic

1

Parameter
Estimale"

Independenl
Variable

10.5

.
f In Coups D2 on Social Mobilization and
R egresSIOn
0
.
1 (N
108)
Institutionalization: In Multiplicative Mode
=

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

in Social Mobilization 1960
In Institutionalization 1960
Constant

0.064
-0.656*
2.290

5.4

Regression
.134

Standa~d Erro~

0.870

I

Statistic
0.55
-3.89

F

2,105

8.3

, Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.
Table 6.14

Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Social Mobilization
and Institutionalization: Ratio Interaction Model (N = 108)
Table 6.17
Independen t
Variable

Parameter
Estimate'

Social Mobilization 1960
Institutionalization 1960
Social Mobilization/Institutionalization
In Population 1960
Constant

0.002
-0.036
-0.003
0.599*
-1.669
Regression Standard Error

.223

1.60

1

Statistic
0.74
-1.38
-0.D7

4.69

Regression of Collective Protest ~2 on. Social Mobil~a~~8n
and Institutionalization: In MultIplIcative Model (N )
Parameter
Estimate'

In Social Mobilization 1960
In Institutionalization 1960
In Population 1960
Constant

0.408
-0.664*
0.570*
- 2.030

1.88
-2.09
4.52

Regressi0n.~andard Error

F

F

4, I 03

7.4

I

Independent
Variable

.224

1.59

Statistic

3.104

10.0

, Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.
;;arred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.
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Table 6.18

Parameter
Estimate"

In Social Mobilization 1960
In Institutionalization 1960
In Population 1960
Constant

-0.359
-1.920*
0.796*
5.020

-1.05
-3.89
3.97

Regression Standard Error

F

.256
a

disruptive effects of [widespread domestic] discontent ought to be
minimized." 3 5
It is, of course, possible that the inhibitive effect of Institutionalization
on mass violence is not direct but is mediated instead through its negative
causal influence on Coups. Whether this is the case will be determined
by the multiequation analyses in Part III. At this point, a number of other
theories concerning Coups deserve attention.
One of these springs from Needler's analysis of military intervention
36
in the domestic politics of Latin American nations. Although confined
to a particular region, Needler's work suggests the outlines of a generally

of
War 0"L o
' I M a b'I'
IRegression
. .
. Internal
.
n s
acta
t tza t'IOn an d
nstttutlOnahzatlOn: In Multiplicative Model (N = 108)

Independent
Variable

2.53

t

Statistic

3,104

12.0

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error

~.one of the results supports Huntington's theory of the structural
condItIOns. whtch produce praetorian politics and domestic violenc
~n the .ratlO mteraction equations (Tables 6.13-6.15), not one of th\..~
lllter~ct.lOn. terms even approaches significance. Similarly, in the log
multiplIcattv~ equations [(6.16)-(6.18)], either the parameter estimates
are no.t conSIstently significant or they do not have the "correct" sign.
What IS clear from these results, however, is that (In) Institutionalization
alone has a negative impact on Coups, Collective Protest and Internal
War. W~akly institutionalized societies, then, are far mo~e likely than
~hose wl~h hIghly dev~l?ped institutions to suffer praetorian political
mterventlO~~ by the mIlItary and similar groups, whatever the level of
SOCIal mobIlIzation.
Although not as theoretically provocative as the interaction effect
proposed by Huntington, the finding that Institutionalization has an
additive, .ne~ative impac.t on the incidence of Coups is not unexpected.
34
The qualitative observatIOns of many scholars anticipate such a result.
Moreover, the significant negative impact of (1n) Institutionalization on
mass violence also lends support to the contention of Gurr and others
that "If institutions beyond the family and community level are broad in
scope, command large resources, and are stable and persisting, the
n

I
I

~4 See.. for examp,l,e: Gino Germani and Kalman Silvert, "Politics and Military Intervention

Latlll Amenca, III J. L. Finkle and R. W. Gable (eds.), Political Development and Social
::hange (New York:. John Wtley & Sons, Inc.. 1966), pp. 397-40L Dankwart A. RustoW,
The Mthtary III MIddle Eastern Society and Politics," in ibid., pp. 386-397; S. E. Finer,
~le Man on Horseback: The Role of the Military in Politics (London: Pall Mall, 1962); and
alman H. SJlvert, The Confhct SocIety: Reaction and Revolution in Latin America (New
Orleans: The Hauser Press, 1961), Chapter 2.
III
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applicable model.
Like Huntington, Needler argues that Coups are largely explainable
by features of socioeconomic and political structure rather than by the
internal peculiarities of the military establishment. His thesis focuses on
the (potentially threatening) consequences of an imbalance between social
mobilization or political participation and economic development, as
opposed to disequilibrium between mobilization and institutionalization,
which was the core of Huntington's argument. Social mobilization is
potentially threatening because:
" ... constitutional presidents are likely to be responsive to social
classes of progressively lower status as these enter the political arena by
moving to the city or otherwise become mobilized. The policies of each
successive constitutional president are thus likely, on balance, to constitute
a greater threat to the status quo than those of his predecessor. This may
be interpreted to the military by those trying to secure their intervention
as a threat to the personal economic interests of military officers, as a
challenge to the military in its role of preserver of domestic order. as a
threat to national unity and power, or as a long-term threat to the special
35 Gurr, "A Comparative Study of Civil Strife," p. 581. This result is also anticipated by a
number of qualitative analyses. Ra1f Dahrendorf. in Class and Class Con/lict in Industrial
Society (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press. 1959), for example, wrote "Organization
is institutionalization. and whereas its manifest function is usually an increasingly articulate
and outspoken defense of interests, it invariably has the latent function also of inaugurating
routines of conflict which contribute to reducing violent clashes of interest" (p. 65). See also
Kerr, Induscrialism and Industrial Man; and Anthony Oberschall, "Group Violence: Some
Hypotheses and Empirical Uniformities," American Sociological Society paper, San Francisco,

September 1969.
36 Needler's relevant work includes: Martin C. Needler, Political Development in Latin
America: Instability. Violence, and Evoilltionary Change (New York: Random House. 1968);
"Political Development and Socioeconomic Development: The Case of Latin America,"
American Political Science Review, Vol. 62, No.3, September 1968, pp. 889-897; "Political
Development and Military Intervention in Latin America," American Political Science Review,
Vol. 60, September 1966, pp. 616-626.
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Z = Level of Economic Development

status and privileges, even to the continued existence, of the military
institution."37

X

Z

But the seriousness of the "threat" posed by social mobilization and
increased mass participation in the perception of military elites (acting
to secure their own interests and those of a vested economic elite) is
conditional upon the level of economic development:

I

II

~I

"One is thus presented with a dialectical tension: if mass participation
rises faster than the level of economic development, then constitutional
functioning breaks down, usually with the imposition of a military regime,
as the conservative forces in the society react against the attempts of
constitutional governments to gratify desires of the newly participant
masses through drastic social change."38
What Needler means, then, is that the mobilization of mass publics
into national life and political participation becomes a serious threat to
the interests of privileged military establishments and allied economic
elites when economic development is low. It is in such situations that the
desires and demands of large numbers of mobilized low-status people
are unlikely to be satisfied from a limited economic pie by responsive
civilian elites, Hence the combination ofhigh mobilization and low economic
development raises the specter of "drastic" social change: for example,
a fundamental redistribution of existing (though limited) economic
resources. Thus, when the "dialectical tension" moves in the direction
of mobilization outrunning economic development, military interventions
are likely to be frequent.
Needler introduces a good deal of quantitative data on Latin American
coups, levels of economic development, and so on, to support his thesis,
but the evidence is presented and the discussion cast in a manner that
tends to confuse rather than illuminate the issue. A proper test of his
argument seems to require a ratio interaction model. The appropriate
specifications, as we have noted before in conjunction with different hypotheses with the same functional form, are
(6.7)

Y

=

a

+ /31

X

+ /32

Z

+ /33

X

Z

+8

8

= Ratio (interaction term) of Mobilization or Participation to Economic Development

= stochastic disturbance

(6.8) Y = a

+ /3 I

I X
n

In Z
2

+ 8In Multiplicative Equation

all terms are as in (6.7),
.
68)
GNP
er
capita
and
Energy
ConsumptIOn
In estimating (6.7) and ( . ,
p . D elopment and Electoral
.
d as measures of EconomIc ev
,
.
per capIta ~~~e Social Mobilization Index were the participation vanables.
T~rnout a:
e , tion of these variables furnished essentially the. same
b
Smce eac lcotmhel~:sults of the Social Mobilization-GNP per capIta re0)
answer, on y
.
t d here (Tables 6.19 and 6.2 .
gress;n~l are6 rleg':n~ 6.20 demonstrate that Needler's p~opos.ition is not
a es ,
d d iven the high collmeanty between
substantiated by the data. In ee , g .
_ 84) we would not expect
and GNP per capIta (r - , ,
1 M bT f
~oci~e. A~ ~~:ao~~~ in a different context in the last chapter, high collinear.ity
It to
that there are simply too few instances, even acro~s a very wIde
means
.
fhi h social mobilization and low economIC development

~:~~~:r;~~~~~:~:effe~t to manifest itself, even though the ~ter~ction:C:~~:~
mal' have theoretical merit. 39 We shall have to look elsew ere or a

explanation of coups.
Table 6.19

fln Coups D2 on Social Mobilization and Economic
.
RegressIon 0
.
d I (N - 108)
Development: Ratio InteractlOn Mo e
-

--~--~==-==~---------:p=-a-ra-m-e=t--::er~----Independent
Variable
Social Mobilization 1960
GNP per capita 1960
.
Social Mobilization/GNP per capIta
Constant

Ratio Interaction Equation

Needler, Political Development in Latin America, p. 64. Note that his formulation assumes
that the military usually acts conservatively and in alliance with economic elites. There are.
of course, significant exceptions to such an assumption.
38 Ibid., p. 95.

+ /3

where

where Y = (In) Coups D2
X = Social Mobilization, Political Participation
37
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.070

1

Estimate

Statistic

-0.0002
-0.0003
0.141
0.729

0.22
-0.88
0.68

Regression Standard Error

F

0.906

3,104

2.62

h"
e Collinearity was not a serious problem
See the longer discussion in Chapter 4 on t IS ISSU.. 1" 1'n which 'He onlv moderately
in the models with Social Mobilization and InstttutlOna \za 10 ,
•
39

highly correlated: r

=

.56.
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Table 6.20

In Social Mobilization 1960
In GNP per capita 1960
Constant

.066
a

and/or perpetuates a political tradition or "culture" that makes future
interventions more likely than otherwise would be the case. In societies
that have experienced frequent military interventions in the recent past,
large segments of the general public (as well as the military establishment
itself) may come to look on such interventions as a normal feature of
44
political life.
Finally, Putnam reported a strong positive correlation between Defense
Expenditures as a percentage of GNP and military intervention, which
supports the contention of Janowitz and others that "the size and
sophistication of the military establishment are positively related to the
propensity for intervention in politics."45 However, Putnam dismissed
this finding as a case of "circular" causation. Undoubtedly, there is a
reciprocity to this relationship, although it is surely lagged rather than
(nearly) simultaneous. A military establishment which has intervened in
the past is very likely to have secured for itself a generous share of social
resources, and civilian political elites anxious to avoid antagonizing the
"colonels" are unlikely to diminish the share substantially. Conversely, a
well-financed or privileged military has a great deal at stake in political
life, and this makes future intervention more probable. Moreover, if the
military's relative share of government resources is large, then its
organizational capacity for domestic political involvement in relation to
46
that of civilian actors is likely to be correspondingly great. This suggests
a lagged reciprocity which can be captured recursively. Hence (lagged)
military expenditure should be retained as a potential causal influence
on Coups D2. 47

Regression
of In Coups D2 on SocIal
. MobIlIzatIOn
...
E
'
and
conomiC Development: In Multiplicative Model (N - 108)

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimatea

t

Statistic

0.250
-0.369*
1.390

1.31
-2.43

Regression Standard Error

F

0.904

2,105
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3.7

Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

~ecent research by Putnam on military interventions in Latin America
provIdes further .testable hypoth~ses that may prove to have explanatory
power ~~ross a WIder range ofnatIOns. 4o Drawing on the qualitative research
of tradltI~nal scholars, particularly Latin American area specialists Putnam
hypotheslze.d t~at "the pro~ensity to military intervention is 'likely to
dec~ease wI~h mcre~sed social mobilization."41 He showed that across
Latlll Amencan natl~ns the thesis is confirmed: Social Mobilization displa~~d a str?ng negatIve correlation with military intervention in domestic
pohtIcs dun~~ the years 1956 to 1965. 42 The argument here, in contrast
to t~~ c~ndl~IOnal specification of interaction theories, is simply that
moblhzatIOn mcre~ses the political awareness and activity of mass publics
an~ thereby supphes the political resources necessary to sustain civilian
regImes and to deter arbitrary, "praetorian" power seizures by the military
and other narr?:v~y based elite groups. Conversely, a population which is
l~rgely nonpoht:clzed, or, in Deutsch's sense, "underlying," is far less
hkely to have eIther the political awareness or the resources that would
pose an obstacle to military takeovers.
. A~other h~pothesis. for which Putnam found strong verification in
~IS Latlll. A~encan dat~ IS one pr?pos~ng that "the propensity for military
l~terventIOn m~reases WIth the habItuatIOn ofthe military to intervention."43
SImply put, thIS hypothesis means that an interventionist history develops

On the "normalcy" of coups in Latin America, see Silvert, The Conflict Society, p. 20ff.
"Political culture" is extensively discussed in Lucian W. Pye and Sidney Verba (eds.), Political
Culture and Political Development (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1965).
45 Putnam. "Toward Explaining Military Intervention in Latin America," pp. 87, 103ff;
Morris Janowitz, The Military in the Political Development ofNew Nations (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press. 1964). p. 40ff. Putnam found that such other "size" variables as military
personnel as a percentage of adults and total military personnel bore little relation to coups.
46 Janowitz (ibid.) provides a good discussion on this point. For Latin American evidence
on the military's inclination to spend a great deal on itself, that is on defense, when it rules
intermittently, see Philip Schmitter, "Military Intervention, Political Competitiveness, and
Public Policy in Latin America: 1950-1967," in Morris Janowitz and Jaques Van Doorn,
(eds.), On Military Intervention (Rotterdam, Neth.: Rotterdam University Press, 1971).
47 If we use military expenditures as an explanatory variable for Coups as proposed, and
expenditures is itself generated by a process that includes lagged Coups, then bias in parameter
estimates will result if disturbances are autocorrelated. The extent of the bias will vary as a
function of the magnitude of the autocorrelation; but since the data are cross-sectional, there
is no way to estimate this. What can be said is that the bias in the estimated effect of military
expenditures on Coups will generally be upward, and therefore hypotheses concerning this
variable can safely be rejected. Estimation problems are treated in greater detail in Part Ill.

44

40 Robert
D . Putnam , "Towar dE xp I
···
·
..
ammg
MIlItary
Intervention in Latin America" World
;,olltzcs, Vol. 20, No. I, October 1967, pp. 83-110.
'
Ibid.. p. 85.
42 Ibid., p,. 92ff. Putnam's social mobilization index was derived from Deutsch's work and
IS ~ery sImIlar to the mdex we have created. His military intervention index was based on
or mal scores assIgned to each nation for each year.
43 Putnam, "Toward Explaining Military Intervention in Latin America," pp. 87, 103ff.
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The hypotheses derived from the traditional literature and confirmed
by Putnam's analysis suggest a straightforward model. Unlike those
previously considered, it involves no complex interactions or interdependencies. Instead, the probability of military intervention is seen as
additively (and linearly) inhibited by social mobilization, and increased
by high military expenditure and an interventionist history. To this we
add our previous conclusion that well-developed (nonmilitary) sociopolitical
institutions also deter Coups. Ignoring at this point the variables
hypothesized earlier (and depicted in Figure 6.2) as having an interdependent causal association with Coups D2, the following multivariate model
is implied:

Table 6.21

In Institutionalization. Social
Regression of In Coups D2 on
I
Mobilization. and Defense Expenditures: Additive Mode

(N

=

108)

Independent
Variable
In Institutionalization 1960
Social Mobilization 1960
Defense Expenditures as a o~
of General Government Expenditures
Constant

Y

= r:t.

where

Y
X
2
V

=

Yt -

1

=
=
=
=

(; =

+ /31

X

+ /32 2 + /33

V

+ /34

Yt -

1

+ (;

In Coups D2
In Institutionalization 1960
Social Mobilization 1960
Defense Expenditures as a % of General Government Expenditures 1960 48
In Coups Dl (interventionist history)
stochastic disturbance

Equation 6.9 was estimated both with and without the term for "interventionist history"-Coups 01 (Y t - J Two estimations were undertaken because Coups DI is almost surely correlated with the disturbance
in the equation for Coups D2, and this upwardly biases its estimate and
detracts from the potential explanatory power (downwardly biases the
estimates) of the other independent variables. We say "almost surely"
because there probably are some causal variables that do not appear in
(6.9) but influence Coups D1. Those omitted influences appear in the
disturbance for (6.9) and are correlated with Coups D1. As is well known,
this biases (Ordinary Least Squares) estimates. Hence the equation is
estimated both with and without Coups D1.
Table 6.21 reports the outcome of the regression of Coups D2 on
(In) Institutionalization, Social Mobilization, and Defense Expenditures.
Contrary to our expectations, Social Mobilization, in the presence of the
other independent variables, does not manifest a significant impact on

.2JO=a

~

t

Parameter
Estimate"

Statistic

-0.435*
-0.0002

-2.35
-0.44

0.025*

3.38

1.690
Regression Standard Error

R2

(6.9)
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F

0.830
3.104
~--~----

9.8

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

COUpS.49 The results for Institutionalization a~d ~efe~se .E~penditu~es
"
t ed . Well-developed civilian instltutlOns . mhlblt
are as an t lclpa
,,' and high
.
defense expenditures increase the frequency of "praetonan mterventlOns
in domestic politics.
Table 6.22 provides the regression results when lagg.ed Coups
("interventionist history") is in the equation. As expected, It strongly
increases the frequency of Coups in the following d~cade-but recall. our
caution about upward bias. Social Mobiliz~tion ~ga.m ~as no apprecl~?le
influence, but the Defense Expenditures estimate IS Sl?m~c~nt and p.osltl~e
as before. Institutionalization, however, drops to mSlgmfica~ce m thiS
equation. Although not twice its standard error, it is larger than ItS .sta~dard
error and is undoubtedly biased downward. Therefore, (In) InstltutlOn~l
ization as well as Defense Expenditures and lagged Coups should remam
among the predetermined explanatory variables (2 3i in Figure 6.2) for
Coups D2.

Predetermined Causes of Elite Repression
The foregoing analyses disclose a number of va~iables which at this
exploratory stage of the investigation seem to have lffiportant effect~ on
the incidence of actual and attempted Coups. Moreover, they do so m a
.
.hP
• Latin American findings because
This result is not necessarily incompatible Wit. utnam s
f \I the othe; variables
he never evaluated the impact of social mobilizatIOn m the presence ~ :ome limited attempts
which he argued affect the incidence of Inllitary mtervetltlOn (althoug ..
.
.
"T ard Explammg Military InterventIOn m
ow
at causal modeling were made). See putnam,
Latin America." passim.

49

48 Defense Expenditures as a percentage of General Government Expenditures rather than
as a percentage of GNP (used by Putnam) appears in (6.9) because it had the best linear fit
with Coups. It also squares better with our theoretical argument.
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Table 6.22

Regression of In Coups D2 on In Institutionalization, Social
Mobilization, Defense Expenditures, and In Coups Dl: Additive
Model (N = 108)

Independent
Variable
In Institutionalization 1960
Social Mobilization 1960
Defense Expenditures as a %
of General Government Expenditures
In Coups DI
Constant

Parameter
Estimate"

Statistic

-0.261
-0.0005

-1.68
-0.96

0.022"

3.49

0.528*
0.981

6.71

Regression Standard Error
.457
a

0.696

t

F

4,103

restrained in their use of repression. 5 I As a measure of the democratic
accountability of political authorities, we use an "Elite Electoral
Accountability" score, which was created by evaluating the fairnes.s and
competitiveness of elections in each nation du.ring the postwar. ~enod ..52
Finally, the Internal Security Forces avaIlable to the polItIcal elI~e
might also have an impact on the incidence of repression. Recall that. In
the analyses reported at the outset of the chapter, none of the coerCIve
capability indicators appeared to have ~ substantial dire~t effect. on. mass
political violence. However, they may m.fluence ~ass vI~lenc~ I~dIr~ctly
by way of their direct effect on N.egatIve Sa~ctIons,. SInce It IS l~~ely
that repression would be more readIly and easIly applIed when polItIcal
authorities have sizable coercive forces at their disposal..
.
Considered jointly, these hypotheses imply a multivanate equatIOn
of the following form :53

21.7

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

do so in a way that is independent of the causal reciprocities depicted in
Figure 6.2. Thus they are predetermined with respect to those interdependencies. What variables might have an analogous causal impact
on the extent of elite repression (negative sanctions)?
One possibility is the ratio interaction of social mobilization to
institutionalization, hypothesized by Huntington to be an important
cause of coups and mass violence. Although this model did not do well
in explaining Coups, Collective Protest, or Internal War, it may perform
better vis a vis elite repression. For when the ratio of social mobilization
to institutionalization is large, the burdens generated by high mobilization
may have outrun the capabilities of sociopolitical institutions and, as a
consequence, elites may perceive the situation as sufficiently threatening
to resort to repression as an alternative mode of social control. Deutsch
predicted just such a sequence when he wrote that if political institutions
are incapable of meeting the burdens imposed by a highly mobilized
population, then" ... some or many of [the regime's] subjects will cease
to identify themselves with it psychologically; it will be reduced to ruling
by force where it can no longer rule by display, example, and persuasion .... "50
Another possible predetermined influence is the degree to which
elites are held accountable for their actions. We would anticipate that
political authorities who are periodically held accountable to the mass
public by free and competitive elections would, ceteris paribus, be more
50
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Deutsch, "Social Mobilization ad Political Development." p. 502. Emphasis added.

(6.10)

where

Y=

('j,

+ f3I

In Pop.

+

f32 X

+

f33 Z

+

X

f34 Z

+

f35 V

+

f36 W

+8

Y = In Negative Sanctions 02
In Pop. = In Population, 1960
X = Social Mobilization, 1960
Z = Institutionalization, 1960
X _ Ratio (interaction term) of Social Mobilization of Insti-

Z
V
W
8

tutionalization
Elite Electoral Accountability
Internal Security Forces
= stochastic disturbance

=

When (6.10) was estimated, each of the hypothesized predetermined
causes of elite repression demonstrated a strong impact in the expected
direction. An imbalance in Mobilization and Institutionalization, as well
51 See. for example, Anthony Oberschall, "Group Violence: Some Hypotheses and Empirical
Uniformities," American Sociological Association paper, San Francisco, September 1969.
52 All elections during the 1945 to 1965 period were rated according to the criteria developed
by W.J. M. Mackenzie in Free Elections (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1958). Specifically,
the variable was constructed by computing the average score for elections held within the
20-year period, where: I = "rigged," 2 = "substantial irregularity," 3 = "competitive,
reasonably free" were the ratings assigned. Nations without elections are scored zero.
53 Population is included in the equation because a nation's size alone may have some relation
to the number of "acts of negative sanction" taken by political authorities against the mass
public. As in the case of Collective Protest and Internal War, we want to examine the impact
of other variables after the size effect is removed. The log of population maximizes the linear fit.
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as siz~?le Intern~l. Security Forces, appeared to increase the inclination
ofpohtlcal a~t~o~ltIe~t~4apply repression, whereas Electoral Accountability
~eemed to dlmInI~h It. Moreover, these effects hold up, as the results
III Ta.ble 6.23 venfy, even when the interdependent causes of Negative
SanctIOns (Cou~s, Collective Protest, and Internal War) arc in the equationan outcome which generates a good deal of confidence in the results.

I'

Table 6.23

Regression of In Negative Sanctions 02 on Social Mobilization_
I.nstitutionalization Ratio Interaction, Elite Electoral AccountabilIty, Internal Securitv Forces, In Coups 02. and Mass Violence 02

Independent
Variable

lill'

r:;

I:'

,I

II
I

.,!

I'

I!II

Social Mobilization 1960
Institutionalization 1960
Social Mobilization/Institutionalization
Elite Electoral Accountability
ln Internal Security Forces per 1000
S4 km
In Coups D2
Collective Protest D2
Internal War D2
In Population 1960
Constant

., 'IiI!

Parameter
Estimate"

Statislic

-0.008
0.018
0.047*
-0.695*

-0.85
1.47
2.68
-5.79

0.122*
0.220*
0.366*
0.109*
0.202*
0.728

2.41
6.88
2.98
3.29

I

2.64

Regression Standard Error

F

'1.1

II,

779

,

0.673

9,98

38.3

" Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

!i

T~is concludes our investigation of the factors that exert predetermined
causal mfluence on elite repression and coups. Now let us briefly summarize
all the results of this chapter and explore their implications for the multiequation analyses to be undertaken in Part III.
Summary and Implications for a Multiequation Model
Tn .this as in previous chapters, single equation models proved to be
theoretIcally ~nd/or empirically inadequate to capture the complex causal
pro.cesses Whl~h, we concluded, were likely to be operative among the
vanables conSidered. The analyses indicated that regime coercive capability
54 We found In Internal Security Forces per 1000 sq km to have a marc significant impact
than any of the other coercive forces variables.

I, .
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is not curvilinearly related to the incidence of mass political violence across
nations, as some research has suggested, nor .does It ~~ve ~ stror~g and
direct linear "deterrence" effect. However, coercive capability ~Ill partleld.ar,
Internal Security Forces) does facilitate actual acts of repn~ssIO~ (Negat.lve
Sanctions) by incumbent political elites. Simila.rly, the conJun~tlOn of high
ocial mobilization and low institutionalizatIOn seems to Increase the
~nc1ination of political elites to resort to repression. Perhaps this is because
~n such situations the burdens created by mass mobilization have outrun
the capabilities of political institutions, and elites see repression as an
attractive alternative means of social control. Conversely, in nations where
political elites are period.ically hel? ~ccountable to t?e ~ass public in
free and competitive electIOns, the mCldence of repressIOn IS much lower.
We also concluded that current Negative Sanctions have a strong
positive and (nearly) simultaneous reciprocal relationship with current
Collective Protest and Internal War since mass violence typically engenders
repression from elites and the short-term response to such repression
is often more violence by its recipients. In contrast, the exploratory
evidence indicated that the lagged or long-run impact of elite repression
is to deter future organized violence-Internal War-but not future
Collective Protest, which is viewed by many theorists as a more spontaneous
expression of discontent.
Finally, we argued that attempts at "irregular" government change,
or Coups, by disaffected elite groups (chiefly the military) may also bear
a reciprocal relationship to mass violence. This follows from the propensity
of military establishments to intervene in situations of mass violence to
restore "order," which in turn is frequently met with (violent) resistance.
To the extent that Coups are in fact spurred by mass violence, they should
be followed by increased repression. Hence, such a causal link was also
proposed.
In addition to the interdependency with mass violence, the incidence
of Coups was also shown to be influenced by a number of predetermined
variables. High defense expenditures give military establishments a continuing interest in domestic political affairs and accordingly seem to increase
the likelihood of "praetorian" power seizures. So docs an "interventionist"
history, probably because past Coups legitimate future ones, or perhaps
only make them more palatable. The existence of strong and well-developed
civilian sociopolitical institutions, however, diminishes the frequency of
COUps-or so we inferred on the basis of the provisional estimation results.
Figure 6.3 incorporates the conclusions reached in this chapter. It
illustrates the rather complex nature of the relationships implied by the
numerous equations and models·investigated. Yet these relationships are
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provisional and must be validated in the context of a still larger causal
system that includes the results of the other chapters. Before this is
undertaken, however, we examine a final group of single equation hypotheses.
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Political Democracy and Mass Violence
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Domestic Political Structure: Political
Democracy, Totalitarian Communism
and Left Party Strength
'

In this chapter w.e conclude the exploratory analysis of single equation
models and partIal theories of mass political violence by examinin
hypothes~s that concern the causal influence of political de
g
~o~;u~st to:alitari~nism, and the strength of leftist POlitica:U;~;~~~'
n let e va~Iables mvestigated in the last chapter, such as repressio~
~n? coups, .WhICh are subject to more or less direct control and manipu
ttIOn by elIte gro~ps, the factors examined here represent relatively fixe~
eatu~es of domestIc p.olitic~l life. Hence they are not amenable to subs~antIaI c~ange or mampulatIOn by elites in the short term. Yet the impact
t es~ va~Ia~les have on the magnitude of mass violence can illuminate
~he ImplIcatIOns for domestic stability of long-run developmental patterns
m some key features of political structure.

Political Democracy and Mass Violence
Few topics hav.e received more attention in recent years from stuof .c?,mpa~~t1Ve politics than political development--especially
~mocratIc . polItIcal development. There is no point in reviewing the
vo un:mous lI~erature here. We note only that among the most im ortant
~nd, III t~e vIe:v. of the majority of theorists, desirable conseque~ces of
em~cratIc PO~I~lca~ development is the diminution of violent domestic
~onflIct. By faclhtatlllg t~~ "articulation" and "aggregation" of the diverse
~nterests of the body pohtIc, and by insuring that these are accommodated
m an
manner ' democrat'IC po l'ltlcal
.
arrangements are seen as
1 orderly
.
prec udmg the occurrence of large-scale domestic violence.

~~nts
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The pervasive assumption that political democracy produces social
stability has not been subjected to a great deal of empirical scrutiny.
Perhaps the only hard evidence that supports the assumption is provided
by Flanigan and Fogelman's analysis of the relationship between democratization and political violence across 65 nations from 1800 to 1960.
Relying on relatively crude ordinal rating scores to measure democracy
and domestic violence, the examination of scatterplots and crosstabulations led Flanigan and Fogelman to conclude that regardless of
the level or rate of economic development, democratic nations experienced
significantly less political violence than nondemocratic ones. 1
The availability of higher quality data and the use of different analytical
techniques allows us to furnish what perhaps is a more convincing test
of the "democracy produces less violence" thesis here. However, it is first
necessary to develop a sharper notion of the meaning of democratic
political development. As conceived in virtually all the recent comparative
politics literature, democratic political development is viewed as a process
or framework that structures political activity rather than as a condition
of socioeconomic equality, high mass social welfare, and the like. Lipset
articulated well this view of the democratic political process:
"Democracy in a complex society may be defined as a political
system which supplies regular constitutional opportunities for changing
the governing officials, and a social mechanism which permits the largest
possible part of the population to influence major decisions by choosing
among contenders for political office.,,2
Therefore, fair and competitive elections and high popular participation
(e.g., voting) would seem to be the key characteristics of a democratic
political system. The former may be assessed with the Elite Electoral
Accountability variable, which was introduced and defined in the last
chapter. The most straightforward measure of mass participation that
is available for a large number of nations is again electoral turnoutspecifically: the percentage of eligible voters voting in national elections,
circa 1960. 3
Using Elite Electoral Accountability and mass Electoral Turnout to
operationalize the process conception of democracy, the democracy-mass
violence thesis was evaluated by the following model:
(7.1)

Y

=

a

+ /31

In Pop.

+ /32 X + /33 Z + /34 x*z + (;

1 William H. Flanigan and Edwin Fogelman, "Patterns of Political Violence in Comparative
Perspective," Comparative Politics, Vol. 3, No.1, October 1970, pp. 1-20.
2 Seymour M. Lipset, Political Man (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1963). p. '27.
3 See the discussion on the limitations of this variable in Chapter 6.
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where

Y
In Pop.
X
Z
X*Z
e

=

=
=
=
=
=

Mass Violence 02
In Population 1960
Elite Electoral Accountability
Electoral Turnout 1960
multiplicative interaction term
stochastic disturbance

. 0 fCollectl've Protest D"~.
on Elite Electoral
Account.
.
R egressIOn
ability and Electoral Turnout: Multiplicative Interaction

Table 7.1

Model (N

= 108)

d
Indepen ent
____
V_ar_ia_ble~

The model is specified with a multiplicative interaction term. This
allows for the possibility that the conjunction of fair and competitive
elections and high mass participation may have a (negative) nonadditive
impact on the incidence of domestic violence. Since voting in Communist
countries (which typically is nearly 100 ~/~) has a qualitatively different
meaning from voting in non-Communist nations, (7.1) was estimated
for the sample of non-Communist states (N = 99) as well as for the full
108-nation cross-section. The results of these regressions were essentially
the same, and only the latter are reported in Tables 7.1 and 7.2.
The evidence in Tables 7.] and 7.2 suggests that neither Elite Electoral Accountability, mass Electoral Turnout, nor the conjunction of
the two has any appreciable direct influence on the magnitude of political
violence. Democratic nations have nearly as high levels of Collective
Protest and Internal War as nondemocratic ones. It appears, then, that
democracy conceived as a framework for formal political activity simply
does not pacify the behavior of significant segments of the mass public,
however well it serves to establish regularized rules and mechanisms
(including popular ratification) through which competing political elites
secure public office. 4
An alternative explanation of these results is that democratization has
not been measured with sufficient sensitivity to detect the stabilizing effect
anticipated by so many theorists. Accordingly, an additional test of the
proposition was undertaken, using Cutright's political development index
as the democratization measure. Although designed to assess "political
development" generally, the Cutright index is more properly considered
an indicator of democratic political development as McCrone and Cnudde,
and Neubauer have noted. 5 It is of course not without limitations and

Parameter

t
Statistic

E-S-t1-·m-a-t-ea--------~

Elite Electoral Accountability
Electoral Turnout 1960, °10
Accountability*Turnout
In population 1960
Constant

-1.160
-0.043
0.018
0.634*
0.358
Regression Standard Error

.2\0

1.61

-1.04
-1.47

1.31
4.84
F

4,104

6.8

Starred (* ) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

a

Table 7.2

Regression of Internal War D2 on Elite Electoral Accou,ntability and Electoral Turnout: Multiplicative Interaction
Model (N = 108)
t

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

Elite Electoral Accountability
Electoral Turnout 1960. %
Accountability*Tumout
In Population 1960
Constant

-1.410
-0.067
0.014
0.807*
2.930
Regression Standard Error

.135

2.74

Statistic
-0.75
-1.34
0.62
3.62
F

4,103

4.0

" Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

is available for only 67 of the 108 nations in the cross-section. Nevertheless
it is widely recognized as a reasonably good index of the development of
democratic political structures and it allows us to re-evaluate the analyses
6
reported in Tables 7.1 and 7.2.
The model estimated was

4 Recall, however, that elite accountability may have an indirect (negative) impact on the level
of violence through its inhibitive effect on government repression, tentatively established in
the last chapter.
Additive and log multiplicative versions of (7.1) were also tested but the results did not
alter the inference drawn here.
S Donald J. McCrone and Charles F. Cnudde. "TowarD a Communications Theory of
Democratic Political Development: A Causal Model," American Political Science Review.
Vol. 61, No. I, March 1967, pp. 72-79: Deane E. Neubauer, "Some Conditions of Democracy."
American Political Science Review, Vol. 61, No.4, December 1967. pp. 1002-1009.
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(7.2)

Y

= It.

+

f31 In Pop.

+

f3z X

+

8

For a detailed explanation of the Cutright index, see Phillips Cutright.."National Political
Development: Measurement and Analysis," American SocIOlogical ReView, Vol. 28. Apnl

6

1963, pp. 253 -264.
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where X = the Cutright (D
. ) Pohtlcal
..
. emocratlc
Development Index and all
oth er terms are as In (7.1).
The reg~ession estimates for (7.2) are provided in Tables 73
d
7.4. The. estm~a~es in Table 7.3 confirm our initial conclusio~-~:t
democratIc pohtIcal development, measured here by the Cutright . d
bea rs no d'lrec t slgm
. 'filcant relationship to levels of Collective P Int ex '
C ttl' .
ro est
o~ r~ry 0 our ea~ ler mfe~en~e, however, the Cutright index does eXhibi~
a slgmficant ne~atlve asso~la~IOn with Internal War (Table 7.4). Yet we
know ~ron: prevIOus quantlta~lve studies that democratic political development
IS hIghly correlated
.
d I
' wIth communications development ' economlC
eve op~ent, .and the hke. For example, in our data the correlation of
the Cutnght l.ndex and In Energy Consumption per capita (economic
development) IS + .609. Moreover, the analyses in Chapter 3 established
that Internal War (but not Collective Protest) has a significant linear
Table 7.3

Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Cutright Democratic
Political Development Index (N = 67)

negative relationship with In Energy Consumption per capita, although
we argued that the causal relationship was quite indirect. Therefore, in
order to test for the obvious possibility of spuriousness, (7.3) was estimated.
(7.3)

Internal War D2 = a

Parameter
Estimate"

Cutright Political Development Index
In Population 1960
Constant

0.004
0.516*
-1.300

0.45
3.60

X

= In Population 1960
= Cutright (Democratic) Political Development

Z

= In Energy Consumption per capita 1960

where In Pop.

Index

Regression Standard Error

F

a

t

6.5

2.64

Regression of Internal War D2 on Cutright Democratic Political
Development Index (N = 67)
Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

Cutright Political Development Index
In Population 1960
Constant

- 0.035*
0.390
2.010

-2.31

Regression Standard Error

F

.118
a

2.69

Starred (*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

stochastic disturbance

The results for this equation reported in Table 7.5 clearly demonstrate
that the significant negative association of the Cutright index and Internal
War (Table 7.4) does not hold up in the presence of In Energy Consumption per capita. Hence the original relationship was most likely a spurious
artifact of the joint linear association of Internal War and democratization
with economic development. Our initial conclusion, then, is substantiated.
Political democracy, defined in terms of process and structure, has little
or no direct causal impact on the incidence of either dimension of mass

Statistic

Starred l*) estimate is more than twice its standard error.

Table 7.4

=

8

Table 7.5

1.57

+ /31 In Pop. + /32 X + /33 Z + 8

violence.

Independent
Variable

.169
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t

Regression of Internal War D2 on Cutright Democratic Political
Development Index and Economic Development (N = 67)
t

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

Cutright Political Development Index
In Energy Consumption per capita 1960
In Population 1960
Constant

0.010
-1.030*
0.664*
4.510

0.56
-3.97
2.87

Regression Standard Error

F

.295

2.43

Statistic

3.63

8.7

" Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

Statistic

1.59

2.64

4.3

Totalitarian Communism and Mass Violence
Having concluded that democratization as conventionally conceived
does not have a substantial direct effect on the magnitude of mass political
violence, we now consider the impact of a particularly salient kind of
nondemocratic political structure: totalitarian Communism.
A good deal has been writen about the "total" control exercised
Over the citizenry of Communist nations. Rather than review this litera-
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ture in detail, we simply note that despite occasional outbursts of violent
rebellion and protest that have occurred in a number of European Communist nations during the last few decades, the police-state atmosphere
characteristic of Communist regimes would lead us to expect much less
domestic violence, especially organized violence, in these countries. If
the simple classification of nations as Communist and non-Communist
in fact has any relevance for explaining differing levels of mass political
violence, then (7.4) should yield a significantly negative parameter estimate
for the Communist Regime "dummy" variable.
(7.4)

where

+ /31

+ /32

+

Y

=

a

Y
In Pop.
X
s

=

Mass Violence D2
In Population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy: 1
stochastic disturbance

=
=
=

In Pop.

X

,.Jl

I
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Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Communist Regime
Dummy (N = 108)

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

t
Statistic

Communist Regime Dummy
In Population 1960
Constant

-3.32
5.56

R'

-1.816*
0.672*
-2.604
Regression Standard Error

.259

1.55

F

2,105

18.4

" Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.
=

CR, 0

=

non-CR

I

We did not find Regime type significantly related 10 acts of Negative Sanction (government
repression). Hence our interpretation that the (direct) Regime effect reflects the police-state
atmosphere and constant potential for repression in Communist nations rather than a high
level of specific acts of repression which are catalogued by the Negative Sanctions variable.
An alternative explanation for the Regime effect is that bias in the collection of the data
is responsible for the lower levels of violence in Communist nations. Two facts suggest that
this is not a dominant explanation. First, the widely respected "Pica" index of press freedom
developed by the University of Missouri School of Journalism (available for 87 of the 108
nations) does not correlate highly with the mass violence measures: its r with Internal War
D2 is -.11; with Collective Protest D2, r = +.17. Second, the Regime effect is greater on
Internal War, yet deaths, guerrilla attacks. and assassinations are in general more difficult
to conceal than are riots, demonstrations, and strikes.
7

Table 7,6

s

Furthermore, this effect of Regime type should be relatively larger in
the Internal War equation than in the Collective Protest equation, since
the more "spontaneous" Collective Protest mode of discontent is probably
less readily deterred by a pervasive state apparatus for social control than
is the more "organized" Internal War dimension of violence. Accordingly,
the standardized regression estimate for the Communist Regime Dummy
in the equation for Collective Protest should be smaller than its Internal
War counterpart.
Tables 7.6 and 7.7 reveal that the Communist Regime dummy variable is indeed significantly negative in the regression for each dimension
of political violence. Moreover, the standardized coefficient in the Internal
War equation, - .331, is larger than the corresponding coefficient in the
Collective Protest equation, - .283, thus confirming the proposition that
Internal War is more easily deterred by "totalitarianism" than is Collective
Protest. 7 As is true of all the single equation findings, however, this coni"
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Table 7.7

Regression of Internal War D2 on Communist Regime
Dummy (N = 108)

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

Communist Regime Dummy
In Population 1960
Constant

- 3.447*
0.792*
-2.412
Regression Standard Error

.189

2.63

t

Statistic
-3.71
3.86
F

2,105

12.3

" Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

clusion is only provisional. It may be that the relationship obs~rved here
is simply a function of variables such as the level of mass SOCIal welfare
or the extent of government efforts to meet human needs.' .whic~ are likely
to be jointly related to Regime type and levels of polItical VIOlence. If
this is the case, the association between Regime type and violence repor~ed
in Tables 7.6 and 7.7 might be spurious, and the causal inference concern~ng
"totalitarianism" should be revised accordingly. Or the correct conclusIOn
may lie somewhere between these interpretations.. In any. case, these issues
are best resolved in the context of the larger, mtegratlVe causal system
examined in Part III.
Communist Parties and Mass Violence

The influence of Communist parties on the incidence of mass v~olence
in non-Communist nations would seem to be even more problematIc than
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that of Communist
Re. gimes,. a1th?ugh SOCIal
..
'
attributed
to s h
sCIentists
have typically
example, has w~~tte~a~~~~ea,~~~~Ptlve"andddestabili~ing role, Lipset, for
stability posed by C
.
en.ge. to emocratlc order and political
.,
ommumst partIes III nations where the
the polItIcal ~c.ene before the working class had become "int~r:i~;,~ri on
the ?ody polItIc-that is, in nations that currently have large Com n.to
partIes:
mumst
"Communist workers, their parties and trade-unions cannot
'bl
be ~ccorded the right of access to actual political power' by a de~~SSI /
socIety. T~e Co~munists' self-image, and more particularly thei~r~i~~
to the SovIet Umon, l~ad them to accept the self-fulfilling prophecy that
they
theIr ends by democratic means . ThI'S b el'Ie f prevents
th cannot
f
b secure
.
em rom emg allowed access, which in turn reinforces the Com
.
sense of alienation from the government. The more
strata m turn are, strengthened in their belief that giving increased ri hts
to workers or theIr representatives threatens all that is good in liD ;h
the presence of .Communists precludes the easy prediction that ec~'
~s
development WIll stabilize democracy in these European

worke~s'

conse~~~~~
count~~~~~

, I

I!
I

Gurr also expressed ,the common belief that large Communist parties
make for unstable and VIOlent politics when he asserted that the size and
stat.us of Communist parties form a "facilitating" factor in th
natIOnal
't d f " l
e crossma.g~I u e. 0 CIV! strife. Yet he presented no evidence to support
.
thIS sUPP.ositlOn,. smce his measure of the status and characteristics of
~ommumst ~art~~s C~~ss-?ationally is aggregated with other variables
m a com~osIt~ FacIlItatIon" index. 9 Kornhauser made an analogous
argument m hIS well-known study, The Politics Of Mass S . t
h
he wrote f th " 'd
'J
OCle y, w en
,
,0
e WI e.spr~ad use of violence on the part of . . . the Commumsts m all countnes m which they have developed organizations "10
But n~wh~re does Kornhauser offer hard evidence to justify such a
generalIzatIOn.
.Ob~ervations ,like the foregoing concerning the role of Communist
~art1es .m pr~motmg domestic violence and instability may derive from
Ide?logical bIaS rather ~han from an impartial revie~ of the evidence.
It IS asserted, largely wIthout supporting data, that Communist parties
8 Lipset, Political Man, p. 83.
See Ted
R. '
Gurr, "A. .
Causal
. AnalysIs
. U sing New
I9 d'
" A
. Model of CIVI'1 St n./:e.. A Comparative
1104
'J
n Ices,. merzcan Polztlcal Sczence Review, Vol. 62, No.4, December 1968
Smce thiS was first written I have been informed by G
..
' pp. . . -I 1-4.
unp bI' h d b ' "
urr m pnvate commUll1CatlOn thai
lOU. IS e
Ivanate correlatIOn analyses justified his procedure.
p. 4~llham Kornhauser, The Politics of Mass Society (New York: The Free Press, 1959),

I
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inevitably instigate political violence. Or it is assumed that existing socioeconomic and political arrangements are legitimate, and hence attempts
to mobilize mass publics for fundamental socioeconomic and political
change (as opposed to the incremental reformism that is characteristic of
"moderate" parties) are by definition illegitimate, as well as disruptive of
political stability.u
.
. '
Clearly, Communist parties are often m the forefront m pressmg
militantly the demands of working people. Frequently, these efforts take
the form of what we have denoted as Collective Protest: antigovernment
demonstrations, political strikes, and even riots. On the other hand, large
domestic Communist parties can in many ways be viewed as performing
an integrating, if not moderating, role. At times they have even acted
in a counterrevolutionary fashion. Che Guevara's experience with the
largely urban-oriented Bolivian Communist Party while trying to build
a peasant insurgency in the Bolivian countryside is instructive here, as
is the parliamentary mentality of Latin American and European Communist parties generally-a mentality that is especially characteristic of
12
the dominant pro-Soviet factions of these parties. Further illustrations
include the moderating or "counterrevolutionary" efforts of the French
Communist Party, especially the leadership, during the May 1968 rebellion
of workers and students, and the important "integrating" role played by
the Communist Party in the industrial triangle of northern Italy through
its efforts to settle into the new urban-industrial environment recently
13
mobilized and potentially "anomic" migrants from the rural South.
What we are arguing, then, is that although it is reasonable to expect
Communist parties in non-Communist nations to promote Collective
Protest, their impact on the magnitude of Internal War, if any, may be
just the opposite.
The most appropriate measure of the potential influence of Communist parties on domestic social stability is simply the size of the party
11

See Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba, The Civic Culture (Boston: Little, Brown and Co.,

1965), p. 106 ff., Chapter 13, and passim.
12 On Che's problems with the antirevolutionary Bolivian Communist Party, see Robert
Scheer (ed.), TJ;e Diary ofChe Guevara (New York: Bantam Books, 1968). Maoist (and Fidelista)
factions within the larger Communist parties in Europe and Latin America are generally small
and isolated.
13 On the Italian Communist Party see Sidney G. Tarrow, "Economic Development and the
Transformation of the Italian Party System," Comparative Politics, Vol. I, No.2, January
1969, especially p. 181 ff. Also Tarrow, "political Dualism and Italian Communism," American
Political Science Review, Vol. 61, No. I, March 1967, pp. 39-53.
The behavior of the French Communist leadership during the May revolt has been analyzed
by Daniel Singer in Prelude to Revolution. France in May 1968 (New York: Hill and Wang,
1970).
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membership.14 In order to rigorously evaluate the Communism--political
violence hypotheses, the following model was estimated against the data
in the 108 nation cross-section:
y

(7.5)
where

IX

+

f31 In Pop.

+

f32 X

+

f33 Z

+2

Y
In Pop.

Mass Violence D2
In Population 1960
X
Communist Regime Dummy: 1 = CR, 0 = non-CR
Z = In Communist Party Membership 1960
2 = stochastic disturbance

The (natural) logarithm of Communist Party Membership appears
in (7.5) because the untransformed variable has a very skewed distribution
across the 108 nations in the sample, and, more important, the In transformation maximized linear fits. Note also that the Communist Regime
dummy variable is included in the equation. Since Communist Regimes
obviously have large Communist Parties, the dummy variable is entered
in the model to differentiate the potential party membership effect from
the negative impact of Regime type which was established previously.
Tables 7.8 and 7.9 report the least-squares estimates for (7.5). As
anticipated, the size of Communist parties appears to influence the magnitude of Collective Protest (Table 7.8)-large parties are associated with

comparatively high levels of this type of violence. However, Table 7.9
demonstrates that the impact of Communist Party Membership on the
incidence of Internal War is negligible, although the parameter estimate
is negative. Equation 7.5 was re-estimated (without the Regime dummy
term) for the =1= 99 non-Communist nations, and almost exactly the same
parameter values were obtained. Thus it may be inferred with considerable
confidence that Communist party size has no consistent influence on levels
of Internal War cross-nationally, but that it should be retained as a
potentially important explanatory variable in the multiequation analysis
of Collective Protest. 15
Table 7.9

Regression of Internal War D2 on Communist Party Membership and Communist Regime Dummy (N = 108)

Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Communist Party
Membership and Communist Regime Dummy (N = 108)
Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

t
Statistic

In Communist Membership 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
In Population 1960
Constant

0.088*
-2.427*
0.519*
-1.701

2.18
-4.00
3.76

Regression Standard Error

F

.291

1.52

3.104

14.3

" Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.
14 The data on Communist Party memberships cross-nationally were obtained from United
States Department of State, Bureau of Intelligence and Research, World Strength of the
Communist Party Organizations, January 1961 Intelligence Report No. 4489 R-13. Although
there undoubtedly are errors in these data, they are compiled with great care and are considered
to be the best available.

t

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

In Communist Membership 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
In Population 1960
Constant

-0.062
-3.013*
0.901 *
-- 3.052

-0.89
-2.87
3.78

Regression Standard Error

F

.195
Table 7.8
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a

2.63

Statistic

3,104

8.4

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

The Non-Communist Left and Mass Violence
We conclude this chapter with an attempt to assess the impact of
parties of the non-Communist left on the incidence of political violence.
15 We also tested, but do not report here. models that examined the main and interaction
effects of the "radicalism" of Communist parties on levels of political violence. Communist
party radicalism was measured on a four-point ordinal scale derived from information in
the U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Intelligence and Research source cited in footnote
17. The scale was as follows: I = pro-Soviet CP (moderate, least radical); 2 = independent
or factionalized CP; 3 = CP openly split, Soviet and Maoist wings; 4 = pro-Chinese CP
(least moderate. most radical). The expectation was that the effect of large and moderate
(Pro-Soviet) Communist parties on the magnitude of political violence in non-Communist
nations would differ greatly (nonadditively) from the effect of large and radical (Maoist)
Communist parties. However. the regression results indicated that no additive or interactive
effects could be attributed to Communist Party "radicalism" and thus the conclusions and
results reported in the text were not altered. It should be noted, however, that most Communist
parties of significant size are quite moderate (pro-Soviet), and hence there is very little opportunity for the manifestation of interaction effects or even additive effects involving Communist
Party radicalism.
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Socialist and Labor parties are typically a good deal more moderate
in rhetoric as well as in activity than are their Communist counterparts-at
least this has been the case in recent decades. At the same time they have
a mass social base and represent, or are perceived to represent, popular
interests. This combination of moderate political style and mass social
base leads us to anticipate that where Socialist and Labor parties are large
and influential, the level of mass violence will be relatively low.
To index the political importance and influence of Communist parties
on mass publics we used the size of membership. This was appropriate
for parties that seek to cultivate a mass membership and are often
frozen out of positions of formal political authority, harassed. or actively
suppressed by incumbent political elites. No doubt there is a reciprocal
or reinforcing relationship between the immoderation of Communist
parties and their isolation from formal political influence, as Lipset has
suggested. What is relevant here, however, is that size of membership
is not a particularly good measure of the strength of parties on the nonCommunist left, since they usually seek what primarily is an electoral
rather than a membership constituency.16 Hence, to measure the potential
importance of Socialist and Labor parties for domestic political stability,
the following variable seems more appropriate: Percentage of Legislative
Seats Held by Parties of the Non-Communist Left, circa 1960.
In order to determine the influence of the strength of the moderate
left on the incidence of mass violence, variables that were inferred earlier
in this chapter to have a significant impact are retained in the following
equations. This allows us to observe the contrasting effects of "radical'"
versus "moderate" left parties as well as Communist versus non-Communist
regime types. Accordingly, the equation estimated for the Collective Protest
dimension of violence was

The regression results for (7.6) and (7.7) are displayed in Tables 7.10
and 7.11. As before, Communist Regime type appears to inhibit outbreaks
of Collective Protest, whereas the consequence of large Communist parties
is just the opposite (Table 7.10). In contrast, the strength of parties of the
non-Communist left, or more precisely, the extent of their parliamentary
representation, exhibits a significant (although modest) negative impact
on the level of mass protest. These results bring into focus the moderate

(7.6)

Table 7.10

Internal War D2 = r:t. + /31 In Pop. + /3 z Regime Type + /3 3 l)~
Legislative Seats Held by non-Communist Left + 8

This of course is not true of all non-Communist left parties at all times and places. but
it does seem to be increasingly the case in recent years. See Leon D. Epstein, Political Parties
in Western Democracies (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1967). Chapters 5. 6, and 8.

'i

Parameter
Estimate"

t
Statistic

Communist Regime Dummy
In Communist Membership 1960
% Legislative Seats Held
by Non-Communist Left 1960
In Population 1960
Constant

- 2.691 *
0.092*

-4.41
2.33

-0.010*
0.491 *
-1.211

-2.09
3.60

Regression Standard Error

F

1.50

Regressionoflnternal War D20n Communist Regime Dummy,
and Legislative Representation of the Non-Communist Left
(N = 108)

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate"

Statistic

Communist Regime Dummy
\ Legislative Seats Held
by Non-Communist Left 1960
In Population 1960
Constant

-3.797*

-4.04

-0.015
0.763*
- 1.741

-1.84
3.75

Regression Standard Error

F

.215

2.60

" Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

....

IWlu.lil'IIWI'!.IIlli".llO'!llLlii
...
---------------------------------------'..-.....

12.1

4,103

Starred (*) estimates are more than twice their standard error.

Table 7.11

16

.,

Independent
Variable

a

The model for Internal War was
(7.7)

Regression of Collective Protest D2 on Communist Regime
Dummy, Communist Party Membership, and Legislative
Representation of the Non-Communist Left (N = 108)

.320

Collective Protest D2 = r:t. + f31 In Pop. + f3z Regime Type + /33
In Communist Membership + /34 % Legislative Seats Held by NonCommunist Left + 8
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3,104

9.4
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character of Socialist and Labor parties, at least in nations where they
have achieved political representation. The results do not mean that such
parties are inherently moderate but only that left representation seems
to diminish Protest. Moreover, this effect is perhaps best modeled sequentially-since it might well reflect the influence of Socialist and Labor
representation on increasing government efforts to improve social welfare,
or decreasing elite readiness to meet protest with repression rather than
with accommodation. If this is the case, then it is the latter factors that
have a direct (negative) impact on the magnitude of Collective Protest.
These possibilities, however, are best sorted out when we examine multiequation formulations in Part III.
What is appropriate to pursue here is the possibility that a similar
result also accompanies Communist political representation. We investigated
this by incorporating a term for the percentage of legislative seats held
by Communists in (7.6) and (7.7). But the estimation results did not yield
anything significant, undoubtedly because so few nations outside the
Communist world have much Communist representation: the cross-national
mean (for non-Communist nations) of Percentage Legislative Seats Held
by Communists is 2.0 % versus 26.5 % mean representation for the nonCommunist left. If there is a "moderation" effect that is produced by
political representation, it has had little opportunity to manifest itself
in the case of Communist parties.
Table 7.11 reports the regression estimates for the Internal War equation
[(7.7)]. Communist Regime type again demonstrates a strong deterrence
effect on this dimension of civil strife. However, the extent of political
representation of the non-Communist left appears to have little relevance
for explaining Internal War.
Summary
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We established in this chapter that democratic political structures
and processes apparently bear no direct relation to the cross-national
incidence of mass political violence. Democratic nations experience about
as much violent mass connict as do nondemocratic nations. Hence a democratized world would not necessarily be a nonviolent one. We also concluded
(tentatively) that Communist societies have considerably less violence
than non-Communist ones and that this deterrence effect of "totalitarianism"
is more effective vis avis organized Internal War than it is for spontaneous
Collective Protest. Furthermore, we saw in the latter sections of the chapter
that sizable Communist parties in non-Communist nations serve to promote
mass protest but have no systematic impact on the incidence of Internal
War. Large-scale Communist movements are typically "destabilizing",
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but only up to a point. Finally, the legislative representation of the nonCommunist left was inferred to diminish the level of Protest, but it appeared
to have no influence on outbreaks of Internal War.
This concludes our survey of single equation hypotheses and partial
theories. We explore now the implications all the findings in Part II have
for the development of a more completely specified multiequation model
of mass political violence.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

A Multiequation Model of Mass Political Violence

At the outset of this study we argued that multiequation models in general
provide a more realistic mathematical representation of socioeconomic and
political phenomena than single equation formulations, and that this is
especially true for relationships as complex as those which underlie crossnational variation in levels of mass political violence. However, in
the absence of any single theory that specified a comprehensive and
convincing multiequation model of mass violence, we proceeded by
examining single equation hypotheses and partial theories derived from
the pertinent literature. The decision rule in evaluating the results of
these analyses was that the variables under investigation had to manifest
estimated coefficients at least twice their respective standard errors, unless
there were sound theoretical reasons to believe that respecifieation of
the initial hypothesis was in order. In this manner numerous hypotheses
have been rejected as empirically unsound, some have been retained, and
others have been reformulated as recursive and nonrecursive partial causal
systems.
In what follows, the provisional conclusions and formulations of
previous chapters, which were developed largely in isolation from one
another, are summarized, integrated, and elaborated on by the specification of our "final" multiequation causal model. Of course the model is
not all-inclusive, but it does represent the best theoretical structure we
have been able to incrementally develop from available theory, data, and
techniques of non-experimental causal inference. As the presentation should
make clear, the model has what is known as a "block recursive" structure.
Hence equations are arrayed in functional sectors or "blocks" that can
be isolated for estimation purposes-all cross-sector causal influences are
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unidirectional (recursive) and all simultaneous (nonrecursive) relationships
and feedback loops operate within blocks.
Since many of the sectors or blocks of the model are identical for
Collective Protest and Internal War. we specify (and estimate) one combined system that includes both dimensions of violence. However, we do
not specify causal relations directly between Collective Protest and Internal
War, although, as would be expected. they are moderately strongly correlated: r Internal War D2, Collective Protest D2 = + .63. The question of
when Collective Protest leads to Internal War or conversely is of course
a very important one. Yet theory provides no clear message about the
dynamics of this relationship. and nothing is to be gained from positing
a causal link a priori. All that can now be said about the interrelationshi~
of Collective Protest and Internal War is summarized in the converging
and diverging causal paths from other variables to each dimension of
violence.
In the model below, the Ym with coefficients am denote endogenous
variables that are simultaneously determined in the block of equations
that includes Collective Protest and Internal War. These are the equations
of primary interest. They also pose the most difficult estimation problems.
The Y~ with coefficients a: denote lagged endogenous Ym variables that
appear in the model. Endogenous variables that are generated in "prior"
blocks or sectors of the model and are predetermined vis a vis the simultaneously determined Ym are denoted Xk and have coefficients 13k' Variables
that are purely exogenous, that is, independently determined vis a vis the
entire system, are denoted Zi with coefficients ';;.1 Finally, the X: and Zf
with coefficients 13: and yf refer to predetermined and exogenous variables
that are nonlinear functions of the corresponding X k and Zi. 2 Appendix 2
lists all the variables in the model, along with their denotations; this
appendix also reports the chapter in which each variable was first introduced.

The Simultaneously Determined. Y m Block: Mass Violence, Elite
Repression, Coups, and Econonne Change
The core of the multiequation model of Collectiv~ Protest and Int.ernal
War is a block of equations that expresses l11ath~matIcal1y the caus~lmter. . f'erred l'n Part II to be operatlve among mass ViOlence,
depen d enCles m
.
f
elite repression, coups, and the rate of economic chan~e. It consIsts 0
six structural equations for these simult aneousl y determmed endogenous
3
variables. The equations are as follows:
(8.1)

COLLECTIVE PROTEST D2 =

·!.I'
~ I'

1

il·i

...!;.wll,

I.

Y

3

+

1X 4

In Coups D2

_

Cl

Av. Annual

5

Y4

+ IX*I

%Change in Energy Consumption pc 1955-1965
Ys

Collective Protest Dl

+ /31 Group Discrimination 1960

Yi

X[

+ /34 In Communist Party Membership 1960
X4

_ /3 s

0/

/0

Legislative Seats Held by Non-Communist Left 1960

Xs

_ /37 In Nondefense General Govt. Expenditures as a

~. ~ of GDP 1960

X7

-

/3~ In Institutionalization 1960

X~

+ f310 Av. Annual %Change in Population 1955-1965
X 10

± /38 Social Welfare
Appendix 3 provides a detailed discussion of what properties lagged endogenous. predetermined endogenous. and exogenous variables must have in order to obtain consistent
estimates of their parameters.
2 For example, note that in Appendix 2, which lists all the variables in the final model,
X 8 and X~ refer to Social Welfare 1960 and In Social Welfare 1960, respectively. The asterisk
(*) notation is used only to remind the reader that the variables involved appear in the model
in two linearly independent functional forms. They are, however, considered distinct variables
for identification and estimation purposes, although we write equations for only one of the
functional forms, We take up the identification-estimation issue in Appendix 3. On this
particular point. see Franklin M. Fisher. The Identification Problem in Econometrics (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1966), Chapter 5. Interactions between the X"
Zi are also linearly independent of the component variables and hence are considered to be
additional variables which we always denote as Zi'

+ 1X 3 In Negative Sanctions 02

YI

1960

± i'l Social Mobilization 1960

X8

1

,I
"
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+

Y12 (Soc. Mob./Soc. Welfare)
Z12

Zl

+

YI In Population 1960
ZI

- Y3 Communist Regime Dummy + 6[
Z3
3 Assume that all equations are normalized so that each endogenous variable appears or
the left-hand side of its equation with an implicit coefficient ofumty. Constant terms are omlttec
from all equations. Note also that the equations are numbered OppOSite to the conventlO~a
manner. Hence, when proceeding from Equations 8.1-8.6 to 8.7-8.16 we are movllll
"backward" in the causal ordering.

__1~------------I
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(8.2)

INTERNAL WAR D2 = + 1X 3 In Negative Sanctions D2 +
Yz
Y3
-

+

Av. Annual /~ Change in GNP pc 1955-1965

IX 6

4

(8.5)

In Coups D2
Y4

AV. ANNUAL

% CHANGE

PER CAPITA 1955-1965 =

n

+

PI

-

Group Discrimination 1960
XI

IXi

y*I
-

PIO

Av. Annual

o~

Change in Population 1955-1965

X IO

+ Y61n Energy Consumption pc 1960
Z6

- P7 1n Nondefense General Govt. Expenditures as a ~<; ofGDP 1960

X7

+ Y8 Gross Fixed Domestic Capital Formation as

P~ In Social Welfare 1960 - P~ In Institutionalization 1960
X~
PIO

Av. Annual /~ Change in Population 1955-1965

(8.6)

AV. ANNUAL

/~

IX z

+

IX 4

+IX j

- {JI0 Av. Annual

Collective Protest D2

YI

X6

ZI

+ Yg 1n Internal Security Forces per 1000 sq km 1965 +

1::

3

Z9

I

+

I

+

IX:

YIO

In Coups D1 -

n

+

IX 7

I

•

Internal War 02
Y
2

l/I

X~

%of General Govt. Expenditures

1960

+

1:: 4

Z10
I

.' Ii

~

of GNP 1960

+

1:: 6

See. for example: Herman Wold, in association with L. Jureen. Demand Analvsis' A Study
Econometrics (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1953); idem., "A Generalization ofCaus~1
Chain Models," Econometrica, Vol. 28, No.2, April 1960. pp. 443-463; and Robert H. Strotz
and HermAn Wold, "Recursive vs. Nonrecursive Systems: An Attempt at Synthesis."
Econometrica, Vol. 28, No.2 (April 1960), pp. 417-427.
4

In In Institutionalization 1960

Defense Expenditures as a

/~

effects, and represents predetermined and purely exogenous influences hy
generalized X k' Zi terms.
Consider first the relationships between the simultaneously determined
Ym in (8.1) through (8.6). As we pointed out in previous chapters, the
simultaneous specification does not deny that causality is inherently a
phenomenon that involves lags, however finite, between reciprocally related variables. Indeed. Herman Wold and others have objected on philosophical grounds to simultaneous specification and estimation of economic
relations for just this reason. 4 But this objection is really beside the point.
It is not maintained that the reciprocal relationships among the Ym are

Yj In Population 1960

Collective Protest D2
Y

Z7

Figure 8.1 delineates the relationships in this sector of the model.

Xg

+IX 1

Y7 In GNP pc 1960

It depicts the hypothesized simultaneous causal reciprocities between the
Ym, notes where lagged endogenous variables are expected to exert causal

Social Mobilization 1960 + Yll (Soc. Mob./Institutionalizationi
Z2
Z"

LN COUPS 02 =
Y4

%Change in Population 1955-1965 +

28

Y4

- P6 Elite Electoral Accountability ± pg Institutionalization 1960

(8.4)

Yi

+ 1'8 Gross Fixed Domestic Capital Formation as

In Coups 02

X5

+

eli Internal War DI
K IO

- fJs /~ Legislative Seats Held by Non-Communist Left 1960

± Yz

-

Yz

Z3

Internal War D2
Yz

+ 1:: 5

CHANGE IN GNP PER CAPITA 1955-1965 =

-el z Internal War D2

In Population 1960 - Y3 Communist Regime Dummy + I:: z

LN NEGATIVE SANCTIONS D2 =
Y3
+

of GNP 1960

Y6

ZI

(8.3)

o~

Z8

X~

X IO

+ YI

Collective Protest D2

Collective Protest D 1

X2

+

-IX I

YI

+ pz In Political Separatism 1960

-

IN ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Y5

Y~

In Negative Sanctions Dl

IXj

IX

IX~ Internal War 01

Y6
-
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actually instantaneous, but only that the causal interdependencies have a
stifJiciently small lag time in relation to the observed data periods that
they are best approximated mathematically by simultaneous specification
and estimation. Hence, simultaneous formulations are simply limiting
approximations to underlying nonsimultaneous relationships with relatively
short stimulus-response, lag-reaction times. 5
With this in mind, the simultaneous reciprocities hypothesized in this
first and most important block of equations may be reviewed. In Figure
8.1 In Negative Sanctions D2 (Y3 ), or government repression, is depicted
as bearing a simultaneous, positive relationship to each dimension of
violence. Thus elite repression (Y3 ) appears with a positive coefficient in
the equations for Collective Protest and Internal War [(8.1) and (8.2)], and
the mass violence variables (Y t and Y2) have positive parameters in the
equation for In Negative Sanctions (8.3). These specifications are based
on the discussion in Chapter 6, where we argued that mass violence
typically engenders negative sanctions from political authorities, and this
is followed (nearly instantaneously) by a response of more violence from
its recipients.
A similar logic underlies the causal reciprocity of In Coups 02 (Y 4)
with Collective Protest and Internal War which is depicted in Figure 8.1
and expressed mathematically in (8.1), (8.2), and (8.4). It conforms with
the conclusion of Chapter 6 that Coups are (in part) the consequence of
mass violence as the military reacts to the (perceived) inability of incumbent authorities to effectively maintain social stability. Yet in the shortterm Coups often exacerbate the level of violence as people spontaneously
take to the streets in protest or are mobilized by counterelites to defeat
the attempted seizure of power. Hence a positive reciprocity is proposed.
Coups are also linked (unidirectionally) to repression, and thus Y4 appears
in the structural equation for Y 3' As we argued in Chapter 6, it is expected
that Coups lead to increased government repression, especially when they
are spurred by the occurrence of mass violence.
The last simultaneous relationship hypothesized among the Ym is the
interdependence of Collective Protest 02 and Internal War 02 with the
average rate of economic growth 1955 to 1965. It is designed to incorporate
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5 Therefore, even if observations have been aggregated monthly and the causal reciprocity
involves lags of, say. a few days. then the best specification and estimation strategy is clearly
to treat the relationship as simultaneous. This line of argument is more fully developed in
Franklin M. Fisher, "Causation and Specification in Economic Theory and Econometrics."
Synthese, Vol. 20, 1969. pp. 489-500 and idem., "Simultaneous Equations Estimation: The
State of the Art," Working Paper, Department of Economics. M.LT.. Cambridge. Mass..
JUly 1970. Fisher treats the issue at a more technical level in "A Correspondence Principle
for Simultaneous Equation Models." Eco1lometrica, Vol. 38, January 1970, pp. 73-92.
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the. v~ew of economists such as Kuznets, who contend that mass disorder
mhlblts economic growth, as well as the findings of political scientists who
report that economic growth seems to produce lower levels of violence 6
Accordingly, the economic growth variables appear with negative coefflcie~ts in the political violence equations [(8.1) and (8.2)J, and the violence
vana~les are specified with negative coefficients in the economic growth
equatlons [(8.5) and (8.6)]. Two measures of economic growth are involved
~ere because the provisional analyses in Chapter 3 indicated that change
m Energy Consumption per capita had the strongest linear association
wit~ Collective Protest and that change in Gross National Product per
capIta had the stronger association with Internal War.
Equations 8.1 through 8.6 also contain a number of lagged endogenous variables- Y~. The equations for Collective Protest and Internal
War [(8.1) and (8.2)J are specified with lagged levels of violence terms
(Yi and ¥i) in order to test the "culture of violence" proposition that
previous violence makes current violence more likely. As Gurr put it

large-scale violence in the recent past has an additional detrimental effect
on the pace of current growth.
The predetermined endogenous variables X k and t~e purely exogen~us
.' . bles Z that appear in (8.1) through (8.6) are best mtroduced equatlOn
vaJla
I
2' I d
X
by equation. The first equation, Collectiv.e Prot~st ~ ' m.c u es s.even . k
and four Zi' Group Discrimination (X 1) IS speCIfied III thIS equatIon w~th
a positive coefficient in conformit~ with t?e results of Chap.ter 5, ~h~ch
established that discrimination mediates the Impact of cultural differentlatlOn
has a direct positive impact on the incidence of Protest. In Chapter 7
and
.
h'
. ~
d
the (1n transformed) size of Communist Party Members .IpS was 1tl erre
to promote Protest, whereas the .le~i~lati:e repres~ntatlOn of the no~
Communist left was inferred to dImlllish It. Accordlllgly, X 4 appears III
(8.1) with a positive parameter and X 5 has a negative pa~ameter. The results
(8.1) with a positive parameter and X 5 has ~ n~gat1ve para~eter. The
results of Chapter 7 also indicated that totalItanan Commumsm .deters
outbreaks of violence, and thus (8.1) is specified with a negatIv~ or
"deterrence effect" coefficient for the Communist Regime dummy vanable

14:2

" ... the greater strife has been in a country's past, the more likely
some of its citizens are to regard it as justifiable, and the more likely some
of them would have found it partially successful in the past, and hence
regard it as potentially useful in the future. A history of civil strife should
thus facilitate future strife .... "7
The Internal War equation includes a second lagged endogenous
variable: In Negative Sanctions 01 (n). This corresponds to the tentative
conclusion in Chapter 6 which indicated that although a reciprocal and
positive causal interdependency describes the linkage between current mass
violence and elite repression, the impact of past repression is to deter
current outbreaks of Internal War. Hence, Yj appears in (8.2) with a negative coefficient. Similarly, lagged Coups (Y~) is in the equation for current
Coups. It derives from the provisional finding in Chapter 6 that an "interventionist history" makes current "praetorian" attempts to seize power
more probable (and perhaps more acceptable) than otherwise would be
the case. Finally, lagged political violence variables (¥t, ¥i) are specified
with negative coefficients in the rate of economic growth equations [(8.5)
and (8.6)]. This represents the hypothesis that current violence is not only
negatively and reciprocally related to current economic growth but th;t
See the discussion in Chapter 3.
Ted R. Gurr, in Hugh D. Graham and Ted R. Gurr (eds.), Violence ill America: Historical
and Comparative Perspectives, A Report to the National Commission on the Causes and
Prevention of Violence (New York: Signet Books. 1969), p. 576. Also see Chapters 6 and 7
of Gurr, Why Men Rehel (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press. (970) for a detailed
discussion and review of the literature on this and related propositions.
6
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In the analysis of Huntington's theory concernlllg the consequences
of imbalances in social mobilization and institutionalization on the crossnational incidence of Coups and mass violence in Chapter 6, (In) institutionalization manifested a singular negative impact on the level of Pro~est.
Hence X* is entered in (8.1) with a negative parameter. Similar evaluatlOns
of the effect of imbalances between social mobilization and government
performance or social welfare in Chapter 4 suggested t.hat the conjuncti.on
of high mobilization and low social welfare produces mcreased Col~e~t~ve
Protest. But these exploratory analyses also revealed that high (In) CIVIlIan
government expenditures relative to Gross Domestic product ("government performance") singularly diminishes the level of Pro~~st. Theref?re,
(8.1) is specified with a negative coefficient for X 7' a ~os~tlv.e coefficIe~t
for Z
and indeterminate coefficients for the (probably lllsIgmficant) mam
12'

effects terms X 8 and Z2'
The average rate of population growth between 1955 and 1965 appears
in the Collective Protest equation with a positive coefficient. This cor~es
ponds to the result in Chapter 3-namely, that the pressure of rapidly
increasing population has a strong impact on the ma.gnitude of Protest.
Finally, (8.1) includes an ln Population term (Z 1)' ThIS takes accou~t ~f
the theoretically uninteresting (but necessary) linear effect of a natlOn s
size alone' B is the stochastic error term for the equation.
The ~e~ond equation in the simultaneously determined Ym b~ock is
for Internal War 02. It shares quite a number of X k and Z; With the
Collective Protest equation-which is not surprising, given the moderately
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The causal structure for In Coups D2 is expressed in (8.4). It is specified with only two predetermined endogenous and exog~nous v~riables
in addition to the endogenous and lagged endogenous van abIes dIscussed
previously. These variables are In Institutionalization (~~) and Defense
Expenditures as a o~ of General Governmen~ Expendl.tures (~1 0)' The
inclusion of In Institutionalization with a negative coefficIent denves from
the analysis in Chapter 6, which established that. nations with" welldeveloped sociopolitical institutions were much less hkely to ~uffer praetorian" seizures of power by the military and other orgamzed groups.
The appearance of Defense Expenditures as a ~. .~ of General Government
Expenditures with a positive parameter is also based on res~l~s de;reloped
in Chapter 6. It represents our inference that where the mIhtary s share
of governmental resources is large, their "stake" in domestic politics as
well as their organizational capacity relative to civilian sectors of government is correspondingly high. Consequently, the probability of political
intervention is increased. The stochastic error in (8.4) is represented by (;4'
Equations 8.5 and 8.6 pertain to the rate of change in Energy Consumption per capita and GNP per capita, respectively. One predetermined
endogenous variable and two exogenous variables appear in these equations. In accordance with the discussion in Chapter 3, where we argued
that the rates of population and economic growth are inversely related,
the average rate of population change from 1955 to 1965 (X 10) is specified
with a negative coefficient in these equations. This formally articulates the
common notion that a key prerequisite to economic growth is a diminution of the birthrate. Gross Fixed Capital Formation as a % of GNP (2 s)
appears.in the equations with a positive coefficient for the obvious reason:
The larger the proportion of the Gross National Product allocated to
reinvestment and capitalization, the greater should be the rate of economic
growth. Finally, the rate of economic growth expressions include terms
for the level of economic development: In Energy Consumption per capita
(2 ) in (8.5) and In GNP per capita (2 7 ) in (8.6). They are hypothesized
6
to have positive parameters because the more highly developed nations
s
seem to sustain the highest per capita economic growth rates. 1>5 and (;6
are the disturbance terms.
This concludes the introduction of the block of equations for the
simultaneously determined Ym variables. Although these equations comprise the core of the model and are of central importance, we also need to
specify equations for the X k which are predetermined with respect to the
Ym but endogenous to the entire causal system. Specification of structural

high ~orrelation ?etween the two dimensions of mass violence. The single
equatIOn results III .Part II indicated that Group Discrimination (X 1) and
the pressure of rapId population growth (X 10) increase the level of Internal.'Y ar as well as ~ollective Protest, and so these variables appear with
pOSItl~e coefficIents III (8.2). The investigation in previous chapters also
establIshed that In Institutionalization (X~), In Civilian Government Expenditures as a Percentage of GDP (X 7)' and Communist Regime type
(2 3 ) serve to diminish the magnitude of Internal War; therefore these terms
are specified with negative coefficients.
In contrast to the results for Protest, Chapter 5 demonstrated that
(In) Political Separatism. in addition to Group Discrimination, mediates
the effect of cultural differentiation in a causal sequence leading to Internal
War. Thus the latter (X 1) as well as the former (X 2) are included in (8.2)
with positive coefficients. Although we did not find a Social MobilizationSocial Welfare interaction operative for the Internal War dimension of
violence, we did tentatively conclude in Chapter 4 that (In) Social Welfare
has a significantly negative additive impact. Accordingly, X~ appears with
a negative parameter. Finally, In Population is incorporated into the
equation to account for the linear effect of size, and (;2 represents the
disturbance term.
Equation 8.3 articulates the causal processes that are hypothesized to
underlie In Negative Sanctions (elite repression). Since the regression outcomes in Chapter 6 indicated that political authorities with large coercive
forces at their disposal-in particular, In Internal Security Forces per
1000 sq km-more readily resort to repression, 2 9 is specified in this
equation with a positive coefficient. We determined in the same chapter
that there is less repression in nations where political elites are democratically held accountable for their actions, and suggested in the following
chapter that where the non-Communist left is politically influentiaL elites
might similarly be less inclined to resort to "acts of Negative Sanction."
Hence X 6 and X 5 are hypothesized to have an inhibitive or negative
impact on the extent of repression.
The ratio of Social Mobilization to Institutionalization (2 11 ) appears
in (8.3) with a positive coefficient. This stems from the analyses in Chapter
6, which revealed that in societies where social mobilization has outrun
institutional development, elites apparently resort to repression as a means
of social control. Corresponding to the earlier single equation findings,
the main effects terms for this ratio interaction (X 9' 2 2 ) are shown with
indeterminate parameters. Finally, (8.3) also includes a term for (In)
Population, since it is reasonable to expect (other things being equal)
that the larger the population, the greater will be the number of repressive
acts. (;3 is the disturbance term.

We shall experiment with alternatives to the linear. In transformed economic development
terms in (8.5) and (8.6). For example, as we initially suggested in Chapter 3 (see Figure 3.3). an
exponential specification may be more appropriate.
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equations for the X k is particularly important if we are to detect indirect
influences on the I'm (especially Collective Protest and Internal War) which
work through the X k variables that appear explicitly in (8.1) through (8.6).
Some of these indirect causal paths have been developed in earlier chapters,
and others are introduced here. The equations for the X k include lagged
endogenous variables Y: as well as other endogenous X k and exogenous
Zi variables. These equations are introduced and discussed by groups or
"blocks" that index distinguishable sectors of the model.

The Cultural Differentiation Block
The first block of equations for the X k variables centers on cultural
differentiation, or what we denoted as Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization in
Chapter 5. This sector has three equations. They are as follows:
(8.7)

as Deutsch theorized, political separatism and thus indirectly Internal
War. 9 Equation 8.8 also includes a dummy postwar Inde~,ende,~ce t~nn
which articulates the hypothesis of Geertz a~d others that . new natIOns
. 11 (b t not exclusively) suscepttble to separatlst movements
are especla y u
'fD
.'
and sentiment.
The last equation in this block pertains to sociocultura~ dl eren.ttat~on
. If Chapter 5 established that the modal pattern was for soctal moblhzatl?n
~~ep~omote assimilation and hence Zi appears !n (8.9) with. ,a n~gatlve
. t 10 The postwar Independence term IS also speCified m the
.
.
.
coe fficten.
d'fD entiation function with a negatlve parameter. It reflects oUI prevlO.us
i~fe~~nce that many of the most differentiated nations ar~ recently ll1dependent ex-colonies who.s~ boundaries were created Without regard
for ethnolinguistic compOSitIOn.
The relationships in (8.7) through (8.9) are delineated in Figure 8.2
within the Cultural Differentiation Block.

GROUP DISCRIMINATION 1960 =

The Domestic Politics Block

X1

The next block of equations to index a distinct sector of the. m~lti
equation model involves variables denoting ~egime type, Democra~tZatIOn,
and the political influence of the Commulllst and non~Commulllst Left.
These variables were 6rst introduced in Chapter 7. Thts sector also has

+ /33 Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization 1960 + £.7

X3
(8.8)

LN POLITICAL SEPARATISM 1960 =
X:

+ /33 Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization
X3

+

1960 - 1'2 Social Mobilization 1960
Z2

three equations:
(8.10)

+

ELITE ELECTORAL ACCOUNTABILITY

1'13 (Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization*Social Mobilization)

1'5

Postwar Independence +

+1' Economic Development 1960 +
(8.11)

£.8

£.10

LN COMMUNIST PARTY MEMBERSHIP 1960 =

X..

Z5
ETHNOLINGUISTIC FRACTIONALIZATION 1960

+y Economic Development 1960 - .,' (Economic Development 1960)2

=

X3

+ f36 Elite Electoral Accountability +

-I''!; In Social Mobilization 1960 + 1'5 Postwar Independence +

Zi

=

X6

Z13

(8.9)
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X6

£.9

Z5

Equation 8.7 expresses Group Discrimination simply as a function
of the extent of Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization and a stochastic disturbance. In Chapter 5 more complex, multivariate interaction formulations
were evaluated, but the specification given here was determined to be the
most satisfactory.
The most notable feature of the In Political Separatism equation
(8.8) is the positive Social Mobilization - Ethnolinghistic Fractionalization
interaction term. It derives from the analyses in Chapter 5, which disclosed
that the conjunction of high mobilization and differentiation produces.

1'1

In Population 1960
ZI

+ 1''!;ln Social Mobilization 1960 + 1'3 Communist Regime dummy

Zi

+

Z3

1'.. Communist Party Legal Status Dummy + ell

Z..
9 Recall that In political Separatism was found to have a strong positive effect on the incidence
of Internal War in Chapter 5 and therefore appears in (8.2) with a positive coeffiCIent. .
10 However. where mobilization does not produce assimilation-that is, where mobIlIzatIOn
and differentiation are high-separatism and Internal War are the likely consequences. Compare
the previous discussion and the interaction term in (8.8).
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The Elite Electoral Accountability variable, or what has been called
"democratization," is expressed in (8.10) as a function only of the level
of economic development,u We might have specified a more elaborate
equation or multiequation causal sequence for this variable on the order
of Cutright's analysis of Lipset's theory or McCrone and Cnudde's formalization of the Lerner model, but the crudeness of the democratization
measure does not merit more than the simple expression of (8.10).12
The equation for In Communist Party Membership (8.11) is more
complex. It is specified with linear and quadratic level of economic development terms to test the thesis of Benjamin and Kautsky that large Communist
parties represent a mass response to the discontinuities of early and middle
stages of economic development, and hence Communist membership
typically grows with economic development but tends to drop off at the
higher levels. 13 However, the size of Communist parties cross-nationally
is unlikely to be explained well by the elementary model of Benjamin and
Kautsky. For example, we would anticipate that where the Party is not
suppressed its membership would be larger than otherwise. Thus we specify
a positive coefficient for a Communist Legal Status dummy variable Z 4
(1 = legal, tolerated; 0 = illegal, suppressed). 14 Similarly, we might expect
democratic nations, which have relatively pluralistic political systems, to

In CP Membership

3

L

+ e 12

Ul

DOMESTIC POLITICS BLOCK

Economic Dev.

y Economic Development 1960

1960

Z~

X6

Ethnoling. Frac t.

CP Legal

SEATS HELD BY THE NON-COMMUNIST LEFT

1960=

Grp. Discrimination

~

(Z5)

"!
, ,
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1955 -65 (XIO)

P
I

...J

lD

r

o(')
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11 In equations where "economic development" appears without specification of a particular
indicator, we establish later what measure maximizes linear fits.
12 See Phillips Cutright, "National Political Development: Measurement and Analysis,"
American Sociological Review, Vol. 28, April 1963, pp. 253-264; and Donald J. McCrone
and Charles F. Cnudde, "Toward a Communications Theory of Democratic Political
Development: A Causal Model," American Political Science Review, Vol. 61, No.1, March
1967, pp. 72-79.
13 Roger W. Benjamin and John H. KautskY, "Communism and Economic Development,"
American Political Science Review, Vol. 62, March 1968, pp. 110-123.
14 This variable was coded from information provided in the same source used to obtain
Communist Party membership data: United States Department of State, Bureau oflntelligence
and Research. World Strength a/the Communist Party Organizations, January 1961, Intelligence
Report No. 4489 R-13.
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have larger
Communl'st par t'les t Ilan nondemocratIc
. ones. Hence th
. .'
democratlzatlOn
variabl
(X)
.
. .
' .e . 6 appears WIth a positIve parameter in (8.11)e
.

(8.14)

The function fo.r the Legislative Representation of the Non-Communist

Lef~ (8.12) hy~othesizes th~t.the left will be more influential in democratized
natlons al~owlllg .open polItlcal activity, in economically advanced nations
where ~~e mdustnal work force is large, and in nations where the population
IS mobI~Ized and therefore more readily politicized by mass-oriented parties.
AccordI~gly,.X6' Z'!,. and an unspecified economic development term are
entered III thIS equatlOn with positive parameters.
. .The causal rel~tionsh.i~s modeled by (8.10) through (8.12) are depicted
withm the Domestlc PolItlcs Block in Figure 8.2.

The Government Performance-Social Welfare Block
!he final. group of equations to comprise a distinguishable block
consIsts of vanables for government expenditures to meet human needs and
the actual state of mass social welfare. The two equations in this sector are:
(8.13)

LN NONDEFENSE GENERAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES AS

X7
A % OF GDP

=

+ f34 In Communist Party Membership 1960
X4

+

f35

% Legislative Seats Held by Non-Communist Left 1960

SOCIAL WELFARE 1960

=

Xs

Comm~ll1st . me~ bershlp IS also hypothesized to be larger where th~
popu~atlOn IS hIghly m.obilized. and thus more easily politicized and
recruIted.
. Therefore,
'socIal
. mobl1ization is specified wl'th a p OSI't'Ive parameter m the equatlOn. Fmally, (8.11) appears with a positive coeffi .
f 1 Pl'
.
Clem
or . ~ opu atlOn (slllce Co~~unist Party Membership has not been per
capltlzed) as well as a pOSItlVe coefficient for the Communist R .
dummy variable. 15
eglme
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+ f37 In Nondefense General Govt. Expenditures as a

o;~

of GDP 1960

X7

+ )'3 Communist Regime Dummy + )' Economic Development

1960

+ G14

Z3

Note that this pair of equations, designated as the Government
Performance-Social Welfare Block in Figure 8.2, includes causal influences
from the preceding Domestic Politics group of equations. Specifically,
Legislative Representation of the Non-Communist Left (X 5) and the (In)
Communist Party Membership (X 4 ) appear in (8.13) with positive coefficients. This represents the proposition that where the left is politically
influential, government efforts to meet human needs will be correspondingly
high. Civilian government expenditure is expressed as a function of the
pressures generated by social mobilization, as Deutsch argued, as well as of
the level of eCKnomic development, since economically advanced societies
are typically better able to devote a large proportion of their resources to
government services. Mobilization and Economic Development, therefore,
are entered in (8.13) with positive parameters. The Communist Regime
dummy variable is also specified with a positive coefficient to reflect the
comparatively high government expenditures of Communist systems.
As suggested in Chapter 4, Social Welfare [(8.14)] is likely to be
increased by high civilian government spending and also by the level of
economic development, for it seems that independent of government efforts
to improve social welfare, the lower strata in rich nations fare better than
their counterparts in poor nations. Hence these variables have positive
coefficients in (8.14). Finally, the Communist Regime dummy variable is
incorporated in the equation to evaluate the thesis that Communist
nations do better in promoting Social Welfare than non-Communist ones,
regardless of levels of economic development and government spending.

Xs

+

)'2

Social Mobilization 1960 + )' Economic Development 1960
Z2

+ )'3

Communist Regime Dummy

+

G13

Z3

Additional Predetermined Endogenous Influences
Equations for the two remaining X k variables, Institutionalization
and the Rate of Population Growth, do not fall within any particular topical
sector or block. The equations are:
(8.15)

We of course expect Communist nations to have large Communist parties. The Communist
Regime dummy vanable takes out the additive effect of Regime type. Interaction effects (nonparallel slopes) are also possible here.

INSTITUTIONALIZATION 1960

Ii
,I!

il

I

=

-o:j Collective Protest Dl

Yi

X9

15

- o:i Internal War Dl + 1'3 Communist Regime Dummy
Yi

Z3
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- Y5 Postwar Independence

+

birthrate. Hence the equation will also be estimated with an additional
quadratic term in economic development.

y Economic Development 1960

Zs

(8.16)

AV. ANNUAL

% CHANGE IN POPULATION 1955-1965

=

K ,O
-Y Economic Development 1960
-

)'14

J53

Population in Cities of 100,000 or More Residents per 1000 Pop. 1965
ZI4

. In the !nstitution~lization equation, lagged violence terms are specified
wIth .neg~tIve coeffiCIents. This formalizes the proposition that nations
expenencmg severe ~ass political violence in the recent past, especially
Int~rnal .~ar, ~re ~nl~kely to be able to establish or sustain well-developed
socIOp~htIcal mStItu~IOns. Since Institutionalization itself appears in the
ma~s vI~lence equatIOns [(8.1) and (8.2)], we are hypothesizing a lagged
recIprocIty between these variables. Institutionalization is also viewed as
?epending .on high economic development, and so this variable is entered
III (8.15) wIth a P?sitive. par~meter. The highly developed political apparatus of Commumst natIOns IS allowed for by a positive coefficient for the
Com~unist Regime dummy variable in the equation. Finally, the negative
coeffi~Ient for the Postwar Independence dummy variable reflects the
especIally low institutional development that typifies recently independent
ex-colonial nations. 16
'
The la~t eq.uation in the model expresses the rate of population growth
as a negatIve hnear function of urbanization and the level of economic
?evelopment. 17 It reflects our knowledge that population growth is highest
m rural and underdeveloped nations and lowest in urban and industrialized
ones. The lin~ar fon~ulation is tentative, however, since the rate of population
growth may III fa~t I~crease from low to middle ranges of economic development where socIetIes frequently experience dramatic improvements in
food production and public health without a corresponding drop in the
16 Occasionally the legacy of imperialism is high, rather than low, institutionalization.
Fo: example, an anti-imperialist independence movement may spur the development of wellarttculated pohtlcal parties, or the imperialist power may have developed an extensive native
bureaucracy to handle much ofthe colonial administration. India experienced both possibilities.
In general, however, we expect especially low institutionalization in recently independent
ex-colomes.
17 Unfortunately, urbanization data are available for a large number of nations only for the
year 1965 . H owever, 196-'b'"
;) Ul amzatlOn 1S probably a good surrogate for an earlier time point.

Conclusion
The multiequation model of mass political violence is now fully
specified. It should be apparent from the discussion that the model has a
block recursive structure; that is, variables endogenous to the entire system,
the X k' are considered predetermined in relation to the simultaneously
determined mass violence, coups, elite repression, and economic change
variables (Ym).18 Our formulation of the model has specified only recursive
(unidirectional) causal relationships within blocks involving the X k' although
had theory so indicated we might have hypothesized simultaneities here
as well as between the Ym' Figure 8.2 provides an overview of the complete
model which delineates the constituent equations in distinguishable blocks
or sectors. The relationships within the Ym block were depicted in Figure
8.1 and so are not outlined in Figure 8.2. Note that only two of the X k blocks
are functionally related, although they all share exogenous variables (ZJ
and of course all exert causal influence on the simultaneously determined
Ym variables.
The methodological issues involved in identifying and estimating
block recursive models are rather complex. They are treated in some detail
in Appendix 3, where we establish the identifiability of the model and
discuss the appropriate estimation methods. Readers who are unfamiliar
with these issues or wish to carefully evaluate identification conditions
and estimation strategies should consult Appendix 3 at this point.
We turn now to an analysis of the estimation results of the model
and ascertain what "final" inferences about the causal processes underlying
mass political violence may be drawn.

18 Strictly speaking, a block recursive model should have no1 only unidirectional relationships
between blocks but also a block-diagonal disturbance covariance matrix. Similar considerations
hold for simple recursive models. Appendix 3 develops these points more fully.
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+ /34 In Communist Party Membership

1960

X4

_ /3s % Legislative Seats Held by Non-Communist Left 1960
Xs

_ /37 In Nondefense General Govt.

Expenditures as a

% of GOP 1960

X7

CHAPTER NINE
/3~ In Institutionalization 1960

-

X~

Estimation Results and Causal Inferences

+ /310 Av. Annual % Change in Population 1955-1965
X IO

± /38 Social Welfare 1960 ± 1'2 Social Mobilization 1960
X8

22

+ }' I2(Soc. Moh./Soc. Welfare) + 1'1 In Population

The last chapter and Appendix 3 furnish the background necessary to
present and evaluate the estimation results for the multiequation model
of mass political violence. Chapter 8 specified the form of the model which,
for the most part, was derived from the results and conclusions developed
in Part II. Appendix 3 outlines the methods and assumptions necessary
for structural estimation generally, and establishes the identifiability of
this particular causal model. The model includes a block of equations for
the simultaneously determined, endogenous Ym variables which comprise
the core of the model, as well as a number of blocks of equations for the
predetermined but endogenous X k . Since we are primarily concerned with
the causal processes generating the Ym---especially those underlying crossnational differences in Collective Protest and Internal War-the Ym block
is estimated first. We then need estimate equations for only the X k that
are inferred to exert nontrivial causal effects on the Ym .

2 12
-

1'3

1960

21

Communist Regime Dummy

+

81

23
(9.2)

INTERNAL WAR D2

=

In Negative Sanctions 02
Y

+ 0(3

YZ
_

0/
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_

0(4

3
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+
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Y4
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2

+ /31 Group Discrimination 1960

n

Xl

+ /3 z In Political Separatism 1960
Xz

_ /37 In Nondefense General Govt. Expenditures as a % of GDP 1960
X7

The Simultaneously Determined Y m Block: Initial Estimation Results
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_

Recall that the six structural equations for the Ym , specified in Chapter
8, are as follows:
(9.1)

COLLECTIVE PROTEST 02

=

+0(3

+

0(4

+ /310 Av. Annual %Change in Population 1955-1965

In Negative Sanctions D2

YI

/3~ In Social Welfare 1960 - /3~ In Institutionalization 1960
X~
X~

X 10

Y3

+

In Coups D2

')11

Y4
- o(s Av. Annual

~o

Change in Energy Consumption pc 1955-1965

(9.3)

O(j

Collective Protest 01 +

n

XI

Communist Regime Dummy
23
+0(1

Y3

+

/3 1 Group Discrimination 1960

1'3

LN NEGATIVE SANCTIONS D2 =

Ys

+

In Population 1960 21

0(2

Internal War 02
Yz

+
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Collective Protest D2

Y1
+

0(4

In Coups 02
Y4
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- /3 5 % Legislative Seats Held by Non-Communist Left 1960
Xs

- /36 Elite Electoral Accountability ± /3g Institutionalization 1960
X6

Xg

± Y2 Social Mobilization 1960 + YI1 (Soc. Mob.jInstitutionalizationj
Z2

ZI1

+

Y1 In Population 1960
Zl

+

Yg In Internal Security Forces per 1000 sq km 1965
Zg

(9.4)

LN COUPS D2

=

+a 1 Collective Protest D2

Y4

+

+

Y1

a: In Coups Dl -

Y:

+ 83

a z Internal War D2

Yz

/3~ In Institutionalization 1960
X~
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Appendix 3 points out that Ordinary Least Squares is not an appropriate technique for estimating blocks of structural equations that incorporate simultaneous interdependencies, since least-squares regression
assumes that disturbances are uncorrelated with independent variables.
It is demonstrated in the appendix that this fundamental assumption is
always violated in simultaneous specifications-the jointly determined
endogenous variables (Ym ) are by definition of the model correlated with
the disturbance terms. Hence, to proceed with Ordinary Least Squares
regression would yield incorrect (inconsistent) estimates of the true causal
parameters.
•
An alternative estimation procedure, Instrumental Variables-Two Stage
Least Squares (IV-2SLS), resolves this problem in the following way. In
the "first stage" the simultaneously determined, endogenous Y m variables
are regressed on all the predetermined endogenous X k and exogenous Zi
which are known or assumed to be uncorrelated with the disturbances.
The fitted values or "systematic parts" of the Y generated by these firststage regressions are thus linear functions of ("'instrumental") variables that
are uncorrelated with the disturbance terms and, therefore, are themselves
uncorrelated with the disturbances. Hence the fitted values are used as
surrogates for the original Y variables in a "second-stage" regression
estimation of the model. If the theoretical specification of the system
incorporates the required a priori information concerning the equations
to be estimated (the identification problem), then these second-stage
regressions are solvable and yield correct (consistent) estimates of the
causal parameters.
For reasons developed in Appendix 3, we employed two versions of
the IV-2SLS procedure to estimate equations for the jointly determined
Y III variables. The primary estimation method treats lagged endogenous
variables (Y~) as predetermined, and thus they are used as instrumental
variables in the first-stage regressions. Parameter estimates produced by
this method appear in the main text. The supplementary estimation strategy
treats the Y~ as endogenous, that is, in exactly the same way as their simultaneously determined Y III counterparts. Estimates from this method are
reported in Appendix 4.
Tables 9.1 through 9.6 report the IV-2SLS estimates of the structural
parameters in (9.1) through (9.6) that are produced by the primary estimation strategy. 1 How may these results be used to evaluate the hypothesized
causal model? At this initial estimation stage we confine our attention to
"theory trimming"; that is, we concentrate on revising the original model
IIl

+ Y10 Defense Expenditures as a %of General Govt. Expenditures

1960

+

8

Z10

4

III

(9.5)

AV. ANNUAL

% CHANGE

IN ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Ys
PER CAPITA 1955-1965

-a 1 Collective Protest D2

=

Y1

- ai Collective Protest D I
y*1

- /310 Av. Annual % Change in Population 1955-1965
X

+ Y6

IO

In Energy Consumption pc 1960
Z6

+
(9.6)

Yg Gross Fixed Domestic Capital Formation as a
Zg

AV. ANNUAL

% CHANGE

% of GNP 1960 + 8 s

IN GNP PER CAPITA 1955-1965

=

-a 2 Internal War D2 - ai Internal War Dl

Yz

Yi

- /3 10 Av. Annual % Change in Population 1955-1965 +
X

Y7 In GNP pc 1960

Z7

IO

+ I'g Gross Fixed Domestic Capital Formation as a %of GNP
Zs

1960

+ 86

1 The Instrumental Variables-Two Stage Least Squares results were generated by the Econometric Sofiware Package, a batch process statistical package developed by the Department
of Economics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and by TROLL/I, an interactive

econometric system also developed at M.LT.
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in order to resolve the most obvious conflicts between the postulated
structure and the empirically derived parameter estimates. Z
An essential prerequisite for retaining an equation in the causal system
is that its R Z be nontrivial. Our principal objective is of course not to
maxImize goodness of fit but to secure sharp and consistent parameter
estimates. If multiple correlations were the overriding consideration then
Ordinary Least Squares regression would be the optimum estimation
technique because it best minimizes error sums of squares. Yet a nontrivial
R 2 is clearly a necessary. although by no means sufficient, first condition.
On this condition alone. (9.5) and (9.6) are failures as the RZ's for each of
the economic change equations reported in Tables 9.5 and 9.6 and Tables
Table 9.1

I
1

!

Table 9.2

Parameter
Estimate

t
Statistic

In Negative Sanctions 02
In Coups 02
Average Annual,/;, Change in Energy
Consumption per capita 1955-1965
Collective Protest 01
Group Discrimination 1960
In Communist Party Membership 1960
In Nondefense General Government
Expenditures as a 0:' of GOP 1960
In Institutionalization 1960
% Legislative Seats Held by Non-CP
Left 1960
Average Annual 0:' Change in
Population 1955-1965
Social Welfare 1960
Social Mobilization 1960
Social Mobilization/Social Welfare
In Population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

0.896
-0.471

2.81
-1.13

-0.134
0.056
0.012
0.065

-1.99
0.46
2.24
1.20

0.026
0.200

0.09
0.56

-0.005

-1.20

-0.010
0.0004
0.0005
-1.200
0.084
-3.000
-0.881

-0.07
-0.15
0.10
-0.38
0.48
-4.33
-0.35

R2

Regression Standard Error

F

.595

1.22

In Negative Sanctions 02
In Coups 02
Average Annual ~; Change in GNP per
capita 1955-1965
Internal War 01
In Negative Sanctions Ol
Group Discrimination 1960
In Political Separatism 1960
In Nondefense General Government
Expenditures as a ~. .~ of GOP 1960
In Social Welfare 1960
In Institutionalization 1960
Average Annual % Change in
population 1955-1965
In population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

Table 9.3

Collective Protest 02
Internal War 02
In Coups 02
~. ~ Legislative Seats Held by Non-CP
Left 1960
Elite Electoral Accountability
Institutionalization 1960
Social Mobilization 1960
Social Mobilization/Institutionalization
In Population 1960
In lnternal Security Forces per 1000
sq km 1965
Constant

For a discussion of ··theory trimming" in the context of recursive path models see David
R. Heise, "Problems in Path Analysis and Causal Inference," in Edgar F. Borgatta and
George W. Bohrnstedt (eds.), Sociological Methodology 1969 (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
Inc., 1969). p. 55 If.

R2

2

.762

:,1

I",I!II,

1lI,li'

0.54
4.76
-3.04
0.80
2.22

-0.337
0.011
0.462

-0.66
0.01
0.90

-0.203
0.060
-2.820
- 2.470

-1.11
0.28
-3.57
-0.49
F

17.2

13.94

Parameter
Estimate

(

Statistic

0.372
0.087
0.458

3.65
1.33
2.94

0.0009
-0.622
0.021
-0.0008
0.041
0.209

0.37
-4.70
1.61
-0.82
2.19
2.96

0.140
0.332
Regression Standard Er~~

2.70
0.45
F

---------

0.70

10.97

31.0
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0.100
0.488
-0.764
0.005
0.308

Equation for In Negative Sanctions D2 (Y3)

Independent
Variable

9.0

3.43
0.89

1.68

.705

I

Statistic

l.570
0.433

Regression Standard Error

R2

I

15,92

Parameter
Estimate

Independent
Variable

Equation for Collective Protest D2 (Y t )

Independent
Variable

Equation for Internal War D2 (Y2)

i

~

illilll
1
1

1
1 1"1

1'I'
1,'1
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Equation for In Coups D2 (Y4)

Table 9.6

1

1

,1'1

Independent
Variable
Collective Protest 02
Internal War 02
In Coups DI
In Institutionalization 1960
Defense Expenditures as a %of General
Governmen t Expendi tures 1960
Constant

Parameter
Estimate
0.017
0.495
-0.298

0.21
0.62
6.30
-2.08

0.QJ8
0.822

2.70
1.68

0.D35

Regression Standard Error

Table 9.5

F

5.102

Collective Protest D2
Collective Protest D I
Average Annual % Change in
Population 1955-1965
In Energy Consumption per capita 1960
Gross Fixed Domestic Capital
Formation as a o~ of GNP 1960
Constant

R'

!

Parameter
Estimate

t
Statistic

-0.432
0.158

-1.21
0.59

-0.093
-0.537

-1.96

0.069
6.086

0.68
2.62

-0.29

Regression Standard Error

.069

3.74

F

5.102

1.5

~:l~~e~l~t~'~h(~~ ~ppendil~ ~: Plla~nllY evidence. We can therefore conclude
.

rate o!

appear

VIO ence has no systematic
I'
h
and neither do any of the other r:a~:~~~e:Ot~a~
the Energy Consumption and GNP
h
.
growt rate equatIOns. 3

ass po ltlca

~COIl0I1li~ growth,
111

Parameter
Estimate

Statistic

Internal War D2
Internal War 01
Average Annual °0 Change in
Population 1955-1965
In GNP per capita 1960 (in thousands of
1965 U.S. dollars)
Gross Fixed Domestic Capital
Formation as a 0;, of GNP 1960
Constant

-0.056
-0.128

-0.38
-1.15

0.344

1.60

0.067

0.23

0.109
-0.847

1.54
-0.41

R2

Regression Standard Error

F

.087

2.50

20.6

I"

I, I,

Independent
Variable

t

5,102

1.9

Equation for Average Annual Percentage Chan e in En
sumptlOn per capita 1955-1965 (Y 5)
g
ergy ConIndependent
Variable

I"

0.67

Equation for Average Annual Percentage Change in Gross National
Product per capita 1955-1965 (Y 6)

t

Statistic

---.502
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3 The small R"s (and insignificant t statistics) for th
'"
economic growth have not been ad
t I
.
ese equatIOns slgmfy that the causes of
concerning the impact of mass . equa eTYhspeclfied. However. this does not vitiate the inference
VIO lence.
e growth equation
I
.
for In population to residualize tl
. I
.
s were a so estimated with a term
le mass VIO ence variables by s'Ize, b ut th'IS d'Id not alter the
results appreciably.

We of course do not claim from these results that particularly severe and
protracted violence in specific places and times does not hinder economic
growth or indeed fundamentally disrupt economics. We do maintain,
however, that the level of violence has no consistent and continuous impact
on such growth.

Equations 9.1 through 9.4 easily satisfy the first criterion. So much
for accepting or rejecting whole equations in the Ym block. What of individual variables? Clearly, a minimum condition for a variable to be
retained in the model is that its parameter have the "correct" or theoretically postulated sign. A number of variables in (9.1) through (9.4) fail to
meet this minimum condition. In the first equation (Collective Protest 02)
both estimation methods yield a negative (and insignificant) coefficient
estimate for In Coups 02. Moreover, Collective Protest 02 has an insignificantly positive estimate in the Coups equation in the primary estimation results reported in Table 9.4, and an insignificantly negative estimate
in the supplementary estimation results reported in Appendix A4.4. The
directional instability and insignificance of these estimates suggests that
the hypothesized direct causal reciprocity of Coups and Collective Protest
should be rejected as empirically unsound. Coups apparently do not directly
elicit Collective Protest and Protest does not directly spur Coups.

The coefficient estimate for In Institutionalization also has the "wrong"
sign in the estimation results for the Collective Protest and Internal War
equations (Tables 9.1 and 9.2). The positive (but insignificant) coefficients
for In Institutionalization in these tables indicate that our provisional
specification that sociopolitical institutionalization has a direct negative impact

ill/II!

il !'
.
.\1. . 1."'11

ilill

!III'.'I!.!II!,I
Ii I

I:iII'l
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o/levels of Collective Protest and Internal War was erroneous.
. . The rate o~ population growth also fails to meet the minimum condi_
th
dItlOn for a vanable to be retained in the revised model We had h
. d
' .
.
ypo esIze on the ?asls of ~entatIve results reported in Chapter 3 that the
pressure of rapidly growlllg population produces increases in Collective Protest and Internal War. However, both estimation methods prodllce
t'
· . ·fi·
nega IVe
(an d Illslgm
cant) parameter estImates for this variable Hence I't
h
.
appears
~ at, other f ac.tors held constant, the rate of population growth does not
uifluence magmtu~es of ma~s political violence within nations. It is possible,
?owever, that rapid populatIOn growth does have a disruptive impact which
IS lagged and therefore not captured by the specification here.
. ~he rema.in.i~g var~ables whose estimated coefficients have "incorrect"
sIgns III these .lllltIal estImation results are In Nondefense General Government E~pendlt~res.as a % of. GDP and the Social Mobilization-Social
:"elfare Illte:actlOn III the equatIOn for Collective Protest; In Social Welfare
III the equatIOn for Internal War; and the Legislative Representation of the
Non-~ommunist Left in the equation for Elite Repression (In Neaative
SanctIOns D2). The positive and insignificant parameter estimate for In
Nondefense Expenditures indicates that high civilian government spending,
or What. ~as denoted earlier as "government performance," does not have
the antIcIpated negative impact on levels of Protest. High nondefense
government spending apparently does not buy domestic stabilitv.
.
Similarly, the insignificant and negative estimate for the Social
Mobilization-.Social Wel.fare interaction does not support our expectation,
b~se~ on th~ s~ngle equatIOn results in Part II, that Protest would be relatively
hIgh III socIetIes where social mobilization is substantially greater than the
le.vel of ~ctual social welfare. The same is true of the initial finding that
hIgh SOCIal Welfare singularly diminishes the incidence oflnternal War~the
insignificantly positive coefficient for the welfare variable shown in Table
9.2 indicates that this is not the case. Thus Social Welfare does not exert
any appreci.a?le c~usal influence, additively or interactively, on the magnitude of polItIcal vIOlence. Like civilian government spending, a high level
of mass social welfare simply does not seem to contribute in an important
way to the diminution of mass political violence. 4
Finall~, t~e pro~osition that executive elites are less likely to resort
to RepreSSIOn III natIOns where the Non-Communist Left has substantial

4 Although the variables used to construct the Social Welfare measure were chosen because
they mdexed mass levels of well-being, we should emphasize that this is an aggregate result.
It does not necessarily mean that individuals within a society who enjoy high standards of
hvmg are Just as hkely to engage in violent expressions of discontent as are more deprived
groups. We pursue thIS pomt further in Chapter 10.
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arliamentary representation is belied by the parameter estimate for
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~his

~ariable reported in Table 9.3. The insignificantly positive coeffi~ient req~l.res

that this initial specification be rejected. In comparable situatIOns, polmcal
authorities are not less inclined to apply "Negative Sanctions" just because
.
.
the Left has significant legislative political representati~n..
Two observations should be made about the findlllgs Just CIted whIch
have led to the elimination of variables because they d~ not. meet .the
inimum requirement of having the hypothesized coeffiCient sign. FlfSt,
: every case but one [In Nondefense Gove~nme.nt Expendi~ures in (9.1)J
both the primary and supplementary estImatIOn strategies produced
the same incorrect sign for the parameter in question. This convergence
of results is persuasive evidence that we are making the correct causal
inference by excluding these variables from the model. Second, and e~ually
important, in every instance the t statistic associated with each estImate
is very insignificant. Thus, not only did the parameters have the wrong
signs, but they also had small magnitudes relative to their st.andard errors.
The reference to t statistics and significance levels bnngs us to the
next requirement for retaining a variable in the model. In addition to the
proper coefficient sign, a variable should have a "signifi~ant" causal parameter. Recall that our criterion for evaluating single equatIOn results was that
a particular coefficient estimate must have been at least twice its estimated
standard error. Since we are now evaluating more complex systems of
equations, which suffer from more severe problems of multicollinearity,
let us adopt a more relaxed significance condition. At this point only tho~e
variables whose coefficients are not at least three-quarters as large as their
standard errors will be eliminated. This is indeed a liberal (radical?)
significance condition. It insures that a variable which truly exerts important
causal effects will not be too hastily excluded from the modelS.
What variables do not satisfy the three-quarters rule? In the Collective
Protest D2 equation (Table 9.1) the estimate for lagged Protest not only
is very small but also is less than half its standard error. This indicates
that the" culture of violence" hypothesis is inadequate vis vis the Collective
Protest dimension o{ violence. High Protest in the recent past does not increase
the likelihood o{ high Protest in the current period. But this is not the case
in the Internal War equation, where lagged Internal War is estimated by
both the primary and supplementary methods (Tables 9.2 and A4.2) to have
a substantial impact. However, the rate of economic growth and In Nondefense General Government Expenditures as a % of GDP both fail the
three-quarters rule in the Internal War equation.

a

5 Throughout we exempt In Population from significance conditions. Even where not statistically or causally important. we want to residualize some dependent variables by size. See
the discussion in Chapter 3 and the sources cited in footnote 11 of that chapter.
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Thus, unlike the case for Collective Protest. a high rate of economic
growth does not diminish outbreaks of Internal War. Moreover, by rejecting
the initial hypothesis that high civilian government expenditure has a
negative impact on the incidence of Internal War, we have excluded all
the equations in the Government Performance-Social Welfare Block
from the revised model. This means that neither high government spending
for civilian needs nor high levels of mass social welfare exert any discernible
causal influence on either dimension of mass political violence.
Since all the variables that have not already been eliminated from the
Negative Sanctions equation (Table 9.3) satisfy the minimum significance
condition, only the equation for In Coups D2 remains to be examined.
In the primary estimation results for the Coups equation reported in Table
9.4, both Internal War and Collective Protest have parameter estimates
less than three-quarters the size of their standard errors. But in the supplementary estimation results shown in Table A4.4 the coefficient of Collective
Protest has the wrong sign, as we noted earlier, and that of Internal War
is positive and nearly twice its standard error.
What this suggests is that although Coups are not directly influenced
by Collective Protest, they are spurred in part by Internal War. Since Internal
War clearly is a more threatening type of political violence than Collective
Protest, we would expect it to more readily produce Coups by military
establishments committed to the preservation of stability and/or the
maintenance of their own vested interests as well as those of other privileged
groups. The implication of these results is that Internal War but not Collective
Protest should be retained in the revised equation for In Coups D2.
All the equations and variables that did not meet the minimal criteria
for retention in a revised model have now been noted. Let us recapitulate
the findings thus far. Perhaps the most fundamental revision of the core
Ym sector of the model derives from the conclusion that no important
and consistent causal reciprocity exists between the rate of economic change
and the incidence of mass violence. At most, the rate of economic
growth has a modest negative impact on the magnitude of Collective
Protest. Hence the revised Y m block consists of four rather than six interdependent equations. Equally important for the original structure of the
model are the results indicating that government expenditure for civilian
purposes as well as the actual state of mass social welfare-alone and in
interaction with the level of social mobilization-has no appreciable
effect on levels of political violence. Therefore equations for the endogenous
X k variables in the Government Performance--Social Welfare Block (depicted
in Figure 8.2) are not relevant for a revised multiequation model of mass
political violence.
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b n drawn from these initial
The remaining inferences that have h e~ ndamental structure of the
IV-2SLS estimation results d~ not ~lt~rf~reth~ development of a properly
model; nevertheless, they are Impor a~
t bl' hed that neither the
T summanze we es a IS
specified causaI system. o. .
l' 't'
nor the rate of population
1'f I 'nstltutlOna lza Ion
.
degree of SOClOpO 1 lca 1
. 1.
ct on either dimension of violence.
growth appear to have a sUb~tan~la Im~~ ast makes current Internal War
Furth~rmore, Inte.rnal War l~ ~d~;;~olle~tiveProtest. Finally, the evide~ce
more hkely, but thIS doe.s not ~
t ry representation has no discermble
demonstrated that leftlst P~~c:::u~ive political elites resort to repression
influence on the extent to w I W rather than Collective Protest provIdes
and moreover, that Interna
ar .
.
of power by the military
a significant stimulus for praetonan seIzures

. l' t' s of these results for a revised block
and other groups.
.
Let us pursue the Imp lca lOn
of equations for the simultaneously determined Y m vanables.
. d Y Block' Revised Estimation Results
m'
..
The Simultaneously Determme
. bl th t failed to meet the mlllimum
.
Eliminating equations and vana es a
significance criteria produces the following revised system of four equatIOns

for the Y m sector of the model :
(9.7) COLLECTIVE PROTEST 02
y
_

=

In Negative Sanctions D2
Y3

1

Av. Annual %Change in Energy Consumption pc 1955-1965

IX
5

+

+IX 3

~1

Y5
·

. .

Group O Iscnmma

t'on 1960 +
1

RJ
I 4

In Communist Party Membership 1960
X..

Xl
_ ~ 0/ Legislative Seats Held by Non-Communist Left 1960
5 .0
X
5

+
(9.8)

In population 1960 21
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INTERNAL WAR 02
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Y3

Communist Regime Dummy +

+

2

~1

IX..

In Coups 02

Y3
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IX*

°1

3

+ IX 3 In Negative Sanctions 02 +-
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+

2

Y ..
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3
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Internal War D2
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of General Govt. Expenditures 1960

§
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Figure 9.1 illustrates the causal relations in the revised Ym sector.
Instrumental Variables-Two StageLeastSquares estimation results for the
revised four-equation system appear in Tables 9.7 to 9.10 and A4.7 to
A 4.10. 6 Since each equation in the simultaneously determined Ym block
now has fewer variables, multicollinearity is a less serious problem and we
can expect commensurately sharper estimates of causal effects. Hence it
is appropriate to impose a stricter "significance" condition which variables
must satisfy in order to be retained in the model. A not overly demanding
criterion is that a coefficient be at least 1.5 times its standard error. Naturally, we anticipate most variables to have considerably sharper parameter
estimates.
The estimation results for the first equation, Collective Protest D2,
are reported in Tables 9.7 and A4.7. In neither set of results does the parameter of the Legislative Representation of the Non-Communist Left meet
the significance condition for the revised equations. Hence we may safely
reject the hypothesis that the legislative representation of the left has a

identified-the reader may verify this for himself by inspection. In estimating the revised equations, we used the same list of instrumental variables as before (although it has been inferred
that some of these variables do not exert causal effects). This aids estimation efficiency but
of course not identification. (cf. the discussion of the rank condition for identification in
Appendix 3.)
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~onsistent ~mpact on the incidence of Collective Protest. "Socialist" political
mfluence sImply. does not diminish the frequency with which mass publics
resort to Collective Protest.
. Two ~ariables fail to satisfy the significance condition in the revIsed equatIOn for Internal War D2 (Tables 98
. bl es
. . These vana
. and A48)
are In Coups D2 and Group Discrimination. Coupled with our previous

Table 9.7

Table 9.9

First Revised Equation for Collective Protest D2 (Y1 )

Independent
Variable
In Negative Sanctions D2
Average Annual % Change in
Energy Consumption per capita
1955-1965
Group Discrimination 1960
In Communist Party
Membership 1960
% Legislative Seats Held by
Non-Communist Left 1960
In Population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

Parameter
Estimate

t

Statistic

0.654

5.22

-0.062
0.011

-2.16
2.68

0.063

2.10

-0.003
0.261
-2.501
-1.894

-0.83
2.39
-5.68
- 2.18

R2

Regression Standard Error

F

.660

1.07

Table 9.8

9,98

First Revised Equation for Internal War D2 (Yz )
Parameter
Estimate

Statistic

In Negative Sanctions D2
In Coups D2
Internal War DI
In Negative Sanctions DI
Group Discrimination 1960
In Political Separatism 1960
In Population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

1.553
0.192
0.429
-0.669
0.003
0.299
0.069
-2.800
-2.223

3.81
0.47
5.44
-3.89
0.48
2.64
0.37
-4.10
-1.75

Regression Standard Error

F

1.64

II

Parameter
Estimate

Statistic

Collective Protest D2
Internal War D2
In Coups D2
Elite Electoral Accountability
Institutionalization 1960
Social Mobilization 1960
Social Mobilization/Institutionalization
In Population 1960
In Internal Security Forces
per 1000 sq km 1965
Constant

0.371
0.103
0.449
-0.621
0.021
-0.0008
0.040
0.208

3.70
1.61
2.93
-4.75
1.60
-0.80
2.19
2.98

R"

Regression Standard Error

.764

0.69

8.99

2.80
0.61

0.132
0.437

F

35.3

9,98

First Revised Equation for In Coups D2 (Y4 )

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

t
Statistic

Internal War D2
In Coups Dl
In Institutionalization 1960
Defense Expenditures as a % of
General Government Expenditures 1960
Constant

0.056
0.496
-0.272

1.65
6.35
-2.18

0.018
0.749

2.77

Regression Standard Error
.502

0.66

1.65
F

4.103

25.9

inference that Coups and Protest are not directly related, this result means
that the empirical observations do not support the proposition that Coups
have a direct causal reciprocity with either dimension of political violence,
although a simultaneous causal loop between Coups and Internal War
remains in the model. 7 The insignificant coefficient of Group Discrimination indicates that Political Separatism mediates entirely the impact of
Cultural Differentiation in the causal path that leads from differentiation
to Internal War. This finding is of course quite consistent with the theoretical

29.5

\

I

Independent
Variable

t

7

Ii

First Revised Equation for In Negative Sanctions D2 (Y,)

Table 9.10

27.8

Independent
Variable

.706
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The implications of this are pursued later in the chapter.
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discussion
of sociocultural differentiation and national integration
Chapter 5.

The parameters of all variables in the equations for Elite Repression
(1n Negati:e Sanctions D2) and In Coups D2 (Tables 9.9 and 9.10) are
sharply estrmated, and further revision is unnecessary. Hence we need only
undertake a "second revised" IV-2SLS estimation of the equations for
Collective Protest and Internal War. These revised equations are
as follows:
(9.11)

COLLECTIVE PROTEST D2

=

+IX

Y1
-

IX s

Av. Annual

3

Negative Sanctions D2

Y3

% Change in Energy Consumption pc 1955-1965
Ys

+ /31 Group Discrimination 1960

Table 9.ll

Second Revised Equation for Collective Protest 02 (Y t )

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

Party Membership 1960
X4

-

(9.12)

Y3

5.49

-0.060
0.012

-2.10
2.86

R2

0.062
0.264
- 2.431
-2.087
Regression Standard Error

2.07
2.44
-5.65
-2.50
F

.661

1.07

+ IXi

=

+IX 3

+

8

Internal War 01 - IX~ In Negative Sanctions D1

n

+ /32 In Political Separatism 1960 +
X2
1'3

Table 9.12

l

In Negative Sanctions D2
Y3

n

-

Communist Regime Oummy
23

"

I'
"

II

32.8

Yt In Population 1960
2
1

+

8

Parameter
Estimate

t
Statistic

In Negative Sanctions D2
Internal War D1
In Negative Sanctions D 1
In Political Separatism 1960
In Population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

1.736
0.431
-0.711
0.292
0.002

6.61
5.34
-4.39
2.55
0.01
-4.42
-1.61

2

The primary regression estimates for these equations are reported in
Tables 9.11 and 9.12; the supplementary results appear in Tables A4.11
and A4.12. Each term in the expressions for Collective Protest and Internal
War now easily satisfies the significance condition that parameters have
a t statistic of at least 1.5. Indeed, almost all the coefficients are far more
precisely estimated than the 1.5 rule requires. Therefore the Y block of
interdependently related endogenous variables has now been rnestimated
in its final functional form. The "final form" results for Collective Protest,
Internal War, In Negative Sanctions and In Coups D2, appear in Tables 9.11.
9.12,9.9, and 9.10, respectively.

Second Revised Equation for Internal War 02 (Y z)

Independent
Variable

.681

I::

6,101

Y1 In Population 1960
2
1

Communist Regime Dummy
Z3

INTERNAL WAR D2
Y2

+

I

Statistic

0.672

In Negative Sanctions D2
Average Annual % Change in
Energy Consumption per capita
1955-1965
Group Discrimination 1960
In Communist Party
Membership 1960
In Population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

Xl

+ /34 In Communist
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III

-2.911
-2.026
Regression Standard Error
1.68

F

6,101

36.0

Figure 9.2 depicts the final form relationships. in the revised Yrn
sector and indicates which X k and Zi exert dIrect causal effects.
This final causal structure represents the best model we have been able .to
final causal structure represents the best model we have been able t? de.vIse
from an extensive search of the literature and rather involved applIcatIOns
of nonexperimental estimation and inference techniq~es. So far we have
only highlighted the hypothesized influences in the simulta~eousl.y determined Y block that have not stood up to empirical scrutmy. LIttle has
.
•
. 1ence 0 f the
been saidrn about the implIcatlons
for mass po 1"Itlca1 vIO
. causal
relations we have found to be operative, and nothing has been smd about
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1. Group Discrimination 1960 (Xl)' which appears in the equation
for Collective Protest 02.
2. In Political Separatism 1960 (X 2)' which appears in the equation
for Internal War 02.
3. Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization 1960 (X 3)' which appears in the
equations for Group Discrimination and In Political Separatism.
4. In Communist Party Membership 1960 (X 4)' which appears in the
Collective Protest 02 equation.
5. Elite Electoral Accountability (X 6 ), which appears in the In Negative Sanctions (Elite Repression) equation.
6. Institutionalization 1960 (X 9)' which appears interactively in the
In Negative Sanctions equation and additively (but In transformed, X~) in
the In Coups 02 equation.
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Many of the predetermined and endogenous X k that appeared in the
initial specification of the multiequation model in Chapter 8 were shown
to have inconsequential causal effects on the ¥,,,. Hence it is necessary
to estimate equations only for those X k that remain in the revised model.
These variables are:

The equations for these remaining X k' as they were first specified in
Chapter 8, are as follows:
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the implications of the relative sizes of the parameters. Let us postpone
this important discussion for the moment, since it should include not only
direct influences to and among the Ym' but also indirect influences from
causal variables that appear in equations for the predetermined X k ·
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-t~ In Social Mobilization

=
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Postwar Independence
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+
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X4

+ /3 6 Elite Electoral Accountability +
X6

- y (Economic Development 1960)2
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Table 9.13

LN COMMUNIST PARTY MEMBERSHIP 1960

(9.16)

y Economic Development 1960

In Population 1960

Equation for Group Discrimination 1960 (Xl)

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

Statistic

Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization 1960
Constant

0.209
12.750

2.30
2.81

Regression Standard Error

F

Zl

+ yi In Social Mobilization 1960 + 1'3 Communist Regime Dummy
Zi
Z3
+ Y4 Communist Party Legal Status Dummy + 8

Table 9.14

y Economic Development 1960

+

INSTITUTIONALIZATION 1960 =
"Y q

- lXi

Internal War Dl

28.5

5.3

1.106

8

Equation for In Political Separatism 1960 (X2 )

Independent
Variable

ELITE ELECTORAL ACCOUNTABILITY

=+
(9.18)

.047

8

Z4
(9.17)
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ETHNOLINGUISTIC FRACTIONALIZATION 1960

(9.15)

9

Ethno1inguistic Fractionalization 1960
Social Mobilization 1960
Social Mobilization*ELF
Postwar Independence Dummy
Constant

-lXi Collective Protest Dl

Yi

+ 1'3 Communist Regime Dummy

Yi

Parameter
Estimate

t
Statistic

-0.002
-0.004
0.00009
0.685
1.310
Regression Standard Error

-0.17
-2.31
2.88
1.90
2.36
F

Z3
.306

- y s Postwar [ndependence Dummy

1.3

4,103

11.4

Z5

+

Iii, ,"
i,I

i

y Economic Development 1960

Table 9.15

+ 8 10

Equation for Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization 1960 (X 3 )

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

Statistic

In Social Mobilization 1960
Postwar Independence Dummy
Constant

- 12.500
22.800
98.400

-3.60
3.96
4.89

t

------=-=-=-------~

The first three equationS-Group Discrimination (9.13), In Political
Separatism (9.14), and Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization (9.l5)-eomprise
what was designated as the "Cultural Differentiation Block" when the
complete model was introduced in Chapter 8. They were initially developed
in Chapter 5 where more complex interaction formulations were examined,
but the specifications here were determined to be the most satisfactory.
Hence the (OLS) results reported in Tables 9.13 to 9.15 represent the final
estimates of the parameters in these equations. Without repeating the
earlier discussion of these findings, we note at this point only that the
equation for Group Discrimination yields a particularly poor fit to the
observed data. Although Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization manifests an

Regression Standard Error
.390

23.9

F

2.105

33.5

Before analyzing the implications of these parameter eS~imat~ ford t~:
overall model of mass political violence, the other X k equatIOns S ou
estimated.

j
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Equations 9.16 and 9.17 are what is left in the model of the Domestic
Politics Block. The equation for the (in transformed) size of Communist
Party Membership (9.16) includes linear and quadratic terms in economic
developm~nt in order to test the hypothesis of Benjamin and Kautsky that
Commumst Party membership grows with economic development but tends
to decline at the higher development levels. We also hypothesized that
Communist parties should be larger where populations are mobilized for
potential politicization, as well as in nations where democratic political
processes prevail and the Party is not actively suppressed. Of course,
Communist parties are also large in nations with Communist Regimes,
and since the membership data are not standardized for population, size
alone is expected to have some effect.
Equation 9. ]6 was estimated with a number of economic development
measures and various combinations of independent variables. Table 9.16
reports the final form of this equation. In all estimations, economic development evidenced a significant curvilinear relationship of the type predicted
by Benjamin and Kautsky. The most pronounced version of this curvilinearity involved GNP per capita, and that variable appears in the reported
results. In none of the estimations did democratization or the Communist
Legal Status Dummy display a nontrivial effect and so these variables are excluded from the final results. As hypothesized, Communist parties are larger
where (In) Social Mobilization is high. This is clearly demonstrated by the
large and significant positive coefficient for Social Mobilization in Table 9.16.
Less central, but no less necessary for the proper specification of the equation, are the anticipated positive and significant effects of In Population and
the Communist Regime Dummy on membership size.
Equation 9.17 expresses Elite Electoral Accountability-the measure
of democratization-simply as a function of the level of economic developTable 9.16

Equation for In Communist Party Membership 1960 (X4 )

Independent
Variable
GNP per capita 1960
(in thousands of 1965 U.S. dollars)
GNP per capita 1960 Squared
In Social Mobilization 1960
In Population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

Parameter
Estimate

4.970
-1.990
2.260
1.490
5.010
- 21.080

t

Statistic

2.60
~2.63

4.27
6.53
4.86
-7.37

Regression Standard Error

Table 9.17

2.79

5.102

44.9

Equation for Elite Electoral Accountability (X6 )
t

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

Statistic

GNP per capita 1960
(in thousands of 1965 U.S. dollars)
Constant

0.480
1.977

4.54
24.98

Regression Standard Error

F

.163

0.62

1.106

20.6

ment. As we noted earlier, a number of studies provide convincing evidence
that more complex formulations are in order, but the crudeness of the
democratization variable does not warrant anything beyond the simple
specification of (9.17). The economic develo~~ent indicator that ma~imized
a linear fit with Elite Electoral Accountablhty was GNP per capIta. The
results reported in Table 9.17 show that although GNP pe~ capita dis~lays
a substantial impact on democratization, the equation proVld~s a. relatw~ly
poor fit to the data. A more sensitive mea~ure of democratIZatIOn WhICh
would allow more realistic causal formulatIOns and better fits to the data
remains to be developed for cross-national samples as large a~ o~rs: H~w
ever, the Elite Electoral Accountability variable is sufficiently dlscnmlllatlllg
for the limited purposes of this study.
. '
The last predetermined and endogenous X k for WhICh an equatIOn
must be estimated is Institutionalization (9.18).8 In Chapter 8 we
hypothesized that lagged violence, especially Internal ~~r, ~ou~d ~ave
an adverse impact on the current development of sociopoh~lcallllStltutIOns.
It was also anticipated that recently independent ex-co~o~les wou,ld on the
whole have lower institutional development than SImIlar natIOns ~hat
did not experience imperial rule. Finally, (9.18) specifies a posit~ve coefficl~nt
for economic development, which is an important foundatIOn o~ SOCIOpolitical organizational capability, as we~l as a 'positive coefficlen~ .fo~
the Communist Regime Dummy variable, Slllce a hIghly developed pohtlca
. '
apparatus is characteristic of Communist nations.
The estimation results for the final functional form of thIS. equatIOn
appear in Table 9.18. In analyzing the regression outcomes, It became
apparent that Internal War in the recent past has a strong adverse effect o~
. .
.,
h
C II t' Protest does not. ThIS
subsequent I nstltutlOnallzatlOn, w ereas 0 ec we
.
. I
f
d functional form.
Although Institutionalization also appears m the model m n trans orme
we only estimate an equation for the untransformed version.
8

.688
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Table 9.18

Equation for Institutionalization 1960 (X

Independent
Variable
Internal War 01
In GNP per capita 1960
(in hundreds of 1965 U.S. dollars)
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

.540

)
9

Parameter
Estimate

Statistic

- 0.930

-3.16

6.648
17.710
-12.275

7.91
5.69
- 2.45

Regression Standard Error

F

8.77

t

3.104

40.8

estin:ation res~lts in Table 9.18 reveal that Communist Regimes manifest
con~l~erably higher institutionalization than non-Communist ones as we
~ntIClpated, and that the expected facilitation effect ofeconomic development
IS borne ou~ and most sharply displayed by In GNP per capita.
. EquatIOns for all the predetermined and endogenous X
and
~Imult~neously determined, endogenous Ym have now been esti~llated
In the,I,r fin~l functi~nal forms. It is appropriate therefore to determine
what final causal Inferences and dynamic implications may be derived
from these results.
Iii
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with incorrect signs and trivial causal effects. One way to evaluate the
system is to analyze the causal structure in terms of exact coefficient magnitudes. This approach requires that the model be well specified, that variables
have interpretable metrics and be measured without great error, and that
coefficients be sharply estimated. It is not entirely out of order because
we utilized the best available data, were careful to preserve interpretable
metrics when creating composite variables, tried to avoid major specification
errors by carefully examining numerous single and multiequation models
suggested by existing theory, and employed rather sophisticated estimation
techniques in order to secure sharp and consistent parameter estimates.
However, for very large cross-national samples even the best available
data are not likely to be free of significant measurement errors. Moreover,
the complete absence of data on some variables, as well as the underdeveloped
state of existing theory, undoubtedly has led to some specification error
in the structural equations. 9 The wisest strategy, therefore, is not to put
too much confidence in exact parameter values but to focus instead on their
relative magnitudes. Path coefficients provide a useful measure of relative
causal effects. to
Path coefficients are generated by the regression of standardized,
"Z-scored" variables or, alternatively, by multiplying the structural regression coefficients produced by OLS and IV-2SLS by O"x/O"y-the ratio of
the standard deviation of the right-hand side "independent" variable
to the standard deviation of the left-hand side "dependent" variable. Thus
they represent the change in dependent variables that can be attributed
to (unit) changes in independent variables in terms of standard deviation
units.
The magnitudes of path coefficients, unlike those of unstandardized
regression coefficients, are not influenced by the metrics or units of measurement that variables happen to be expressed in. If we think of typical or
"equally likely" changes in variables as O"b path coefficients assess the
typical changes in dependent variables produced by typical changes in
independent variables. However, they may be "sample specific" in the sense
that their magnitudes are dependent on variances and standard deviations
that may not obtain in another body of data. Thus path coefficients are
best suited for assessing relative parameter values in a particular sample,
especially when the metrics of independent variables are markedly different

How is the final structure of the multiequation model of mass political

:IO.lenc~ be,st ev.aluated? That is, what is the most effective way to pursue
Its Impl~catIOns In or?er to f~rther our understanding of the causal processes
underlyIng cross-natIOnal dIfferences in levels of political violence? What
~eed not be undertaken. at this stage is any additional theory "trimming",
SInce we have already valIdated the model in the sense 0 f eliminating variables

We take this up again in the following chapter.
Recent expositions of path analysis include: Otis D. Duncan, "Path Analysis: Sociological
Examples," American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 72, July 1966, pp. 1-16, and David Heise,
"Problems in Path Analysis and Causal Inference," in Edgar Borgatta and George Bohrnstedt
(eds.), Sociological Methodology 1969 (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1969), pp. 38-73. Note
that path coefficients are the same as standardized f3 coefficients.
9

10
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(as is the case here), whereas structural regression coefficients may be more
appropriate for generalizing across bodies of data II. Hence the following
analysis is framed in terms of path coefficients, although none of the inferences drawn would be vitiated by reference to the unstandardized
structural parameters reported in the tables.
Figure 9.3 depicts the complete, revised causal model and exhibits
the path coefficients for each causal link. 12 Consider first the relationships
between the jointly determined Ym' Two direct simultaneous reciprocities
remain between these variables and they are among the strongest relationships in the entire model. These are the reciprocal linkages between Elite
Repression (In Negative Sanctions D2) and each dimension of mass political
violence. Figure 9.4 excerpts these causal reciprocities from the larger
arrow diagram in Figure 9.3.
It is clear from these results that each type of mass violence typically
evokes repression from political elites. although the relative coefficient magnitudes ( + .483 versus + .182) suggest that this is more uniformly true ofCollective
Protest than of Internal War. Hence elites appear to be more inclined to

deal in a repressive fashion with Protest than with Internal War. This may
be because Internal War is in general more threatening to the status of
incumbent elites than is Protest, and thus elites more often feel compelled
to meet such situations with accommodation and compromise than they
do when Protest alone is involved. Of course we would expect this to depend
on the (perceived) strength of the insurgents in particular instances-a
condition that cannot be investigated rigorously without hard data.
Alternatively, these results may simply reflect the tendency of elites
to respond directly to Internal War with military action which is
not indexed by the Negative Sanctions variable. In any case, each of
the path coefficients is positive, which means that repression is the most likely
liOn the standardized versus nonstandardized coefficient issue, see H. M. Blalock, "Causal
Inferences, Closed Populations, and Measures of Association," American Political Science
Review, Vol. 61, March 1967, pp. 130-136; Otis D. Duncan. "Partials, Partitions. and Paths," in
Edgar Borgatta and George Bohrnstedt (eds.), Sociological Methodology 1970 (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Inc., 1970), pp. 38-47; John W. Tukey, "Causation, Regression, and Path Analysis."
in Oscar Kempthorne et al. (eds.), Statistics and Mathematics in Biology (Ames, Iowa; Iowa
State College Press, 1954), Chapter 3; and Sewall Wright, "Path Coefficients and Path
Regressions; Alternative or Complimentary Concepts?" Biometrics, 1960, Vol. 16, pp. 189 -202.
The argument that path coefficients index the relative importance of variables in terms
of "equally likely" changes is based on Arthur S. Goldberger, Econometric Theory (New York:
John Wiley & Sons. Inc., 1964) pp. 197-198.
12 As in Figures 9.1 and 9.2. we omit In Population from Figure 9.3. Circled intersections
represent interactions in the model. Unless significant, arrows and coefficients for the "main
effects" of variables appearing in interactions are not shown.
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ausa nJerences
In Negative Sanctions 02

co,,~,;~,~' '~

\"

Internal War 02

Figure 9.4.
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Collective Protest to Internal War path is more than four times as strong. 13
Moreover, this finding squares with our intuitive expectations. Many
examples come to mind of situations when nonviolent or only marginally
violent Protests were met with rigidity and repression by elites and as a
result escalated to Internal War. Tilly, for example, found that this was most
often the scenario for the cases examined in his historical survey of European
mass disorders:
"The authorities also have some choice of whether, and with how
much muscle, to answer political challenges and illegal actions that are
not intrinsically violent: banned assemblies, threats of vengeance, wildcat
strikes. [Note how closely this corresponds to our Collective Protest
variable.] A large proportion of the European disturbances we have been
surveying turned violent at exactly that moment when the authorities
intervened to stop an illegal but nonviolent action. This is typical of violent
strikes and demonstrations. Furthermore the great bulk of the killing
and wounding in those same disturbances was done by troops or police
rather than by insurgents or demonstrators." 14
Another set of relationships among the Ym , which is as important
theoretically as those discussed so far, is implied by the simultaneous causal
loop between Internal War, Coups, and Negative Sanctions. This causal
sequence is abstracted from the arrow diagram of the complete model
and depicted in Figure 9.6.
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13 We multiply along paths only to illustrate the predominant linkages. The formal theorems
of path analysis whereby variance in dependent variables can be partitioned among direct and
indirect effects of independent variables breaks down in models that have simultaneous reciprocities or feedback loops.
14 Charles Tilly, "Collective Violence in European Perspective," in Hugh D. Graham and
Ted R. Gurr (eds.), Violence in America: Historical and Comparative Perspectives, A Report
to the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence (New York: Signet
Books, 1969). p. 39.
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~his segment of the model provides a striking illustration of what
Huntmgton has called the "vicious circle of direct action" that characterizes
"praetorian" societies. It reveals that the OCCurrence of Internal War, Coups

or Repression may initiate a sequence of relationships resulting in positiv~
feedback. ~or exampl~, an outbreak of Internal War (for whatever reason)

often prOVIdes the stnllulus for a "praetorian" political takeover by the
military, which perceives the situation as ineffectively handled by incumbent
authorities as well as threatening to its own vested interests. The result
of successful takeovers is more often than not increased repression which
is designed to defeat or contain the insurgency. In the short run, however,
repression is likely to increase rather than diminish the severity of Internal
War. This in turn may produce additional attempted seizures of power
by military factions which want to implement an even "harder line." And
so the "vicious circle" may continue in an escalatory fashion. 15 Therefore.
Internal War not only has a direct feedback reciprocity with Repression
lin Negative Sanctions) which we have already discussed, but an indirect
one as well that operates through Coups.
This process may also be catalyzed by Collective Protest. It
was established earlier (Figure 9.5) that Collective Protest is causally linked
to Internal War by way of Elite Repression. Hence a causal sequence may
originate with Protest which evokes Repression and then escalates to Internal
War. Internal War may then initiate the causal loop that leads to Coups,
increased Repression. more internal war, and so on. Figure 9.7 excerpts

this series of relationships from the larger causal system in Figure 9.3.
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Ifwe had great confidence in the exact values of the parameter estimates,
it would be meaningful to pursue the implications of these relationships more formally. What is wort~while exploring, howev~r, is the.impact
of predetermined and exogenous mfluences on these vana~les. Smce all
the direct and indirect feedback relationships between the sImultaneously
determined Y m are positive, let us first consider those predetermined X k
and exogenous Zi that tend to mitigate these reinfor.cin g f~edback .e~e~ts.
Thus we are interested in those causal influences that eIther dIrectly dlmlmsh
the incidence of mass political violence or mitigate violence indirectly
by deactivating the positive relations from other Y m to Collective Protest
and Internal War.
The strongest negative causal influence on any of the Y m is that of
lagged Repression (In Negative Sanctions D1) on current Internal War.
lts path coefficient of - .491 is considerably larger than a~y of the other
negative coefficients in the model (see Figure 9.3). ~s we pomte~ ~ut .when
a preliminary version of this result was encountered 1ll Chapter 6, It mdlcates
that although the short-term consequence of repression is even more
violence, the long-term impact is to deter outbreaks of Internal War.

Hence from the perspective of elites who seek to suppress popular
expres~ions of discontent and to maintain domestic stability, repress~on
appears to be an efficacious long-term strategy vis a vis the more threatemng
Internal War dimension of mass violence. 16 However, this is not the case
for Collective Protest~the knowledge that political authorities have in the
recent past responded to Protest with repression does not appea~ to inhibit
the current incidence of this type of political violence. These findlllgs firmly
support the proposition that "organized" and purposeful kinds of mass
violence are more easily discouraged by sustained repression than are
"spontaneous" and nonpurposeful expressions of discontent. .Moreover,
since organized violence (Internal War) is far more threatenmg to the
tenure of elites than is unorganized violence (Collective Protest), perhaps
this partially explains why the most repressive ruling classes are typically
more secure in their long-run position than are elite classes who waver
between "soft" and "hard" lines. Although, as we have noted, the short-term

Internal War 02

Figure 9.7.
15 Whether it does is partly contingent on the circumstances of particular cases. which we
are unable to assess. The model only captures the broad outlines of such a scenario. Even if
it is unsuccessful, an attempted Coup by "hard-line" military factions in response to a situation
of Internal War may encourage incumbent political authorities to increase Repression.
Also note that the above does not imply that the "vicious circle" or any of the other positive
feedback linkages are explosive. The product of the (unstandardized) structural coefficients as
well as the path coefficients for all feedback relationships is less than 1.0. Mitigating influences
from other sectors of the model are discussed below.

16 Even though repression appears to be an effective long-term strategy again~t Internal
War elites are less inclined to rely on repression in such situations than they are m cases of
Pro;est as was demonstrated earlier. We remarked then that this may be because msurgenc1eS
are inh'erently more threatening to elites-especially if they have wide popular support. An
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consequence of repression often is to exacerbate the situation.! 7
A powerful inhibitive factor that affects both dimensions of mass
political violence is regime type. Figure 9.3 illustrates that the Communist
Regime Dummy variable has relatively large negative coefficients in paths
t? bot~8 Collective Prote~t and Internal War (- .378 and - .279, respectlve.ly). Such results mIght well reflect the influence of any number of
vanables that systematically differentiate Communist from non-Communist
regimes. Since we tried to examine most of the relevant possibilities-for
example, levels of Civilian Government Expenditure and mass Social
Welfare-the negative association of Communist Regime type with each
dim.ension of violence probably reflects the deterrence effect p'roduced by the
pollce-state atmosphere and constant potential for actual repression
characteristic of totalitarian, Communist systems.
T~e last predetermined or exogenous variable to directly diminish
mass VIOlence IS the rate of economic growth. Previous results demonstrated
that neither Collective Protest nor Internal War consistently inhibits the
pace of economic development. Moreover, high rates of growth did not
manifest the anticipated negative influence on the magnitude of Internal
War. However, economic growth, or more precisely the Average Annual
Percent~ge .Change in Energy Consumption per capita 1955-1965, does
exert a sIgmficantly negative (although modest) effeCt on Collective Protest.
Hence growing affluence does avert outbreaks of Protest but does not seem

to have any systematic impact on the incidence of Internal War.
A number of variables determined outside the Y m sector of the model
se~ve to reduce the magnitude of mass violence indirectly. For example,
Ehte Electoral Accountability, a crude index of democratization, has a
strong. neg~tive effect on In Negative Sanctions D2 (Repression). The path
coeffiCIent IS - .306. It substantiates our previous conclusion that in otherwise

comparable situations, elites are less inclined to resort to repression in nations
where political authorities are held accountable for their actions by free and
competitive elections. Therefore, even though democratization does not
Thus repression has contrasting short- and long-term consequences, which may be why
mcumbent political elites often waver in their application of "negative sanctions," even though
sustamed repressIOn might better secure the long-run position of the ruling class as a whole.
Our findmgs here square well with the qualitative observations of Eckstein and others. See
~arry Eckstein, "On the Causes of Internal Wars," in Eric Nordlinger (ed.), Politics and
Society (Englewood Chffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, Inc.. 1970), pp. 287-309, and the sources
cited therein.
18 Path coefficients for dummy variables like the Communist Regime Dummy and the Postwar Independence Dummy are of course much less meaningful than they are for conventional
variates. More appropriate for such variables are the unstandardized structural coefficients
reported in the tables. Path coefficients for these variables are shown here only to give a very
rough idea of relative effects.
,'7
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have a significant direct impact on the level of violence it clearly
does have a causally important indirect influence by diminishing the
extent of government repression. The dominant form of this indirect
causal influence is delineated in Figure 9.8.
Internal War D2

Elite Electoral
Accountability

-_.3_0_6_-----;::-;.-

In Negative
Sanctions D2

Collective Protest D2

Figure 9.8.

In a similar fashion, Institutionalization exerts an indirect negative
influence on the magnitude of violence. It does so in two ways. First, In
Institutionalization has a negative parameter in a path to In Coups D2
(_ .171). This confirms the inference, initially made in Chapter 6, that societies
with well-developed civilian sociopolitical institutions are less susceptible
to "praetorian" seizures of power by the military and other organized elite
factions. Since those who "illegally" seize power usually increase repression,

which in turn produces (in the short run) additional mass violence, institutionalization contributes to the diminution of domestic violence,
albeit in an indirect way. The second way institutionalization decreases
violence is through its appearance in a ratio interaction term with Social
Mobilization. Figure 9.3 shows that the ratio interaction term of Social
Mobilization to Institutionalization has a substantial positive impact on
Repression ( + .235). This suggests that in nations where the burdens generated
by social mobilization outrun the capabilities of sociopolitical institutions,
political elites tend to resort to repression as an alternative means of social
control. Hence high institutionalization, relative to the level of social

mobilization, reduces the size of the mobilization-institutionalization
ratio, and thereby contributes directly to the diminution of repression
and indirectly to the reduction of mass violence. Conversely, high social
mobilization relative to institutionalization increases this ratio, which
tends to increase repression directly and violence indirectly. Ignoring
simultaneous reciprocities and feedback loops, Figure 9.9 isolates the
indirect influence of Institutionalization on Collective Protest and Internal
War.
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Thus far we have shown how Elite Electoral Accountability and
Institutionalization indirectly mitigate violence through their negative
causal influence on Y m variables that have direct effects on Collective
Protest and Internal War. But each of these variables is endogenous to
the entire model, although predetermined vis a vis the Y m sector. Therefore,
variables that causally influence Institutionalization and Democratization
also influence the level of violence. These are perhaps best designated as
"second-removed" effects to emphasize their lower status in the causal
hierarchy.
Consider the case of Elite Electoral Accountability, which diminishes
Repression and indirectly violence. Since economic development, which
is measured here by GNP per capita, facilities democratization (+ .403), it
consequently tends to decrease the level of violence, although in a very indirect
or "second-removed" way. Gross National Product per capita (In
transformed) also appears with a positive path coefficient ( + .524) in the
equation for Institutionalization. Hence the level of economic development
indirectly diminishes violence by way of its effect on institutionalization as
well. Similarly, the Communist Regime Dummy variable appears with a
sizable positive path coefficient ( + .377) in the equation for institutionalization. This means that regime type has indirect as well as direct negative
influence on levels of political violence. Lagged Internal War, however,
manifests a significant negative effect on Institutionalization (-.237). By
vitiating subsequent institutional development, it makes current Coups
and Repression more likely and thereby increases the magnitude of current
mass violence. Not only does Internal War in the recent past have a secondremoved positive influence on the current incidence of both kinds of domestic
violence, but it also has a substantial direct impact on current Internal War.
This is sharply demonstrated by the large positive path coefficient ( + .432)
of Internal War D 1 on Internal War D2. 19 It provides persuasive evidence
19 There is probably some upward bias in this estimate. Compare the supplementary estimation
results to the primary results for this variable in Tables 9.12 and A4.12.
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that the "culture of violence" effect hypothesized by Gurr and others is
operative for the Internal War dimension of violence.
.
Lagged Internal War is only one of a number of predetermmed and
exogenous variables in the model that directly or indirectly incre~se levels
of mass political violence. Let us now examine the others. ConsIder fi:st
the remaining variables exerting causal influence on the extent of Ehte
Repression (In Negative Sanctions 02). We have analyzed the direct effects
of Elite Accountability and the Social Mobilization-Institutionalization
interaction on Repression, as well as the indirect effects of variables such
as Economic Development, Regime type, and lagged Internal War. Only
one causal influence is left: In Internal Security Forces per 1000 sq km
It displays a moderately high and positive path coefficient of + .155.
Although less important than the other immediate determinants of In
Negative Sanctions, it implies nevertheless that where elites have large
(spatially dense) coercive forces at their disposal, they.more readily r~sort
to Repression. Thus, even though the Internal Secunty Forces vanable
was inferred to have no substantial direct (linear or curvilinear) effect
on domestic violence, it does exert a nontrivial, indirect causal influence
through its impact on elite inclination to apply "Negative Sanctions."
The essentials of this indirect linkage are illustrated in Figure 9.10.
Internal War 02

In Internal Security
+.155
Forces per 1000 sq. km. ----~:>
1965

In Negative
Sanctions 02

Collective Protest 02

Figure 9.10.

The major determinants of In Coups D2 have a similar causal role.
The most important is lagged Coups with a path coefficient of + .468.
This result strongly supports the earlier, tentative conclusion that an
"interventionist" history is likely to develop a tradition or "culture" that
makes current interventions more likely than otherwise would be the case.
This outcome implies, then, that in nations where the military has frequently
intervened in the past, "praetorian" seizures of power come to be viewed
as a more or less normal (but not necessarily acceptable) feature of political
life by substantial segments of the general and elite publics and by the
military establishment itself. In this manner, lagged as well as current
Coups indirectly promote mass political violence.
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Another variable that influences the number of actual and attempted
Coups is the proportion of government expenditures allocated to the
defense establishment. Although this variable is treated as exogenous,
it is undoubtedly influenced, like current Coups, by past military interventions. That is, we expect a military which has intervened in the recent
past to have secured for itself a substantial share of the government budget.
Hence, if the model was elaborated so that Defense Expenditures became
endogenous, lagged Coups would surely appear in its equation. The point
to be made here, however, is that where Defense Expenditures are high
(for whatever reasons), the military has a good deal at stake in domestic
politics and as a result is more likely to playa "praetorian" or interventionist
political role-if only to protect its privileged budgetary status. Moreover, in
nations where the military's share of governmental resources is large relative
to that of civilian agencies, the organizational capacity of the military for
domestic political involvement is likely to be correspondingly great. 30 It is not
surprising, therefore, that Defense Expenditures has a positive coefficient
(+ .218) in a causal path to Coups. Figure 9.11 extracts from the complete
model in Figure 9.3 the indirect, positive effects of Defense Expenditures
and lagged Coups on each dimension of violence.
Defense Expenditures as
a % of General Government
Expenditures 1960
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Figure 9. 11.

Several predetermined endogenous variables that have not yet been
discussed exert a more direct causal impact on Collective Protest and
Internal War. The only remaining variable that directly influences Internal
War is In Political Separatism, which has a path coefficient of + .163. It
is not unexpected that Political Separatism. a phenomenon which poses a
sharp challenge to the integrity of the nation itself, results in Internal War.
More revealing is the recursive causal sequence that generates Separatism
and, indirectly, Internal War. It is one that was explored in some detail
20 Previous interventions also increase the military's capabilities in the domestic politics
sphere.
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in Chapter 5. The most distinctive feature of the process underlying crossnational differences in Separatism is the powerful positive impact of
the Social Mobilization-Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization multiplicative
interaction. It eclipses entirely the significant bivariate relationship of
Fractionalization and Separatism. The large path coefficient for this interaction (+ .456) clearly supports the proposition that the conjunction of a
socially mobilized and culturally differentiated population has severe
consequences for national unity and domestic stability. The importance
of the mobilization-differentiation interaction effect is even more sharply
illustrated by the finding that Mobilization alone decreases Separatism.
This is demonstrated by the path coefficient of - .378 for the "main effect"
of Mobilization on Separatism (Figure 9.3).
The Postwar Independence dummy variable also appears in the In
Political Separatism equation and, as hypothesized, has a positive parameter
(+ .206). This result indicates that recently independent ex-colonies, whose
national boundaries often \vere determined by European imperialists without
regard for ethnolinRuistic or cultural composition, have higher separatism
than one would otherwise anticipate.
Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization, or cultural differentiation, is also
endogenous to the modeL therefore, variables that appear in its equation
provide what might be called "third-removed" causal influences on political
violence. One of these is the Postwar Independence dummy variable, which
has a path coefficient of + .367 in the Differentiation equation in addition
to its positive parameter in the Separatism equation. The high cultural
differentiation characteristic of the ex-colonial, "new" nations is a consequence of the imperial practice of arbitrarily establishing colonial areas,
referred to above. What this suggests is that the legacy oIEuropean imperialism has indirectly promoted Internal War through its effect on differentiation
as well as through its impact on subsequent separatism.
Another factor in the equation for Cultural Differentiation is In Social
Mobilization. Its relatively large negative path coefficient of - .336 implies
that the modal cross-national pattern is for differentiated subgroups to
become assimilated when mobilized into national life. This highlights
the contrasting additive and interactive effects of the Social Mobilization
variable. Additively, mobilization tends to diminish cultural differentiation
and political separatism, and hence indirectly decrease the level of Internal
War. Its interactive impact, however, is to promote violence, since it is
precisely the nations that remain highly differentiated in spite of high
mobilization that are most likely to have large separatist movements and,
as a result, experience Internal War. The system of structural equations
does not account for these important deviations from the modal pattern.
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Although this surely is a topic that merits further investigation, it cannot
readily be handled well with cross-national, aggregate data.
The remaining predetermined and exogenous influences in the model
operate on Collective Protest. One of these, Group Discrimination,
has a path coefficient of + .190 in the equation for Protest and is itself
endogenous to the model and generated by the extent of Cultural Differentiation. Thus, whereas Separatism mediates the impact of Cultural
Differentiation on Internal War, the evidence indicates that Group
Discrimination mediates its effect on Collective Protest. This result is
consistent with the theoretical discussion in Chapter 5. It supports the
argument that the consequence ofdiscrimination, at least initiallv, is a "within
the system" one of Protest. But although discrimination does not directly
lead to the fundamentally "antisystem" response of Internal War, it clearly
may escalate to this if the Protest which it does elicit is met with repression
by political elites. 2 J This observation follows in a straightforward manner
from our previous conclusion about the causal sequence linking Collective
Protest to Internal War (Figure 9.5).
The last remaining predetermined influence on Protest is the (In
transformed) size of Communist Party Membership. Figure 9.3 indicates
that this variable has a modest but positive path coefficient of + .169.
The finding that Communist parties promote Protest activity is not unanticipated. It squares with our observation in Chapter 7 that Communist
parties are typically in the forefront of movements that militantly press
working class demands. What is more striking is that the size of such parties
bears no systemic relationship to the incidence ofInternal War. This suggests
that although large Communist parties may advocate revolutionary change,
ther nevertheless do not consistently engage in activities that seriously and
dir~ctlr threaten the structure of the existing political system. This probably
reflect~ the "parliamentary mentality" that characterizes, with some significant exceptions, large, mass-based parties on the radical left.
A number of exogenous variables indirectly influence the magnitude
of Protest through their effects on Communist membership. For example,
(in) Social Mobilization has a positive impact (+ .373) on Communist
Party size and thereby indirectly increases Protest. This is yet another
illustration of the contrasting effects of the Mobilization process. It was
established earlier that Mobilization indirectly diminishes levels of violence
by decreasing Cultural Differentiation and Political Separatism, although
the same variable promotes violence through its interactive effects on
Separatism and Repression. Here it is evident that social mobilization
If we had systematic data on nonrepressive government responses to discrimination as
well as separatism, the relationships could be much more precisely specified and the dynamic
interpretations would be more than merely suggestive.
21
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increases Protest by facilitating Communist politicization and recruitment.
These contrasting effects, which we have been able to carefully specify
on the basis of the empirical results, probably underlie the incongruities
in the qualitative literature dealing with the consequences of mobilization,
urbanization, and the like for domestic violence. Figure 9.12 illustrates
the diverse, indirect linkages of mobilization to mass violence.
Institutionalization 1960

( Inl Social
Mobilization
1960

+.235
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- .378.

In Pollt Ica I
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+.456
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Ethnollngu Is t IC
D' Group ti
ColI.ctlv. Prot.st 02
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)

1960

1960

+.169

+.373

In Communist Party
Membership 1960

Figure 9.12.

Economic development also has differing indirect effects on levels
of violence. We argued previously that by contributing to institutionalization
and democratization, economic development diminished the severity of
violence in a "second-removed" way. But the results here indicate that economic development, which is measured by GNP per capita, bears a curvilinear
relationship to Communist Party Membership. That is, Communist party
strength typically increases with advances in economic development but
drops off at the highest levels. 22 Since Communist Membership has a
22 We feel less confident of this inference than we do of all the others that have been made
from the cross-sectional data base. The impact of technological change and economic development on mass support for the radical left clearly needs to be studied from a timeseries perspective.
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linear and positive causal influence on Protest, economic development
indirectly produces greater Protest except at the higher levels, where its
impact is to diminish this type of political violence. The contrasting effects
of economic development on mass political violence are delineated in
Figure 9.13.

Conclusion

Second, how well does the final model fit the data in the sample of
available observations? Although most of the equations in the model
have very respectable R 2 's, a few manifest very poor fits to the observed
data. We are particularly dissatisfied with the RZ,s of the Group Discrimination and Elite Electoral Accountability equations. However, all the equations
of central importance-those in the simultaneously interdependent Y m
sector-display quite adequate fits. 23 Let us focus in particular on the most
important simultaneously determined variables in the model: Collective
Protest and Internal War. Examination of the residuals-the errors in
prediction-for each of these variables can expose major flaws in the model.
The residuals, along with the actual and fitted values of Collective
Protest and Internal War, appear in Tables A5.1 and A5.2. A careful analysis
of these residuals uncovered no systematic patterns. The prediction errors
are normally distributed about mean zero and are randomly arrayed around
the fitted values of Collective Protest and Internal War, as well as across
regions, development levels, and types of political systems. Hence the
residuals appear to disclose nothing that invalidates the structure of the
model or the assumptions of the analysis. 24 Of course it is possible to cite
particular reasons for especially large positive or negative residuals for individual nations. The point to be emphasized, however, is that no pattern
in the errors seems to emerge. This is not to say that we have incorporated
everything we would have liked in the model, or that the variables we have
included are without defects, or indeed that alternative research strategies
might not prove superior. The model is hardly definitive.
The limitations as well as the strengths of the investigation are pursued
more fully in the next and final chapter.

This concludes the evaluation of the structural equation causal model
of mass political violence. In the process of analyzing the estimation results,
we have pointed out which variables directly and indirectly influence the
magnitude of each dimension of violence, in what contexts some variables
exert contrasting causal effects, and where significant interactions are
operative; we have also explored the most important feedback processes
implicit in the model's structure. How well does the model perform? In
many ways the answer to this question awaits future research and validation
efforts-a point we take up briefly in the final chapter.
As things stand, we can further evaluate the final model from two
perspectives. First, and most important, is the model theoretically sound?
Great parts of the study have been devoted to arguing that it is. Throughout
we have tried to avoid "rank empiricism" and thus have explored only
relationships that had a solid theoretical foundation. The reader may
judge for himself how successful we have been in incrementally developing
a well-grounded causal structure.

23 Recall, however, that our principal objective in estimation was to obtain sharp and consistent parameter estimates and not to maximize R 2 ,s.
24 Excellent treatments of residual analysis procedures are provided by N. R. Draper and
H. Smith, Applied Regression Analysis (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.. 1966), Chapter
3; and F. Anscombe and J. Tukey, "The Examination and Analysis of Residuals," Technometrics, Vol. 5, 1963, pp. 141-160.
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Specification Error

CHAPTER TEN

Problems and Prospects

In this final chapter we confront some of the principal problems with the
model of mass political violence and briefly outline what seem to be the
most productive lines for future research. The discussion centers around
the issues of specification error, aggregation of data, and cross-sectional
causal analysis.

Specification Error
Misspecification of the structural equations of a causal model arises
from a number of sources. Perhaps the most important is the omission
of significant causal influences. Although we investigated as many potential
cau.ses of mass violence as the available data allowed, some important
van~bles have u?doubtedly been omitted from the causal system. In the
prevIOUS chapter It was noted that the structural equations for Elite Electoral
Accountabi~ity and ?ro.up Discrimination are particularly unsatisfactory.
There certamly are sIgmficant causal influences that have been left out of
these equations. But such variables would exert only indirect effects on
~olitical violence and so they are not crucial for this study. However, there
IS a class of variables that most likely does exert substantial direct effects
on domestic violence. These omitted influences concern various aspects of
inequality.
. ~e .would anticipate intuitively that the degree of inequality in the
dIstnbutIOn of socioeconomic resources bears an important causal relation
to mass political violence. Indeed, a considerable amount of evidence from
the sizeable qualitative literature on the topic, as well as from the smaller
number of quantitative studies, indicates this to be the case. although
It IS by no means clear that the linkages between mass violence and various
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kinds of inequality are linear or additive.! We did not evaluate the causal
role of inequality because hard data on the distribution of land, income,
or wealth are simply not available for a very large number of nations. 2
A useful future research effort would be to replicate this study for the
relatively small number of nations for which some inequality data are
available and to ascertain how much the model developed here is altered
by incorporating inequality into the causal structure. Our results would
be seriously modified only if inequality turned out to be strongly related
to variables which we have already concluded exert a substantial direct
causal impact on violence. This is a possibility, and its implications cannot
be ignored. Previous quantitative research suggests that land and income
inequality are causally influenced by the level of economic development (curvilinearly), and by democratization-to the extent that democratic regimes
in fact promote the redistribution of social resources. 3 Economic development poses no difficulty because it has relatively low status in the causal
hierarchy and its effects on violence are quite removed. More problematic
are variables such as democratization (Elite Electoral Accountability),
the size of Communist Parties, and perhaps even Communist Regime
type. For example, democratization may have an indirect influence on
mass violence by diminishing inequality, in addition to the impact it has
by decreasing Elite Repression. Similarly, the size of Communist Party
1 For the quantitative evidence, see Edward D. Mitchell, "Inequality and Insurgency: A
Statistical Study of South Vietnam," World Politics, Vol. 20, April 1968, pp. 421-438; idem.,
"Some Econometrics of the Huk Rebellion," American Political Science Review, Vol. 68,
December 1969, pp. 1159-1171; Jeffrey M. Paige, "Inequality and Insurgency in Vietnam:
A Re-analysis," World Politics, Vol. 23. October 1970, pp. 24-37; Bruce M. Russett, "Inequality
and Instability: The Relation of Land Tenure to Politics," World Politics, Vol. 16, April
1964, pp. 442-438; Anthony J. Russo, Jr.. "Economic and Social Correlates of Government
Control in South Vietnam." in Ivo K. Feierabend et al. (eds.), Anger, Violence and Politics.
Theories and Research (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1972); and Raymond
Tanter and Manus Midlarsky, "A Theory of Revolution," Journal of Conflict Resolution,
Vol. II. September 1967, pp. 264-280. Suggestive qualitative studies include Charles Tilly,
The Vendee (Cambridge, Mass.: M.l.T. Press, 1964); Barrington Moore. Jr., Social Origins
of Dictatorship and Democracy.' Lord and Peasant in the Making of the Modern World (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1966); and Eric R. Wolf. Peasant Wars of the Twentieth Century (New York:
Harper & Row, 1969).
2 Crude data on land and income distributions exist for no more than 50 nations. There is
even less cross-national data on the distribution of other components of wealth (capital assets,
etc.).
3 See Phillips Cutright, "Inequality: A Cross-National Analysis," American Sociological
Review, Vol. 32, No.4, August 1967, pp. 562-578; Simon Kuznets, "Economic Growth and
Income Inequality," American Economic Review, Vol. 45. No.1. March 1955. pp. 1-28:
idem., Modern Economic Growth (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966); and Gerhard
Lenski, Power and Privilege; A Theory of Social Stratification (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 1966).
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Membership or the strength of the non-Communist Left may exert enough
"left pressure" on the political system to produce policies that diminish
inequality and thus violence. Or, the negative impact of Communist Regime
type which has been attributed to the police-state, totalitarian character of
Communist systems may in part reflect the more equalitarian income and
wealth structure of such nations. None of these possibilities was explored
in this study.
Another class of omitted variables that certainly has causal significance
involves the extent to which nations suffer political penetration and economic
exploitation by imperialist or "neocolonialist" powers. Rebellion and
protest against foreign economic and political influence or control, although
relatively infrequent, provide some of the most dramatic examples of
domestic violence. Variables that accurately appraise foreign economic
ownership and political manipulation have yet to be developed. This
surely should have high priority in future investigations of mass political
violence.
Violence itself may produce a diminution of foreign influence or compel
elite concessions that decrease inequality and thus future violence. This
would imply a lagged reciprocity with negative feedback between these
variables. The whole question of the long-run consequences of violence
remains to be systematically studied. Considerable work on indicator
development and theoretical specification must be undertaken before these
possibilities can be rigorously evaluated. It is not improbable, however,
that if the relevant data were available, inequality and foreign penetration
would turn out to be the core variables of additional sectors in our model
and hence would elaborate on, but not fundamentally alter, the model's
structure.
Another potential source of specification error is the method by which
inferences were made throughout the model-building process. Although
we analyzed only relationships that had a sound theoretical foundation,
the choice of functional forms for the variables involved was determined
by goodness of fits and significance of parameters, rather than by the
theoretical implications of the various alternatives. The reason is, of course,
that the qualitative theoretical work typically provides barely enough
information about which variables should appear in which equations and,
aside from occasionally suggesting interaction effects, usually specifies
nothing further about functional form. It is possible, however, that the
correct formulation is not the one that maximizes least-squares regression
fits in a particular sample. Hence, one or more of the equations may suffer
from specification error.
Moreover, since our research strategy was to incrementally develop
a multiequation model by the exploratory analysis of single equation

hypotheses and partial theories, it is possible that such specification errors
are cumulative. This stems from the multicollinearity among independent
variables that is present in our data and, indeed, plagues virtually all nonexperimental research. For when variables are moderately to highly
correlated, as they are here, then incorrect decisions made in the early
stages of analysis (Part II) can critically influence what functional forms
are inferred to be valid in the final stages (Part III). However, since we were
unwilling to rely exclusively on any previous theory of mass political
violence in developing the structural equation model, some specification
error from this source is unavoidable. 4 Yet, it may be minimized if we
undertake a theoretically constrained (if not completely defined) method
of analysis that is geared to the determination of causal relations. And
this is precisely how we have tried to conduct the investigation.
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Aggregation of Data
The aggregation issue is not a problem in the sense that specification
error is, as long as it is realized that the research results derive from an
aggregate data base and hence causal inferences are most securely made
at the macro level of analysis. The "ecological fallacy" issue, which in
the present context pertains to the validity of making inferences about
relationships between subnational units (provinces, social strata, individuals)
on the basis of data on national aggregates, is not germane for large parts
of the model because Institutionalization, Democratization, rates of
Economic Change and the like are intrinsically macro-level phenomena. 5
This is not entirely true, however, for variables such as Social Mobilization,
Cultural Differentiation, Political Separatism, and Group Discrimination.
Here we are inclined to draw conclusions about the behavior of groups of
mobilized, differentiated, separatist, or discriminated-against individualsas indeed we have done at various points in the book. Whether we have
erred in so doing depends on how well the structural equations have been
specified, and on how the data have been grouped with respect to the
For a good discussion of this problem see Arthur S. Goldberger, Topics in Regression Analysis
(New York: The Macmillan Co., 1968), Chapter 9, and PotJuri Rao and Roger L. Miller,
Applied Econometrics (Belmont, Calif: Wadsworth Publishing Co.. 1971).
5 Treatments of the "ecological fallacy" issue include: Otis D. Duncan et a!., Statistical
Geography (New York: The Free Press, 1961): Hubert M. Blalock, Causal Inferences in Nonexperimental Research (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press. 1964), pp. 95-114:
and Hayward R. A1ker, Jr., "A Typology of Ecological Fallacies," in Mattei Dogan and Stein
Rokkan (eds.), Quantitative Ecological Analysis in the Social Sciences (Cambridge. Mass.:
M.LT. Press, 1969), pp. 69-86. A comprehensive review of the aggregation literature generally
is provided by Michael T. Hannan, Aggregation and Disaggregation in Sociology (Lexington,
Mass.: nc. Heath and Co.. 1971).
4
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variables III question. In the case of cross-national aggregate data the
grouping is obviously by subnational units situated within national
boundaries. If the consequence of this is to aggregate or group the data
primarily according to the values of independent variables, it is not
unreasonable to assume that regression coefficients, but not correlations,
hold for subnational units. If, on the other hand, using national aggregates
means that data are grouped principally by the values of dependent variables,
then both regression and correlation coefficients will typically be larger in the
aggregated analyses than they would be in analogous regressions with
disaggregated data. 6 It is likely that nation-level aggregation results in
data being grouped primarily by such independent variables as discrimination, separatism, and mobilization, and only derivatively by the core
dependent variables-Collective Protest and Internal War. If this assumption
is well-founded, the cross-national, aggregate causal inferences can properly
be extended to subnational strata. Moreover, aggregation bias is known to
be minimized when the structural equations are specified without great
error. 7

Cross-Sectional Analysis
The final problem to be discussed concerns the use of cross-sectional
data throughout the study. Although we have relied heavily on such data,
the investigation has not been entirely ·'static." In the case of the core
endogenous variables-Mass Violence, Elite Repression, and Coups-two
time points were employed to incorporate into the model the lagged effects
that prior theory indicated were operative. This helps preserve the dynamic

. I

I
I

6 These results were first derived from experimental trials with real data by Blalock, Causal
Inlerences, pp. 95-l14. An exposition of the mathematics underlying Blalock's empirical
results for both independent and dependent variables in the bivariate linear regression model
is provided in Douglas A. Hibbs, Jr., "Ecological Fallacy: Grouping Observations in
Regression Analysis," unpublished ms., M.l.T., 1971. Also see W. P. Shively, "Ecological
Inference: The Use of Aggregate data to Study Individuals," American Political Science
ReView, Vol. 63, December 1969, pp. 1183-1196; S. J. Prais and J. Aitchison, "The Grouping
of Observations in Regression Analysis." Review of the International Statistical Institute,
1954, pp. 1-22, and J. S. Cramer, "Efficient Grouping, Regression and Correlation in Engel
Curve Analysis," Journal of the American Statistical Association, 1964, pp. 233-250. Note,
however, that the results summarized in the text are known to hold exactly only for the
bivariate regression case. Precise analytical results for the magnitude of aggregation bias in
multivariate, cross-sectional models remain to be derived.
7 See Eric A. Hanushek et aI., "Model Specification, Use of Aggregate Data, and the
Ecological Correlation Fallacy," unpublished Discussion Paper, Harvard Program on
Quantitative Analysis in Political Science, January 1972.
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validity of the parameter estimates. 8 Moreover, for urbanization and
economic development. where the literature suggested that rates of change
were important, the available data afforded an analysis of the impact of
five- and ten-year growth rates. And, all the remaining variables except one
(Internal Security Forces) had a 1960 time point which for the most part
lags them vis a vis the simultaneously determined endogenous variables
whose aggregation period is 1958 to 1967. This insures that exogenous and
predetermined endogenous variables have prior temporal status in the
model, which is essential for (nonsimultaneous) causal arguments.
Nevertheless, the investigation is fundamentally based on crosssectional data from which we seek to make dynamic causal inferences.
That is, we are not only interested in ascertaining relationships at one point
(cross-section) in time but we also hope that the model has valid dynamic
implications. What conditions are necessary for the results to apply to
successive cross-sections? Coleman put it well:
"The cross-section analysis assumes, either implicitly or explicitly,
that causal processes have resulted in an equilibrium state. That is, the
implicit assumption in regression analysis is that this is a stable relationship,
which would give the same values for the regression coefficients in a later
cross-section unless an exogenous factor disturbed the situation." 9
The only way to establish whether the assumption of aggregate
equilibrium holds is to re-estimate the model with successive cross-sections
and/or with long time series for a (preferably) heterogeneous group of
nations. Validation of the model requires that these replications produce
approximately the same parameter estimates and causal inferences as those
reported here.
There is no reason, however, to be apologetic about having used crosssectional data in this research. In many ways cross-section-based models
are superior to those estimated against time-series data, since typical time
series, especially those available to social scientists, are of relatively short
duration. Short-duration time series simply cannot pick up the effects
of such variables as regime type, levels of institutionalization, cultural
differentiation, and democratization. These variables, which have important
effects on levels of mass political violence, do not change much in the short
run: and without variance, estimation precision and causal inference are
not feasible. This is why careful studies of the utility of cross-sectional
versus time-series analysis in economics indicate that " ... cross-section
8 See Dennis J. Aigner and Julian L. Simon, "A Specification Bias Interpretation of CrossSection Vs. Time Series Parameter Estimates," Western Economic Journal, Vol. 8. No.2,
June 1970, pp. 144-161.
q James S. Coleman. "The Mathematical Study of Change," in H. M. Blalock and A. B.
Blalock (eds.). Methodology in Social Research (New York: McGraw-Hili Book Company,
Inc.. 1968), p. 444.
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data tend to measure long run and other effects that are not observable,
for a number of reasons, in short period ... time series variations .... "10
And" ... cross-sections typically will reflect long run adjustments whereas
annual time series will tend to reflect shorter run reaction." 11 Since the
principal purpose of this study, like that of most comparative research
efforts in political science, has been to detect long run or developmental
processes, it is precisely on "long run effects and adjustments" that our
interest centers. Therefore, until data on the important variables in the
model become available for long-duration time series which will make
possible the dynamic analysis of long-run processes and effects, the crosssectional approach we have employed, which includes lagged effects and
rates of change, is perhaps the best way to have proceeded.

APPENDIX ONE

Nations in the Cross-National Sample

Table AU

10 Edwin Kuh and John R. Meyer, "How Extraneous are Extraneous Estimates," The Review
of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 39, 1957, p. 381.
11 Edwin Kuh, "The Validity of Cross-Sectionally Estimated Behavior Equations in Time
Series Applications," Econometrica, Vol. 27, 1959, pp. 207-208.

Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Bulgaria
Burma
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Central African Rep.
Ceylon
Chad
Chile
Colombia
Congo, Leopoldville
Costa Rica
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Dahomey
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Ecuador

Nations in the Cross-National Sample (N = 108)
EI Salvador
Ethiopia
Finland
France
Germany, East
Germany, West
Ghana
Greece
Guatemala
Guinea
Haiti
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kenya
Korea, South

Laos
Lebanon
Liberia
Libya
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Mali
Mexico
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Rhodesia
Rumania
Saudi Arabia

Senegal
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Somalia
South Africa
Spain
Sudan
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Taiwan
Tanzania
Thailand
Togoland
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
United Arab Republic (Egypt)
USSR
United Kingdom
United States
Upper Volta
Uruguay
Venezuela
Viet Nam. South
Yugoslavia
Zambia
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Table A2

Variables in the Multiequation Model (continued)

Variable Name

X'g
X9

6

In Institutionalization 1960

X~

6
3

Social Mobilization 1960

X IO
Z,
Z,

4

In Social Mobilization 1960

Zi

4

Communist Regime Dummy

Z,

7

Communist Party Legal Status Dummy

Z4

8

Postwar Independence Dummy

Zs

5

In Energy Consumption per capita 1960

Z6

3

(In Energy Consumption per capita 1960)2

Z'6
Z7

3

Z8

8

Z9

6

Z,o

6

Average Annual
1955 to 1965

Table A2

Variables in the Multiequation Model
Denotation

Chapter
First Introduced

Collective Protest D2

Y,

2

Internal War D2

Yo

2

In Negative Sanctions D2

y

6

In Coups D2

Y4

6

Average Annual o~ Change in Energy
Consumption per capita 1955 to 1965

Ys

3

Variable Name

Average Annual ~; Change in Gross
National Product per capita 1955 to 1965

,

Yo

3

Collective Protest D 1

y.,

2

[nternal War Dl

n
n

6

In Negative Sanctions Dl

2

In Coups Dl

y.4

6

Group Discrimination 1960

X[
X2
X,
X4

5
5
7

Xs
X6

6

X

7

4

Xg

4

In Political Separatism 1960
Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization 1960
[n Communist Party Membership 1960

°0

4

Change in Population

In Population 1960

Variables in the Multiequation Model

Chapter
First Introduced

Institutionalization 1960

In Social Welfare 1960

APPENDIX TWO

Denotation

In GNP per capita 1960
Gross Fixed Domestic Capital Formation as
a % of GNP 1960
In Internal Security Forces per 1000 sq km
1965
Defense Expenditures as a % of General
Government Expenditures 1960

3

3

Social Mobilization 1960/Institutionalization
1960
Social Mobilization 1960/Social Welfare 1960

Z11

6

Z[2

4

Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization 1960'
Social Mobilization 1960

Z13

5

Population in Cities of 100,000 or More
Residents per 1000 Population 1965

Z[4

4

5

%Legislative Seats Held by the
Non-Communist Left 1960
Elite Electoral Accountability
In Nondefense General Government
Expenditures as a o~ of the Gross
Domestic Product [960
Social Welfare 1960
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Table A 4.2

Equation for Internal War D2 (Y 2 )
(Lagged Endogenous Variables Treated as Endogenous)

Independent
Variable

APPENDIX FOUR

Supplementary Instrumental Variables-Two Stage
Least Squares Estimation Results

Table A 4.1

Equation for Collective Protest D2 (Y1 )
(Lagged Endogenous Variables Treated as Endogenous)
Parameter
Estimate

Statistic

0.582
-0.280

1.06
-0.38

-0.146
0.586
0.014
-0.020

-1.43
1.21
2.11
-0.19

-0.259
0.629
-0.004
-0.072
-0.002
0.003
- 3.170
0.013
-2.310
0.406

-0.57
1.01
-0.74
-0.37
-0.54
0.42
-0.82
0.06
-2.08
0.13

Regression Standard Error

F

Independent
Variable
In Negative Sanctions D2
In Coups D2
Average Annual % Change in Energy
Consumption per capita, 1955-1965
Collective Protest D 1
Group Discrimination 1960
In Communist Party Membership 1960
In Nondefense General Government Expenditures
as a % ofGDP 1960
In Institutionalization 1960
% Legislative Seats Held by Non-Communist Left 1960
Average Annual % Change in Population 1955-1965
Social Welfare 1960
Social Mobilization 1960
Social Mobilization/Social Welfare
In Population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

.482

1.38

t
Statistic

1.540
0.471
-0.034
0.424
-0.745
0.004
0.341

3.21
0.88
0.15
1.69
-1.91
0.65
2.28

-0.088
0.134
0.275
-0.145
0.061
- 2.850
-3.070

-0.16
0.14
0.49
-0.72
0.28
-3.48
-0.51

Regression Standard Error

F

In Negative Sanctions D2
In Coups D2
Average Annual % Change in GNP per capita 1955-1965
Internal War DI
In Negative Sanctions DI
Group Discrimination 1960
In Political Separatism 1960
In Nondefense General Government Expenditures
as a %ofGDP 1960
In Social Welfare 1960
In Institutionalization 1960
Average Annual %Change in Population 1955-1965
In Population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

t

.713

Table A 4.3

1.65

13.94

Collective Protest D2
Internal War D2
In Coups D2
% Legislative Seats Held by
Non-Communist Left 1960
Elite Electoral Accountability
Institutionalization 1960
Social Mobilization 1960
Social Mobilization/Institutionalization
In Population 1960
In Internal Security Forces
per 1000 sq km 1965
Constant

Parameter
Estimate

t

Statistic
2.15
1.00
1.68

0.310
0.119
0.386

0.27
-4.72
1.55
-0.72
2.19
3.05

0.0006
-0.632
0.021
-0.0007
0.044
0.221

2.59
0.44

0.134
0.324

F

Regression Standard Error

15,92 5.7

18.0

Equation for In Negative Sanctions D2 (Y 3 )
(Lagged Endogenous Variables Treated as Endogenous)

Independen t
Variable

.769

232

Parameter
Estimate

0.69

10,97

32.3
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Equation for In Coups 02 ( Y4)
(Lagged Endogenous Variables Treated as Endogenous)

Table A 4.4

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

Collective Protest D2
Internal War D2
In Coups DI
In Institutionalization 1960
Defense Expenditures as a % of
General Government Expenditures 1960
Constant

Table A4.6

t

Statistic

-0.111
0.147
0.640
-0.110

-1.05
1.85
5.22
-0.65

0.011
0.207

1.36
0.36

Regression Standard Error
0.69

A58

F

5,102

17.3

In dependen t
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

Statistic

Internal War D2
Internal War Dl
Average Annual % Change in
Population 1955-1965
In GNP per capita 1960
(in thousands of 1965 U.S.
dollars)
Gross Fixed Domestic Capital
Formation as a %of GNP 1960
Constant

-0.044
-0.217

-0.27
- lAO

0.362

l.66

0.094

0.31

0.101
-0.578

1.39
-0.27

R2

Regression Standard Error

F

.079

2.51

Table A 4.5 Equation for Average Annual Percentage Change in Energy
Consumption Per Capita 1955-1965 (Y s)
(Lagged Endogenous Variables Treated as Endogenous)
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Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

Statistic

Collective Protest D2
Collective Protest DI
Average Annual % Change in
Population 1955-1965
In Energy Consumption
per capita 1960
Gross Fixed Domestic Capital
Formation as a % of GNP 1960
Constant

-0.265
0.039

-0.64
0.08
-0.34

-0.529

- 1.74

0.Q78
5.763

0.76
2.46

Regression Standard Error

.071

3.73

t

5.102

1.7

t

-0.lI3

R2

Equation for Average Annual Percentage Change in Gross
National Product Per Capita 1955-1965 (Y 6 )
(Lagged Endogenous Variables Treated as Endogenous)

F

5,102

1.57

Table A4.7

First Revised Equation for Collective Protest D2 (Y t )
(Lagged Endogenous Variables Treated as Endogenous)

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

t

Statistic

0.649

4.61

-0.071
0.012

-2.46
2.67

0.063

2.04

-0.003
0.259
- 2.489
-1.828

-0.86
2.31
-5.61
-2.09

R2

Regression Standard Error

F

.658

1.08

In Negative Sanctions D2
Average Annual % Change in
Energy Consumption per capita
1955-1965
Group Discrimination 1960
In Communist Party Membership
1960
~o Legislative Seats Held by
Non-Communist Left 1960
In Population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

7.100

27.5
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Table A 4.8

First Revised Equation for Internal War D2 (Y z )
(Lagged Endogenous Variables Treated as Endogenous)

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

In Negalive Sanctions D2
1n Coups D2
Internal War Dl
In Negative Sanctions Dl
Group Discrimination 1960
In Political Separatism [960
In Population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

Statistic

Internal War D2
In Coups 01
In Institutionalization 1960
Defense Expenditures as a ~~ of General
Government Expenditures 1960
Constant

3.76
0.77
2.00

0.371
0.330
-0.671
0.003
0.288
0.149

-3.23
0.53

2.45
0.72

-2.652
-2.712

-3.67
-1.94

Regression Standard Error

F

First Revised Equation for In Coups D2 (Y4 )
(Lagged Endogenous Variables Treated as Endogenous)

Independent
Variable

f

1.570

Table A 4.10

0.074

1.96

0.634

-0.195

5.39
-1.51

0.015
0.360

2.20
0.74
F

0.66

4,103

25.6

164

.700

Table A 4.] 1

First Revised Equation for In Negative Sanctions D2 (Y3)
(Lagged Endogenous Variables Treated as Endogenous)
Independent
Variable

Collective Protest D2
Internal War D2
In Coups D2
Elite Electoral Accountability
Institutionalization 1960
Social Mobilization 1960
Social Mobilization/Institutionalization
In Population 1960
In Internal Security Forces per 1000
sq km 1965
Constant

Parameter
Estimate
0.306
0.149
0.366
-0.633
0.021
-.0007
0.044

t

Statistic
2.14
1.26
1.62

-4.79

.771

0.219

-0.71
2.22
3.06

0.127
0.446

0.59

0.68

Second Revised Equation for Collective Protest D2 (Y j )
(Lagged Endogenous Variables Treated as Endogenous)

Independent
Variable
In Negative Sanctions D2
Average Annual /0 Change in Energy
Consumption per capita 1955-1965
Group Discrimination 1960
In Communist Party Membership 1960
In Population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

Parameter
Estimate

f

Statistic

0.672

4.90

-0.070

-2.029

-2.41
2.84
2.00
2.34
-5.59
-2.42

Regression Standard Error

F

0.012
0.061
0.261
-2.414

1.55

.658

1.07

6,101

32.5

2.72

Regression Standard Error
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f

Statistic

Regression Standard Error
.498

Table A 4.9

Parameter
Estimate

F

9,98

36.8
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TableA4.12

Second Revised Equation for Internal War D2 (Y2)
(Lagged Endogenous Variables Treated as Endogenous)

Independent
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

Statistic

In Negative Sanctions D2
Internal War DI
In Negative Sanctions Dl
In Political Separatism
In Population 1960
Communist Regime Dummy
Constant

1.816
0.378
-0.745
0.276
0.038
-2.848
-2.304

5.60
2.42
-3.80
2.30
0.22
-4.06
-1.69

R'

Regression Standard Error

F

.671

1.71

r

6,101

APPENDIX FIVE

Values of Collective Protest D2 and
Internal War D2

34.3
Table A5.!

Actual, Fitted, and Residual Values of CoJ]ective
Protest D2

Nation
Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Bulgaria
Burma
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Central African Rep.
Ceylon
Chad
Chile
Colombia
Congo, Leopoldville
Costa Rica
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Dahomey
Denmark
Dominican Republic
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Actual

Fitted

Residual

3.045
0.0
5.075
5.268
1.099
3.258
4.511
5.416
5.308
1.609
3.178
1.792
1.792
3.738
0.0
4.317
3.045
4.533
5.215
5.176
2.303
4.304
2.773
3.912
2.773
5.198

1.972
0.164
4.444
5.265
1.289
2.873
2.961
4.612
5.284
1.142
4.165
1.979
1.829
3.697
0.535
4.058
1.796
3.701
4.232
4.246
2.516
5.130
1.954
2.024
2.061
4.920

1.073
-0.164
0.631
0.003
-0.190
0.385
1.550
0.804
0.024
0.467
-0.987
-0.187
- 0.037
0.041
-0.535
0.259
1.249
0.832
0.983
0.930
- 0.213
-0.826
0.819
1.888
0.712
0.278
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Table AS.!

Actua!, Fitted. and Residual Values of Collective
Protest D2 (Continued)

Nation
Ecuador
El Salvador
Ethiopia
Finland
France
Germany, East
Germany. West
Ghana
Greece
Guatemala
Guinea
Haiti
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kenya
Korea, South
Laos
Lebanon
Liberia
Libya
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Mali
Mexico
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway

il

II'I
;

~

I'

.1"I
"

I

til

i
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Actual

Fitted

Residual

5.063
3.611
2.197
1946
5.209
2.639
4.466
2.639
4.078
4.533
2.833
3.219
2.944
0.0
1.386
7.331
4.025
4.920
4.454
1.386
4.263
4.934
0.0
1.946
5.142
3.555
4.585
5.561
0.693
4.575
1.386
3.219
0.0
4.745
3.951
2.398
5.043
3.932
1.099
0.0
3.932
0.0
4.682
1.099

4.358
3.674
2.577
2.149
5.265
2.794
5.060
3.565
3.359
4.613
2.093
4.000
3.338
2.889
2.501
5.450
5.839
4.548
3.894
1.587
3.393
4.159
1800
1.260
3.823
3.254
4.730
3.761
1.727
4.408
1.105
1.282
0.529
4.109
4.259
1.287
4.527
4.141
2.824
1082
3.441
1.370
3.951
1.797

0.705
-0.063
-0.380
-0.203
-0.056
-0.155
-0.594
-0.926
0.719
-0.080
0.740
-0.781
-0.394
-2.889
-1.115
1.881
-1814
0.372
0.560
-0.201
0.870
0.775
-1.800
0.686
1.319
0.301
-0.145
1.800
-1.034
0.167
0.281
1937
-0.529
0.636
- 0.308
Ill1
0.516
-0.209
- 1.725
-1082
0,491
-1.370
0.731
-0.698

Table AS.I

Nation

Actual, Fitted, and Residual Values of Collective
Protest D2 (Continued)
Actual

5.075
Pakistan
4.710
Panama
3.219
Paraguay
4.554
Peru
1609
Philippines
3.401
Poland
4.564
Portugal
2.944
Puerto Rico
5.273
Rhodesia
1.386
Rumania
0.0
Saudi Arabia
3.584
Senegal
0.693
Sierra Leone
2.197
Singapore
2.773
Somalia
5.384
South Africa
4.111
Spain
4.394
Sudan
1.792
Sweden
1609
Switzerland
4.920
Syria
0.693
Taiwan
1.386
Tanzania
0.0
Thailand
0.693
Togoland
2.303
Tunisia
4.575
Turkey
4.804
Uganda
United Arab Republic (Egypt) 2.079
3.850
USSR
5.088
United Kingdom
7.116
United States
0.693
Upper Volta
4.248
Uruguay
5.663
Venezuela
5.318
Vietnam, South
1.609
Yugoslavia
5.366
Zambia

Fitted
4.662
3.763
4.198
4.346
3.267
2.486
4.314
1.462
4.684
1.710
2.082
2.134
1.473
2.701
1.969
5.983
4792
3.901
2.551
2.549
4.520
2.604
2.882
3.887
1.842
3.306
4.869
3.994
4.229
4.016
4.528
6.137
1014
2.762
5.132
4.957
1.885
3.914

Residual
0.413
0.947
-0.979
0.208
-1.658
0.915
0.250
1.482
0.589
-0.324
-2.082
1.450
-0.780
-0.504
0.804
- 0.599
-0.681
0.493
-0.759
- 0.940
0.400
-1911
- 1.496
- 3.887
-1.149
-1003
-0.294
0.810
-2.150
-0.166
0.560
0.979
-0.321
1.486
0.531
0.361
-0.276
1.452
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Table A 5.2

Actual, Fitted and Residual Values of Internal
WarD2

Nation
Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Bulgaria
Burma
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Central African Rep.
Ceylon
Chad
Chile
Colombia
Congo, Leopoldville
Costa Rica
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Dahomey
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
EI Salvador
Ethiopia
Finland
France
Germany, East
Germany, West
Ghana
Greece
Guatemala
Guinea
Haiti
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iran

Actual
5.011
0.0
9.970
6.198
1.946
2.079
6.326
7.060
5.370
0.693
6.361
1.386
11.166
4.682
1.609
5.846
2.996
3.871
8.761
9.693
1.946
9.047
0.0
3.689
0.0
8.074
5.568
3.850
6.402
1.609
6.380
3.850
2.833
3.892
2.833
5.986
1.609
6.378
5.829
0.0
3.219
7.689
9.931
6.229

f'itted
1.871
0.212
8.406
7.391
-3.072
1.l34
3.616
5.958
5.759
-0.266
7.260
4.988
4.687
3.764
0.394
5.832
4.080
3.179
6.006
8.578
3.267
8.352
1.369
4.783
0.782
6.931
5.265
3.737
4.518
0.305
6.121
2.981
4.773
6.755
5.048
5.973
3.647
6.656
3.799
2.137
3.665
7.241
10.163
7.421

Residual
3.140
-0.212
1.564
-1193
5.018
0.945
2.710
1.l02
-0.388
0.959
-0.899
-3.602
6.479
0.918
1.214
0.014
-1.084
0.692
2.755
1.l16
-1.321
0.695
-1.369
-1.094
-0.782
1.143
0.303
0.113
1.884
1.304
0.259
0.869
-1.940
-2.863
-2.215
0013
-2.038
-0.278
2.030
-2137
-0.446
0.448
-0.232
-1.192

Table A 5.2
Nation
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kenya
Korea, South
Laos
Lebanon
Liberia
Libya
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Mali
Mexico
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Rhodesia
Rumania
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Somalia
South Africa
Spain
Sudan

Actual, Fitted and Residual Values of Internal
War D2 (Continued)
Actual

Fitted

Residual

9.274
2.773
3.091
5.182
0.693
3.045
2.197
4.110
7.160
6.321
7.871
7.033
0.0
3.135
0.0
4.736
8.272
2.565
5.727
5.781
0.0
0.0
6.111
3.526
7.550
0.0
7.796
4.682
5.142
6.326
5.434
2.639
4.111
2.639
5.226
0.0
0.0
3.367
1.792
0.0
4.522
6.567
4.663
7.024

7.075
1.452
3.324
3.225
3.008
1.082
2.408
6.090
8.443
7.373
7.577
6.858
1.036
2.247
-0.806
5.914
6.537
1.892
6.310
6992
-0.182
-0.296
5.291
3136
7.651
-0128
7.266
4.382
5.746
5.889
4.575
2.621
4.903
2.362
7.432
0.218
0.983
3.895
2.304
3.214
6.673
8.276
6.644
6.528

2.199
1.321
-0.233
1.957
- 2.315
1.963
-0.211
-1.979
-1.283
-1.052
0.294
0.175
-1.036
0.888
0.806
-1.178
1735
0.673
-0.583
-1.211
0.182
0.296
0.820
0.390
-0.101
0.128
0.530
0.300
-0.604
0.437
0.859
0.018
-0.792
0.277
-2.206
-0.218
-0.983
- 0.528
-0.512
-3.214
- 2.151
- 1709
-1.981
0.496
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Table A 5.2
Nation

Actual, Fitted and Residual Values of Internal
War D2 (Continued)
Actual

Sweden
0.0
Switzerland
0.693
Syria
7.231
Taiwan
6.762
Tanzania
3.434
Thailand
4.078
Togoland
2.485
Tunisia
7.946
Turkey
4.331
Uganda
6.356
United Arab Republic (Egypt) 1.946
USSR
5.796
United Kingdom
2.833
United States
6.454
Upper Volta
0.0
Uruguay
2.639
Venezuela
7.691
Vietnam, South
11.167
Yugoslavia
0.0
6.891
Zambia

Fitted

Residual

0.157
1.659
7.910
4.603
4.282
4.272
3.506
4.868
5.891
4.638
4.976
4.296
4.775
8.656
1.932
2.877
6.966
9.548
1.100
4.889

- 0.157
-0.966
-0.679
2.159
-0.848
-0.194
-1.021
3.078
-1.560
1.718
-3.030
1.500
-1.942
-2.202
-1.932
-0.238
0.725
1.620
- 1.100
2.002
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